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ABSTRACT
South Africa has a diverse population with various cultures, religions and
traditions, all of which enjoy equal protection. This position may cause conflict in
areas where the law and religion intersect. One of these areas is oath-swearing.
Due to the legal pluralistic nature of South Africa, it is necessary to examine these
areas of intersection to ensure that the Constitutional rights and values are
adhered to. Oath-swearing is a legal action with religious implication as a
proclamation of the truth or promise and is manifested in two forms, an assertory
oath or a promissory oath. The purpose of this study was to determine how the
external and internal legal history of oath-swearing influenced the practice of
oath-swearing during specific selected eras in South African legal history to make
some recommendations for the South African law. A transdisciplinary investigation
of the practice of oath-swearing is undertaken by applying selected theories of
legal theory, linguistics and communication, sociology and religion to the practice
of oath-swearing. This study followed the development of the practice of oathswearing, in both its assertory- and promissory oath forms in selected eras in the
Roman law and the Roman-Dutch legal history, which are some of the pillars of
the South African legal system. Selected eras in the development of the practice
of oath-swearing were furthermore investigated as it developed in South Africa
from its settlement until the current Constitutional era. In addition, the legal
pluralistic nature of the South African legal system is taken into consideration and
oath-swearing in Islam, Judaism, Hinduism, and African Customary law are briefly
investigated. The study concluded that the current legal position regarding the
practice of oath-swearing in South Africa constitutes unfair indirect discrimination
on the basis of religion and culture. In order to promote fairness and equality in
the administration of justice, it is recommended that the relevant sections which
require an oath to be sworn are rewritten to provide intended swearers with the
option of swearing an oath according to his or her own religion. It is also
recommended that the person who administers the oath, inform the intended
swearer of the implications of oath-swearing, what constitutes perjury or the
breaking of an oath, and the consequences thereof.
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Key words: oath, oath-swearing, promissory oath, assertory oath, Roman law,
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Judaism, Hinduism, and African Customary law
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OPSOMMING
Suid-Afrika het ŉ diverse bevolking met ŉ verskeidenheid kulture, gelowe en
tradisies waarvan almal gelyke beskerming geniet. Hierdie posisie mag moontlik
konflik veroorsaak waar die reg en geloof mekaar oorvleuel. Een van hierdie
gedeeltes behels eedaflegging. Weens die regspluralistiese aard van Suid-Afrika is
dit noodsaaklik om hierdie oorvleuelings onder die loep te neem en vas te stel of
dit aan die Grondwetlike regte en waardes voldoen. Eedaflegging is ŉ regsaksie
met 'n geloofsimplikasie as die verklaring van waarheid of belofte en bestaan in
twee vorms, ŉ assertoriese eed en 'n promissoriese eed. Die doel van hierdie
studie was om vas te stel hoe die interne- en eksterne regsgeskiedenis van
eedaflegging die gebruik van eedaflegging beïnvloed het. Die studie het spesifiek
gefokus op geselekteerde eras in die Suid-Afrikaanse regsgeskiedenis ten einde
aanbevelings

vir

die

Suid-Afrikaanse

reg

te

maak.

Derhalwe

word

in

transdissiplinêre studie van eedaflegging onderneem, deur geselekteerde teorieë
in regsteorie, linguistiek en kommunikasie, sosiologie en geloof toe te pas op
eedaflegging. Die studie volg die ontwikkeling van eedaflegging vir beide die
assertoriese- en die promissoriese eed gedurende die spesifieke eras in die
Romeinse reg en die Romeins-Hollandse regsgeskiedenis wat sommige van die
pilare van die Suid-Afrikaanse regsisteem vorm. Geselekteerde eras in die
ontwikkeling van eedaflegging is ook ondersoek in die ontwikkelingsgeskiedenis
van Suid-Afrika vanaf vestiging deur die Nederlanders tot die huidige
Konstitusionele era. Die regspluralistiese aard van die Suid-Afrikaanse regsisteem
is ook in ag geneem deur eedaflegging in Islam, Judaïsme, Hindoeïsme en Afrika
gewoontereg te ondersoek. Die studie het bevind dat die huidige regsposisie met
betrekking tot eedaflegging in Suid-Afrika, onregverdige indirekte diskriminasie op
grond van geloof en kultuur uitmaak. Ten einde regverdigheid en gelykheid in die
regspleging te bevorder, word daar aanbeveel dat die relevante artikels wat die
sweer van ŉ eed vereis, herskryf moet word om vir voorgenome sweerders die
opsie te gee om ŉ eed af te lê ingevolge sy/haar geloof. Daar word verder
aanbeveel dat die persoon wat die eed afneem, die sweerder moet verwittig van

v

die implikasies van eedaflegging, wat meineed of eedbreuk is, en wat die gevolge
daarvan sal wees.
Sleutelwoorde:

eed, eedaflegging, promissoriese eed, assertoriese eed,

Romeinse reg, Romeins-Hollandse reg, regsgeskiedenis, regspluralisme, en
eedaflegging in Islam, Judaïsme, Hindoeïsme en Afrika gewoontereg
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Chapter 1 Introduction
There is a history of oath-taking. Homer's heroes swore; the gods swore; the
Romans swore by their swords and their Caesars; the Egyptians by cats and
onions; the East Indian by holding a cow by the tail …1

South Africa's population is diverse and different groups act in accordance with
their culture and religion,2 as recognised within the greater South African society.3
This recognition may cause a magnitude of problems with the application of
certain legal rules. One of these rules is the swearing of an oath. 4 An oath can be
broadly defined as a legal action with religious implication, or a solemn
proclamation of the truth of a matter.5
Silving 6 is of the opinion that the oath which is used today in most modern
jurisdictions can be traced back to the pre-animalistic period of culture. People
believed in the magical powers of supernatural beings and if someone should
1
2

3

4

5
6

The Congressional Record Daily Alta California 2.
The author will use some linguistic devices to maintain the chronology of the historic
narrative throughout this study. One of these devices is the use of the historic present tense
only in specific required circumstances. This tense serves to partition and order the
information in segments in support of the narrative. The usual structure of the historical
present is not a blatant disregard for the past tense; it is merely the shifting between tenses
and variation on tenses, to accurately describe events which are unfolding concurrently in a
narrative. The general structure of the application of this tense will begin with what is
referred to as the "abstract" which includes the purpose of narrative - this is done in the past
tense. This is followed by an "orientation" which includes the basic facts necessary to
understand the rest of the narrative – this is done in the past tense as well. After the
orientation the plot will follow - this is where a large percentage of the verbs might be in the
historical present to indicate the order of actions and their relationship to other aspects of the
narrative. The narrative will usually conclude using past tense verbs to ensure that the
chronology is preserved. This linguistic device is quite useful in historical studies, but constant
application thereof might cause confusion. Therefore, the historic present tense will only be
applied in cases where several historical events occur at the same time and it is necessary to
divide the events through verb tenses. For more information on the use of the historical
present, refer to Wolfson 1979 Language 168-182.
Sections 15, 30 and 31 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (hereafter
the Constitution).
It is important to note here that this study pertains to the invocation of a Divine deity for a
specific legal and/or religious reason. This differs from a situation where swearing refers to
using expletives and profanities, sometimes in connection with a reference to a deity, for
another reason, and in another fashion, completely removed from the motivations identified
below (see Chapters 1 and 2 below). It is for this reason that the author actively chose the
spelling oath-swearing. This is done to differentiate it from oath swearing, which may cause
confusion as it could cause the term oath to be defined as an expletive, and swearing as a
verb – the act of using an expletive.
Nel Eedaflegging by Getuienislewering in die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg 1-2.
Silving 1959 Yale Law Journal 1330.
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curse another the supernatural beings will give effect to this curse. This is why
the oath is considered to be judicium dei, where divine judgment awaits those
who deign to lie. The oath can be likened to a kind of magical act in the form of a
self-curse. A person would swear an oath where the maker of a promise swears
about events of the past or the future and if this promise should be broken a
curse would befall the swearer as divine retribution.7 The swearer will, due to a
great fear, adhere to this oath.8 The modern monotheistic religions all still refer to
the procedure for the swearing of an oath and God is recognised as the only
entity with the inherent ability to punish perjury. The oath in its ancient form
developed in accordance with the latest rationalisations of the oath in religion and
law. The followers of these religions would adhere to the oath by virtue of their
faith, provided that the oath was sworn in accordance with the principles
recognised by their faith.9
According to Milhizer,10 oath-swearing is virtually a universal custom but cannot be
studied from its earliest histories due to the fact that the swearing of the oath
predates recorded history and academics can only infer from context that oathswearing took place by studying texts like religious texts and surviving works of
literature and culture. Bearing this in mind, different ages recognised a myriad of
oaths which were sworn in a variety of ways all for the same reason – truth or
loyalty.11 Most of these oaths are no longer in existence because the conditions
that prompted the swearing of these oaths have long since become obsolete.12
Some of the oaths survived because the persistence of the circumstances which
made the swearing of the oath essential.13 Mann14 is also of the opinion that the
practice of oath-swearing is one aspect of human behaviour shared by all the
peoples of the world. Agreeing with this statement, Milhizer 15 assumes that the
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Tyler Oaths; Their Origin, Nature and History 9-11. The curses that would befall someone
who commits perjury are discussed in Chapter 6. Farid 2006 New England Law Review 556.
Silving 1959 Yale Law Journal 1330.
Silving 1959 Yale Law Journal 1331-1332.
Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 6.
Farid 2006 New England Law Review 557.
Mir 1990 Islamic Studies 7.
Mir 1990 Islamic Studies 7; Tyler Oaths; Their Origin, Nature and History 9-16.
Mann 1917 The American Journal of Theology 260.
Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 6.
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oath is a universal phenomenon, but this assumption of the universality of the
oath might not be correct. Although the oath is prevalent across scores of nations
and millennia of cultural and legal development, Silving16 states that the oath is
not absolutely universal as China has no oath-swearing tradition. When Silving
and Milhizer are taken into account, it seems that the oath is, to a certain extent,
somewhat universal in its swearing and structure in that most nations and
civilisations used oath-swearing for religious or legal purposes. This causes the
oath to be ubiquitous rather than universal.
Tyler17 approaches the motivation required for the swearing of an oath with some
scepticism by stating that the swearing of an oath might be religiously moot and a
mere formalistic process. The reason he provides for this conclusion is that it is
quite unnecessary to call upon a deity to witness the proceedings and punish
falsehoods, because the deity (in this case the Christian God) is always a witness
to what humans do and will punish wrongdoing without being asked (or invoked)
to do so.18 It can be argued that the swearer does not call the Christian God's
attention to the proceedings, rather that the swearer's attention should be drawn
to God in this time of swearing to take cognisance of the impending punishment
in the case of falsehood or perjury.19 Farid20 makes an argument for the relevance,
albeit marginal, of the oath in legal proceedings. She states that a sense of guilt
derived from the invocation of the name of the divine or swearing on a holy book
might cause swearers to be motivated because of the shame they might suffer in
the case of perjury.21
South Africa has in essence two types of oaths.22 The first oath is the assertory
oath. This oath is sworn by people who want to assert something, which took
16
17
18
19

20
21

22

Silving 1959 Yale Law Journal 1337.
Tyler Oaths; Their Origin, Nature and History 13-14.
Tyler Oaths; Their Origin, Nature and History 13-14.
Tyler Oaths; Their Origin, Nature and History 14. See 7.4 for an example of an oath, which
indicates that it is sworn in the presence of God.
Farid 2006 New England Law Review 555-556.
Farid 2006 New England Law Review 556. See Chapter 4 for the reaction of Dutch legal
historians on the practice of touching objects to amplify oath-swearing.
Nel Eedaflegging by Getuienislewering in die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg 18-23. This study pertains
to oaths sworn verbally and matters requiring oaths-swearing in a written form are excluded
from this study, for example affidavits.
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place in the past, as the truth. This oath is most frequently used in affidavits or
courts of law across South Africa.23 This type of courtroom oath is intended to add
weight to the testimony of witnesses by emphasising the importance of the
undertaking and of the truth in the matter. The second is the promissory oath.24
This oath may be defined as an oath sworn by a swearer regarding future
endeavours. The swearer will either do something or will refrain from doing
something, for example, the oath of office of presidents and statesmen. 25 This
study investigates both these oaths, with their functions in law and with reference
to religion and society.
The courtroom oath has a dual function in both society and the courts. The first is
that it is a legal action. One swears the oath in courts because it is part of the
procedure of a trial and it can be seen as purely formalistic. There is, however,
another function that the oath also performs which differs greatly from the purely
formalistic oath-swearing that takes place in courts. This function is religious in
nature and grave in execution. This is the action where a deity is called upon to
bear witness to proceedings and take action if the swearer should perjure himself
or herself.26 What this entails is that a follower of a certain religion makes an oath
to the deity of that religion, and in doing so an obligation vests in the deity and
the deity is charged with the responsibility to ensure that the follower speaks the
truth.27 The general expectation is that the deities, who are now parties to this
case, will not sit idly by while oaths are sworn and broken in their name.28 The
swearer uses his or her religion as an added motivation to tell the truth. The
swearer risks the reward stipulated by the religion for a life lived according to the
religious prescriptions. 29 This risk is not taken lightly and is therefore the most
valuable method of ensuring that the swearer tells the truth. 30 If the swearer,
23
24

25
26
27
28
29
30

As per s 162(1) Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977.
Please note here that although the Hippocratic oath is a form of promissory oath, it will not
be discussed in this study, because of the fact that the Hippocratic oath has very little legal
substance.
Schedule 2 of the Constitution.
Silving 1959 Yale Law Journal 1330-1331; Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 6.
Silving 1959 Yale Law Journal 1330-1331; Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 6.
Hartland Primitive Law 174.
Coriden, Green and Heintschel (eds) The Code of Canon Law: A Text and Commentary 844.
Birney Salisbury Oath 30.
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however, has no religious affiliations whatsoever, the swearing of an oath might
not have the same bearing on the mind and soul of the non-believer than it has
for the devout follower of a religion with a deity presiding such swearing. 31 It
might be more suitable for this person to make an affirmation with bearing on the
conscience of the affirmer rather than the dependence on a religion. 32 The only
person responsible for ensuring that the truth is told is the affirmer himself or
herself, for if this person should swear an oath to a deity he does not believe in,
the oath could prove to be void of all binding power.33
It is therefore necessary to define the term oath for purposes of this study and to
determine its purpose; whether religious, ritualistic or legal, or any combination
thereof. 34 In this study, many definitions of oath will be supplied, but in most
instances, the definitions seem incomplete and somewhat wanting. For present
purposes, it is apropos to merely give a delicately worded description of the oath 35
which is that the person who makes an oath should declare that a deity is a
witness to the events and that it is the swearer's responsibility to the deity, as the
"Judge of mankind," 36 to judge on the matter. The swearer is then subject to
punishment,37 but does not call upon the vengeance of said deity.38

1.1 Law and religion
As stated above, during the ages the oath was linked to religion or religious
activities or rites. Religion and law was at times in the past intermingled to such
an extent that the one could not be distinguished from the other.39 This situation
was further exacerbated by religious systems, which also had a legal function,
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

38
39

Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 23.
Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 22.
Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 22-23.
See below and Chapter 2.
This description is provided by Tyler Oaths; Their Origin, Nature and History 15-16.
Tyler Oaths; Their Origin, Nature and History 16.
It is important to note that this dissertation is not aimed at exploring the criminal law as it
pertains to perjury as a criminal offence. It is merely used to describe the legal (or earthly)
repercussions of breaking an oath in its assertory form in civil and criminal matters, and in its
promissory form in the instances where this course of action was taken.
Tyler Oaths; Their Origin, Nature and History 16.
Hervada Introduction to the study of Canon Law (English Translation of Introducción al studio
del Derecho Canónico) 10-41.
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such as the Canon law or religious systems that embodied a legal system, such as
Islam, Judaism, and Hinduism.40
Before a study of a specific rule within the law can therefore be undertaken, it is
necessary to first establish what can be described as law and what as religious
rules. This distinction is not always possible, especially when investigating more
primitive legal systems or religious systems.41 However, it is not the purpose of
this study to investigate religion in general.42

1.2 The oath in Roman law
As stated above, 43 the oath can be traced back to a pre-religious and preanimalistic period where supernatural beings possessed magical powers. 44 The
oath carried on this trajectory and religion was used to govern rules regarding the
interaction between man and the supernatural beings. This beginning is the root
of the modern-day religious nature of the oath.45
This study commences with the Roman law (753 BCE-565 CE),46 where the oath
was initially religious in nature. The entities called upon by the swearing of the
oath were the Roman gods, in most instances, however, Iupiter. This persisted
through the centuries and as the Roman Empire became more Christian, the oath
had some Christian influence. Two main periods will be used to create an image
of the development of the oath in Roman law. These periods are pre-Justinian

40

41
42

43
44
45
46

Nel Eedaflegging by Getuienislewering in die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg 1-2. Note here that this
study deals with the practice of oath-swearing which is both legal and religious. Other
religious promises like vows are not included in this study as it has very little to no legal
application or consequences. Nuns, for example, may take vows of chastity, obedience and
poverty, but these, though very religious, lack the legal aspect present in oath-swearing
practices. See 7.1 and 7.3 below of an exposition of the legal and religious aspects of oathswearing. See also Casteras 1981 Victorian Studies 157-184 for information on vows in the
Catholic Church.
Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 6; Bailey The Religion of Ancient Rome Chapter IX.
This study focuses on the influence of the external legal history of oath-swearing (e.g.
religion) on the internal legal history. See research method 1.4 below.
See 1 above.
Silving 1959 Yale Law Journal 1330.
Silving 1959 Yale Law Journal 1330.
The Roman law is one of the pillars of South African law. See Chapter 3 below.
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and Justinian.47 Special attention will be given to the role of the community in the
development of oath-swearing as well as the social and religious factors which
may have had an influence on the development of oath-swearing.

1.3 The oath in the Netherlands
The practice of oath-swearing is also present in legal systems post 1500.48 This
section focuses its investigation on jurisdiction of the Netherlands. The
Netherlands is relevant due to its influence on the South African legal system.49
The Roman-Dutch legal system (Romeins-Hollandse regsisteem) was the product
of labour by the courts and jurists in northern Netherlands (Holland) in the
centuries following the fifteenth century.50 This legal system was brought to South
Africa when it was settled by the Dutch in 1652.51 The nature of the oath and the
effect it has on law and justice is a topic of discussion by De Groot.

52

These

principles are discussed below and applied to the legal system which prompts the
swearing of the different oaths and enforcing the consequences of perjury.53

1.4 The oath in South Africa
As most other countries in the world, South Africa also uses the practice of oathswearing,54 including the promissory oath and the assertory oath. The promissory
oath is used when the president swears an oath in front of the Chief Justice
indicating that he will act in accordance with the Constitution. 55 The assertory

47

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

These periods include the The Monarchy (753-510BCE), the Republic (510-31BCE), the
Principate (31BCE-284CE), and the Dominate (248-476CE) as the pre-Justinian period. The
post Justinian period include the history and law starting with the reign of Justinian and
ending in 565 CE. See 3.1 below.
Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 14-15.
See Chapter 4 and 1.4 below.
Turpin 1963 Acta Juridica 21.
Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg Chapter 5.
Whewell Grotius on the Rights of War and Peace 167.
See Chapter 4.
Schedule 2 of the Constitution; S 162(1) of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977.
Schedule 2 of the Constitution.
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oath takes on the form of the witness oath in court proceedings.56 In civil trials
the oath is not prescribed, but the recommended oath is:57
I swear that the evidence I shall give, shall be the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth, so help me God.

The Criminal Procedure Act58 provides two possible ways to confirm evidence in
courts. The first is the swearing of an oath, according to section 162(1) of the

Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977.59 This oath is identical to the one suggested in
civil matters and it indicates that the swearer calls upon the Christian God 60 for
assistance in the testimony that the swearer is about to give. It is unclear from
this specific oath whether the swearer wants the "deity" to intervene or merely
witness. Regardless of the role the "deity" is to perform, the oath caters for only
one religion and is still used in a country that prides itself on equality.61 There is
another possibility to those who do not want to swear an oath to the Christian
God. This is provided for in section 163 of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977
and states that an affirmation can be made in lieu of an oath. This affirmation
carries the same legal force and effect as the oath.62
On the surface the arrangement between sections 162 and 163 of the Criminal

Procedure Act 51 of 1977 seems ideal, but the multicultural nature of South Africa
may have to be taken into account.63 South Africa recognises freedom of religion,
56
57
58
59

60

61
62
63

Section 162(1) of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977.
Section 112 of the Magistrates' Courts Act 32 of 1944.
Section 162(1) of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977.
Section 162(1) of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977. The phrasing of the oath is the
same as the civil oath quoted above.
The section only uses the word "God". The fact that the word is capitalised and the fact that
the religion of the ruling party, the National Party (NP), was Dutch Reformed Christian, an
inference may be made that the legislation passed by them during this period, will not
logically reference another deity. The author will act on the assumption that it was the intent
of the legislature to reference the Christian God specifically. Devenish 2009 A Commentary on
the South African Bill of Rights 162.
Section 9 of the Constitution. See 6.3.1 below.
Section 163 of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977.
South Africa is comprised of several cultures, as is evidenced by the 11 official languages (s6
of the Constitution)These languages are Sepedi, Sesotho, Setswana, siSwati, Tshivenda,
Xitsonga, Afrikaans, English, isiNdebele, isiXhosa and isiZulu, and are a linguistic
representation or manifestation of culture. However, these are not the only cultures present
in South Africa. South Africa is home to various religions, including Christianity, Islam,
Judaism, Hindu, and other less mainstream religions. These cultures are tolerated, if not
embraced, and South Africa and the legal systems attached to these religions are subject to
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belief and opinion in section 15 of the Constitution 64 and in sections 30 and 31 the
rights of language, culture and the cultural, religious and linguistic communities. 65
These rights include recognition of and protection for the African traditional
religions,66 Islam,67 Hindu,68 and Jewish69 communities. The binding power of the
affirmation is located in the moral and ethical nature of the person who makes the
affirmation and the value the affirmer vests in his own words. However, if the
affirmer has low moral values and is perjurious in nature the affirmation may, in
effect, be useless.70 It is therefore necessary to discuss the use of the oath as well
as the development thereof in South African law, before and after the introduction
of the Constitution to understand the context and its social and religious
purpose.71

1.5 Religious based legal systems and African Customary law
Lord Edward Coke72 states that the Christian God is almighty and omniscient and
that a witness is bound by his oath due to the fact that the Lord is called upon
and this makes the oath sacred. Coke further states that the "heathen" (or nonChristian) is not to be believed and only Christian oaths are to be accepted in
courts. This is rooted in the fear that if these "heathen" or "pagan" oaths were
allowed in courts it would anger the true God. 73 This is a unique view on the
multi-religious coexistence of the oath. The oath, however, plays a prominent role
in the Islam, Hindu and Judaic religions. It also plays an important role in the
African Customary law.

64
65
66
67
68
69
70

71
72
73

the Constitution, but are still practiced in South Africa. See Bernhard et al "Godsdienstige
Regstelsels: Algemene Grondslae" in general.
Section 15 of the Constitution.
Sections 30 and 31 of the Constitution.
See Chapter 6 and below.
See Chapter 6 and below.
See Chapter 6 and below.
See Chapter 6 and below.
Coriden, Green and Heintschel (eds) The Code of Canon Law: A Text and Commentary 844.
This is also true of people with religious affiliations swearing to (or in front of) a different god.
There will then be no fear of repercussions.
See Chapter 5 and 6.2-6.4 below.
As quoted by Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 22.
Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 22.
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In a pre-Christian Israel, the practice of oath-swearing was widely used and it was
of great value in judgements. When investigating the oaths in the Bible (especially
the Old Testament) a type of oath is introduced that is described as an oath,
which is direct and produced additional evidence, the decisory oath.74 The oath is
not merely a guarantee of the witness' reliability and trustworthiness. This oath
provides evidence rather than making sure the evidence is truthful. 75 This oath
may have been a product of the development of the community to fulfil a certain
need.76
In addition to the abovementioned, Milhizer 77 refers to certain actions which
accompanied the swearing of an oath in the Old Testament. 78 These actions
included gestures like shaking hands and placing hands on artefacts and objects
as supplementary to the swearing of the oath and invoking God. The oath was
sworn by ending with the words "Amen, Amen".79
The Islam religion is rooted in antiquity and documented in the Holy Scripture, the
Quran.80 The Quran is the "paramount religious, moral, legal, political, economic,
and social authority (of the Muslims)." 81 Muhammad was a Prophet and the
Messenger of God and the teachings contained therein are binding on all
Muslims.82 The Quran makes the following dictum: "Believers! Fear God, and be
with the sincere".83 This places a moral and religious burden on the followers of
the Islam faith to tell the truth. Great emphasis is placed on the swearing of the
oath and on being truthful at all times.

74
75

76
77
78
79
80

81
82
83

See Chapter 2.
Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 6-9. This is in stark contrast to other oaths found in the
succeeding chapters.
Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 6-9.
Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 6-8.
Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 9.
Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 6-9.
Please note that the reference in this study to the Quran is unique. This source is the online
version of the Quran translated from the original Arabic with specific verse indications and an
index. No specific bibliography of the verses and Suras will follow, but each of the verses and
Suras referred to, can be located on this website: Quran Explorer 2016
http://www.quranexplorer.com/.
Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 45.
Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 43.
Quran 9:120.
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The Hindu religion also uses the oath as part of social and judicial practices. A
Hindu oath, sworn in India, includes the drinking of holy water from the Ganges
and eating leaves of a sacred plant.84 A Brahmin is to administer the water and
the plants.85 Other oaths could also be sworn on the holy books or on animals
such as tigers, or the elephants or even the tail of a holy cow, as indicated in the
first quote.86
Customary law encompasses a magnitude of religious and cultural practices, and
within this paradigm, the South African legal system should recognise the
practices of African customary.87 The African customs regarding the oath can be
seen in the contemporary oath practices of some African communities. These are
modelled on the ancient practices of their forefathers (forefathers are the basis of
their religion).88 These oaths are specific to the society which contributed to the
swearing. Similar practices in different contexts are discussed below89 in order to
determine their influences on the developmental history of the practice of oathswearing.

1.6 Research question
How did the external and internal legal history influence the development of the
practice of oath-swearing in selected eras in South African legal history?

1.7 Objectives of the study
The primary objective of this dissertation is to determine how the external and
internal legal history of oath-swearing influenced the practice of oath-swearing in
selected eras in South African history in order to make some recommendations for

84
85
86

87

88
89

Rogers 1897 The Green Bag 59; Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 16.
Rogers 1897 The Green Bag 59; Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 16.
Rogers 1897 The Green Bag 57-59; Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 16. This is
somewhat comparable to certain other religious practices and due to the oath's definition as a
religious act with a legal implication.
Phelps "Superstition and Religious Belief: A 'Cultural' Defence in South African Criminal Law?"
140.
Masondo "The Practice of African Traditional Religion in Contemporary South Africa" 20.
See Chapter 2 for a general background regarding the society specific context of certain
oaths.
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the South African law. To reach this objective it is necessary to state the following
secondary objectives:
(1) To provide a theoretical background by defining oath and oath-swearing,
distinguish between law and religion and to indicate the role of language in
legal historical studies.
(2) To determine the external and internal legal history of oath-swearing in the
Roman law.
(3) To determine the external and internal legal history of oath-swearing post1500 in the Netherlands.
(4) To determine the internal and external legal history of oath-swearing in
South Africa before and after the Constitution with particular reference to
legal pluralism.
(5) To come to a conclusion and to make recommendations for the future of
the practice of oath-swearing in South Africa.

1.8 Research method
The research method that was used for this study is the legal historical method.
This method is effective in research which aims to investigate the development of
a single rule or principle as it existed in societies and legal systems which
influenced or contributed to a legal system such as the current South African legal
systems. Hoetink90 states "het recht is een historisch verschijnsel".
External legal history is the study of all the various factors which influenced,91 or
could have influence, the development of law in a specific period. External legal
90
91

Hoetink "Historiesche Rechtsbeschouwing".
Due to the word amount limitations places on a dissertation for a Master's degree, the
following aspects have been removed from this study and will be used in a further
investigation of this theme: Canon law and the influence it had on the legal developmental
history of South Africa; Germanic law and the oath in a Germanic context with specific focus
on the old-Germanic period until 500, the Frankish period from 500-1000, the Feudal period
1000-1500, and the implications these oaths had on the development of oath-swearing in
that geographical era. The development of oath-swearing in the English law after 1500 and
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history

scrutinises

social,

economic,

political,

religious

and/or

cultural

circumstances and the philosophical and jurisprudential reasoning surrounding, in
this case, oath-swearing. Internal legal history, in contrast with external legal
history, concerns the development of material or substantive law. It is the
development of substantive legal norms and customs, in the case of oathswearing itself.92 The internal legal history will be studied in light of the external
legal history to obtain an acceptable result. In this study it would be necessary to
indicate that religious, social and language factors may influence the study and
the intricacies of the legal historical method will have to be explored. The social
and religious nature of the oath will be the main focus of the external legal history
component.
Furthermore, the research entails a literature review of some of the sources
relevant to legal history and the swearing of an oath.93 In order to ensure that the
research has sufficient structure 94 to enable it to perform the necessary checks
and balances, the use of the sources will take on a specific structure. An
informally applied three-tiered approach was followed. The first tier or level is
general historical sources to provide a background to the specific time period
investigated. This is necessary because of the far-reaching effect that the social

92

93
94

the framework it created for the swearing of an oath, as well as the oaths sworn in
contemporary England were also removed. Finally, an in-depth discussion on and
investigation of the oaths sworn in the Islam, Hindu, Jewish religious tradition with a focus on
the religious sources and a practical relationship between the religion and the law in this
matter, and the prescriptions in this regard by the African Customary law and its place within
the current South African law were also removed from the study. It is regrettable that these
aspects could not have been placed in this manuscript, but this matter will be addressed in
subsequent research.
Du Plessis "The Historical Functions of Law: From the Roman to the Canonical Period" 47. In
some instances, secondary sources and translated sources will have to be used because
access to primary sources is severely limited in some cases. In addition to the problem of the
practical attainability of the original sources, the researcher did not always have the
necessary fluency in the original languages of the sources to be able to flawlessly translate
and interpret the sources, attempting to do so could have introduced additional ambiguity;
and to translate and interpret selected sources could also have contributed to ambiguity or
inconsistency. Bearing this in mind the researcher took all the necessary steps to ensure that
the sources used are of the best translations and commonly accepted as a true and accurate
reflection of the original.
Van Zyl "Die Regshistoriese Metode" 1-10.
This study is a small part of what proves to be much larger study. The parameters of this
study are enforced in order to ensure that the requirements of the dissertation are not
exceeded.
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and religious factors can have on such a rule if it is proved that oath-swearing has
a continual developmental history. The second tier, described in conjunction to
the first tier, will consist of information regarding the general legal, political
and/or religious considerations of the society of the time period (external legal
history) where only relevant issues are referenced and not the entire
developmental history of that period. The final tier will be information specifically
focused on the different oaths used in the time period in order to answer the legal
question (internal legal history). 95 In matters where assertory oaths are sworn,
reference will be made to perjury, where relevant, in order to place in context the
legal implications created by the practice of oath-swearing. Perjury is, however,
not be the primary focus and features used only as a means of providing more
information on the consequences of oath-swearing. This structure enables the
reader, as well as the researcher, to measure all the information systematically
and without bias to make deductions that are sound and, as far as can be
ascertained, correct. This approach is also prescribed by Venter et al,96 who states
that legal historical research can only be successful if appropriate consideration is
granted to the ever-varying socio-economic, philosophical, and constitutional
contexts of each period. It is for this reason that in certain periods, where legal
sources are either absent or unclear on the practices of oath-swearing, the
practice of oath-swearing is discussed with reference to a general historical record
or chronicle. The necessary context and argument is provided in closing. The
specific oaths referred to which are difficult or onerous to find, are quoted, either
in the text, or in the footnote. Oaths are also quoted if the wording of the oaths is
important to argument across chapters, or the relation of an historical overview. If
an oath is not quoted and, merely referenced, it is either easy to find, or the exact
wording is of lesser importance.
During the course of legal historical research, there are two main approaches that
can be followed when a legal rule is investigated in a legal historical context. The
95

96

These chapters cover sources and events that are selected on the basis of trustworthiness
and usefulness. It is beyond the scope of this study to provide a comprehensive and
encyclopaedic investigation of all historical and legal events in this regard. The study focuses
on notable events and legal documentation that directly influence the research question.
Venter et al Regsnavorsing 161.
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first is to approach the study purely geographically and the second is to approach
it chronologically. When the study is approached geographically, the research
focuses on the development of law and politics within a geographically
determinate area. This approach would result in repetition of information in
certain periods in history and development, and may cause obfuscation of the line
of argument. A purely geographical approach would therefore not have
contributed to the aims of this study.
The second approach is a chronological approach where legal rules are
investigated within the context of historical events or historical development. If
the chronological approach were to be followed without considering the
geographical area and geopolitical events, the historical aspect of the study would
have dominated the research and the legal aspect would have been undermined.97
In this study, therefore, a combined method had been followed where the legal
systems, which had influenced or might have influenced the South African legal
system were broadly divided into geographical areas. These geographical areas
were then studied in chronologic order with reference to the sources available.98
Where circumstances required a choice as to which approach to follow,
chronology or geography, preference was be given to the chronological
consideration. It must also be acknowledged that this study does not aim to be an
encyclopaedic discussion of all the practices of oath-swearing in the legal history
of all the aforementioned contributing legal traditions, 99 but the study rather
identified instances of oath-swearing within these systems in order to address the
research question.
It must, furthermore, be borne in mind that when a historical study is undertaken
there are various pitfalls that can influence or hinder the research.100 According to
Tomlins and Comaroff101 legal history is intertwined with the concept of law as a
phenomenon which can be separated from society, but this is in most cases
97
98
99
100
101

Venter et al Regsnavorsing 65, 67, 161 and 162.
See Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6.
See earlier footnote.
Venter et al Regsnavorsing 161-162.
Tomlins and Comaroff 2011 UC Irvine Law Review 1047.
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considered to be a misnomer. If legal historians were, however, to ignore the
historical aspect of the research and merely focus on the findings and translate
texts, the legal historian might find it difficult to extrapolate the translated
findings, or to apply and contextualise these findings logically in its given
environment of application.102 There may be, for example, influences which might
alter the function, purport and purpose of oath-swearing in a modern South
Africa. Furthermore, these influences can exacerbate the current problems which
surround the seemingly innocent oath-swearing practice in courts by witnesses
and by politicians and statesmen. As explained above, there are certain instances
that may have influenced the developmental history of oath-swearing. These
instances should be examined and certain aspects scrutinised for their
contribution to the practices of oath-swearing. To illustrate this, certain excerpts
will be taken from history. These include law and the nature of law as an abstract
concept; language, communication and society as it interrelates as well as its
relation to oath-swearing and the history thereof. It is important to determine
whether the practice of oath-swearing retained the spirit and purpose in which it
was developed.

1.9 Study outline
In this study, the research question 103 was addressed in a structured manner.
After this introduction (Chapter 1), Chapter 2 follows with the theoretical literature
review with a specific focus on the transdisciplinary nature of this legal historical
study.
Chapter 3 commences with the historical development of oath-swearing in Rome,
from the ancient times to the end of the reign of Justinian.104 The Roman legal
system is one of the pillars of the South African legal system. The investigation of

102
103
104

Du Plessis 2008 Roman Legal Tradition 46-48.
See 1.2 above.
The legal history of Rome, for current purposes, starts at 753BCE and ends in the year
565CE. Germanic law is divided into three parts which are: first, old-Germanic period which
ends in the year 500; second, the Frankish period which starts in the year 500 and ends in
1000, and finally, the Feudal period which commences in 1000 and, for purposes of this
study, ends in 1500. See Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 13-80.
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a legal rule, such as oath-swearing, necessitates a discussion of the
developmental history of the rule within the context in which it has developed.
Chapter 4 focuses on the development of relevant oath-swearing practices in the
Netherlands. The Netherlands, especially Holland, was also greatly influenced by
the Roman law and, in turn, influenced the South African legal system. Therefore,
it is prudent to include the Netherlands in this study as it traces the persistence of
oath-swearing and the subsequent transplant thereof in South Africa. This
investigation commences in the 1500s and extends to the current position as far
as is required for the oath-swearing practices of the Netherlands' influence on the
oath-swearing practices in South Africa.
Chapter 5 investigates the oath-swearing practices with regard to promissory and
assertory oaths in South Africa from 1652 until 1960 which marks South Africa's
independence. Special attention is given to the various influences of the different
geographical area in a historical context.
Chapter 6 commences with the change of constitutional dispensation of South
Africa in 1961. The second part of the chapter commences with enactment of the

Constitution 1996 and its influence on the practices relating to oath-swearing.
This chapter investigates the current position of oath-swearing in South Africa
with a focus on the interrelationship between the oath and the Constitution.
Furthermore, the discussion of law and religion within society in Chapter 2 is
applied to the religious based legal systems in the cursory investigation of oathswearing, together with the post-1996 constitutional, legal pluralistic nature of
South Africa in order to identify reciprocity in the development of oath-swearing in
South Africa.
Chapter 7 concludes the development of oath-swearing and reiterates the current
position of these practices. The chapter makes recommendations aimed at further
developments of oath-swearing in the South African context.
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Chapter 2 The oath: law, language and religion
2.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to provide the theoretical foundations of the
transdisciplinary perspective of the history of oath-swearing. The aspects that
may have influenced oath-swearing and the developmental history of oathswearing are discussed with reference to the practices ancillary to the swearing of
an oath. In this instance, these include, inter alia the oath itself (phrasing), the
traditions of holding up hands or touching certain articles, and using oathhelpers.105 This chapter also discusses the nature of law as it functions in different
contexts. This is done to ensure that due consideration is given to differences
between the nature and purport of the term in both secular (constitutional) as
well as religious contexts.
Edwards 106 suggests that the same factors that influence other aspects of
community life, such as geography, politics and religion, influenced and tempered
the legal system. All of these factors contribute to the nature and development of
a legal system. When a reference is made to law in a study like this, it is very
difficult to establish what the author intends with the word law. However, it is not
the purpose of this chapter to give a comprehensive description and definition of
what law is. Such a discussion is bound for failure from its inception, due to the
basic nature of the law and the general uncertainty regarding the subject of its
definition. A further reason for this is that a definition, no matter how wide or
narrow, binds the researcher to the limitations set by the definition. Another
inherent defect of a definition is that it can be filled with assumptions flowing
from the language used, that the researcher could not have foreseen.
This poses a problem to any researcher because the reader might interpret the
findings in a specific way as a result of the unforeseen assumptions made in the
definition. It is therefore the purpose of this chapter to create an environment
where the true subject of this study, oath-swearing, can function properly and can
105
106

These auxiliary actions are also discussed in context in the chapters that follow.
Edwards The History of South African Law: An Outline 1.
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be thoroughly researched. Furthermore, the chapter aims to equip the reader with
certain conceptual tools with which to understand the later discussion relating to
the oath. This discussion will only separate the law from that which it is not.
The second aspect that is considered is language and communication. Language
is integral to a study of this nature due to the fact that the law needs to be
communicated in an understandable medium in order to ensure satisfactory
execution of the stipulated principles by those who are subordinate to the law. 107
Another

aspect

that

is

considered

in

conjunction

with

language

and

communication is society. It is important for the law and specific legal rules to
correspond with the nature of the society in which it functions. The theoretical
foundation of the role of law and oath-swearing is provided below108 and is applied
in the chapters that follow.

2.2 Law
For the argument on the development of the practice of oath-swearing to be
applied correctly, there must be a distinction between law and non-law.109 Law is
not a real thing that can be picked up and examined by a scientist. 110 This is the
main reason why legal academics have tried, mostly in vain, to describe what law
is so that they can apply it correctly to whatever element of the law they are
studying. A further problem that adds to the confusion is the difference between

ius and lex. 111 Would it, however, be necessary to define law? Justice Potter
Steward 112 skilfully addresses the need for definitions in a matter regarding
pornography where he famously said that "I shall not today attempt to further
define the kinds of material I understand to be embraced within that shorthand
description, and perhaps I could never succeed in intelligibly doing so. But I know
107
108
109

110
111
112

Donovan 1995 Constitutional Law Journal 25.
See 2.2 and 2.3 below.
The term non-law merely refers to those actions which cannot form part of law and should
rather be placed under another heading like norms or customs. The science cannot survive
without identifying and describing what the subject of their study is. Bohannan 1965
American Anthropologist 33-34.
Donovan Legal Anthropology: An Introduction 4.
Schiller Roman Law: Mechanisms of Development 221-224.
Jacobellis v Ohio 378 US 184 (1964). Additionally, see Donovan Legal Anthropology: An
Introduction 4.
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it when I see it, […]" This does not, however, settle the matter for most
academics as the need for a definition is quite great as a definition creates
borders. The researcher or jurist can then decide what to include, what to exclude
and to what extent liability can be avoided. The above statement easily enables
those primarily concerned with the practice of the law to define law as they see
fit, leaning more towards their own clients' interest and less to that of the
community.
There is therefore a reason why another definition will serve this study better. A
few of the current definitions are used to determine the best possible definition.
Cicero defines law as: "[The] distinction between things just and unjust made in
agreement with the primal and most ancient of all things, Nature." 113 This is
somewhat in contrast with Thomas Aquinas114 who stated that law is "[nothing]
else than an ordinance of reason for the common good, made by him who has
care of the community, and promulgated." This definition is more community
centred than Cicero's but still contains within it a truth with regard to how law is
perceived.
When these perceptions of law are considered, it becomes apparent that these
definitions hinge on a theoretical and/or ceremonial understanding of law. These
understandings are not irrelevant or without purpose, but lack the practical or
functional aspect needed by the practitioner of law. The ceremonial aspect needs
to be circumvented in order to apply the functionalistic aspect. The terminology
must be adapted to this kind of thinking from – "Law is..." like the definitions by
Aquinas and Cicero above; to "Law as..." – in effect "Law is/as". 115 By way of
illustration, one could say "law is a body of rules, or law is distinction between

113
114
115

As quoted by Donovan Legal Anthropology: An Introduction 6-7.
As quoted by Donovan Legal Anthropology: An Introduction 6-7.
This specific designation stems from the article by Tomlins and Comaroff "Law As . . .":
Theory and Practice in Legal History (Tomlins and Comaroff 2011 UC Irvine Law Review).
This article aims to move away from the more traditional view of "Law is..." where it tries to
give an explanation of what the law is, separate from what it does; and move toward an
explanation of "Law as" which is primarily focused on the purpose of law and the identity of
law as a social construct. This theory will, in part, be considered as a point of departure when
dealing with the law in general. This same theory will also be applied to the sections following
this one.
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things just and unjust...116 or law is [nothing] else than an ordinance of reason for
the common good."117 With these statements, a certain aspect of the law is being
defined or calculated to mean something we can understand and dilute.
In contrast to the "Law is..." definition, the "Law as..." definition serves a more
practical and pragmatic purpose. When the attention is shifted from the
theoretical question of what law is, to what applications can be provided for the
law, the value of the findings are more relevant. In order to make this approach
more relevant for this study and studies similar to this, it is important to not only
draw on the corpus of research within the specific field of law or just the larger
field of legal history, but even broader and beyond. This can be attained by
drawing on fields like sociology and anthropology to be able to define law within a
system like religious based legal systems or African customary law, which do not
resemble the Roman-Dutch law or similar legal systems. The definitions need to
be wide enough to allow for all the different legal systems, yet narrow enough to
distinguish law from other social interactions.
When law is studied through the eyes of other fields of study, certain aspects of
the law can be better explained. Durkheim118 states that "to explain a [social] fact
… it is not enough to show the cause on which it depends. We must also ...
discover the part that it plays in the establishment of that general harmony." It is
therefore important to determine the function of a social act as it pertains to the
establishment of social order. Law, in general, is a social fact because a society
cannot function without law, whether it is formal or informal, written or unwritten.
It is therefore necessary to indicate that law serves a function in society and is
not merely a ritualistic or ceremonial procedure with little or no practical or
functional application.119

116

117
118

119

Cicero as quoted by Donovan Legal Anthropology: An Introduction 6-7; Schiller Roman Law:
Mechanisms of Development 221-222; Seagle Quest for Law 3-6; De Vos Regsgeskiedenis 13.
Thomas Aquinas as quoted by Donovan Legal Anthropology: An Introduction 6-7.
Durkheim The Rules of Sociological Method 125; as wells as Liska and Bellair 1995 American
Journal of Sociology 579.
Stapley 2010 http://www.cf.ac.uk/socsi/undergraduate/introsoc/durkheim8.html.
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Oath-swearing is essentially a social fact due to its near universal presence in
communities from antiquity to now.120 It has considerable influence on people and
their social interaction because oath-swearing draws on religion and community
relationships to enforce the desired outcome of oath-swearing – truth.121 In order
for the legal historical development of the oath to be relevant and authentic a
discussion on the particular function it serves in the community must be
undertaken. The mere fact that oath-swearing can be construed as a social fact
does not indicate or imply that oath-swearing is always functional rather than
ritualistic because what needs to be evaluated is which social need it satisfies. If
the social need is that proper procedure must be followed, then it is ritualistic
rather than functional. In contrast, when the social need is that it is a means to
ensure that either the witness tells the truth (in the case of the assertory witness
oath) or that a judge will act justly and fairly (in the case of the promissory
judicial oath) then the oath is functional. It seems that this function is rational in
the modern era.122
As is evident from the discussion above, the term law is used in different
situations with varying definitions. These definitions are largely dependent on the
context in which it is used and the purpose for which the definition is required.

Law in the context of a religion differs from law in the context of contemporary
court in South Africa.123 In some cases, laws can prescribe a certain manner by
which something should be done.124 These acts can be required for practical (or
functional) purposes, or for mere formalistic purposes, which are largely
dependent on the society in which it exists.

120
121
122

123

124

See Chapters below.
Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 4.
Stapley 2010 http://www.cf.ac.uk/socsi/undergraduate/introsoc/durkheim8.html; as quoted
by Liska and Bellair 1995 American Journal of Sociology 579.
See Chapter 6 below for an investigation of a single rule of a legal system within a religious
system.
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2.2.1 The nature of law
This study is primarily historical, therefore the discussion of what the law is will
commence with the law in history. The common law system in South Africa is,
amongst others, based on the legal system which developed in Rome. 125 The
Roman law was as elusive then as it is now. Institutiones 1.2.3 126 states the
following:
Constat autem ius nostrum aut ex scripto aut ex non scripto, ut apud Graecos:
των νόμων οι μου ν αγραφοι, οι δε\ αγραφοι.

This indicates that the unwritten law in Rome, according to the Institutiones of
Justinian, had the same (or at the very least, similar) legal power or power of law
as that of written law. The type of law that was used in Rome during its earliest
times was unwritten law. Du Plessis 127 states that this kind of law was mostly
comprised of custom concealed as royal decree. This law was coined as Ius non

scriptum and the Corpus Iuris Civilis calls this law custom (lex et consuetudo).128
Ius non scriptum translates to law that is not written/unwritten.129 When taking
into account that this type of law refers to some of the earliest forms of law in
Rome, it is reasonable to assume that a very small part of the population was
literate, and most people therefore could not read the law even if it were written
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Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 1; Venter et al Regsnavorsing 23; De Vos Regsgeskiedenis 1.
"Our law exists either in writing or in unwritten form, just as among the Greeks some laws
were written, others unwritten." Translation by Sandars The Institutes of Justinian 9
(Institutiones 1.2.3.); and Thomas Textbook of Roman law 27.
Du Plessis Roman Law 27.
See Thomas Textbook of Roman law 27-30. Du Plessis states that Roman law in its entirety is
nothing other than custom. See Du Plessis Roman Law 28.
When one interprets term law in a two-fold way, it becomes necessary to consult different
points of view and interpretations on the subject. One of these is the theory by Bohannan.
Bohannan focused on the legal institution itself and the translation of local legal systems into
a language other than that which is locally spoken. The type of study done by Bohannan is
particularly relevant in cases where the law as such was created in a language either foreign
to the researcher or a language that fell into disuse (for example Latin). Roman law was
created in Latin and it is therefore necessary to translate the law. Still, translation of law
should at all times occur with reference to the culture that had developed the law. The
translator must ensure that cultural translation takes place and make sure that the sociocultural elements are preserved. See Bohannan 1965 American Anthropologist in general;
Donovan Legal Anthropology 112-122 where this theory is applied to another context and
Delisle and Woodsworth Translators through History 191-192.
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down. This unwritten law was in essence nothing more than custom so deeply
engrained in the civilisation that it has, by default, the power of law.
In contrast to this statement made by Du Plessis,130 Bohannan131 suggests that a
distinction must be made between three key aspects, namely: laws, custom132 and
norms. 133 Norms are what society considers being appropriate or accepted
behaviour, or what people ought to do in their dealings with other people. These,
however, have no authority and cannot be enforced due to vagueness. Custom,
on the other hand, functions like law and, in certain instances, appears to act like
law within a defined society. Custom could fulfil the function of law, were it not
for a defect within the nature of custom. This defect is that custom do not have
the force of law. It cannot be used by one party to enforce rights or obligations.
Law, in this instance, is more effective than norms and custom because it can be
used as protection by one person or to compel another. Laws are essentially
custom (or general will) portrayed in such a manner that it enables it to be
effective. It is apparent that laws are greatly influenced by the society of people
who lives under the law. The will of the society becomes the law of the land,
whether custom or law, the society is bound by it. The conversion of a norm to a
custom to a law, in order to improve the regulation of societal interaction, is a
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Du Plessis Roman Law 27.
Bohannan 1965 American Anthropologist 34-40; and for a practical illustration of Bohannan's
theory, see Donovan Legal Anthropology 117-118.
It is imperative to note here that for the purposes of this study, a distinction is drawn
between custom and customary law. Bohannan's perspective on this matter can be described
as that of an American anthropologist and should not be confused with the current
perspectives on similar matters in contemporary South Africa. He defines the term custom as
being a body of norms which are regularly followed in practice. Customs can vary in degrees
of strictness and can cause some coercion in the moral and ethical behaviour of people within
a society. This is different from customary law as it functions in South Africa. Customary law
regulates the cultural practices which has bearing on the individual's dealings and interactions
with one another and has the force of law because it is a recognised system of law.
(Customary law is discussed in Chapter 6 below.) It is important to consider that this division
is important in order to determine the actual effect of oath-swearing in legal proceedings.
What should also be noted is that Bohannan was an American researcher and his definitions
were not intended to be binding on the current South African context. His definitions are
merely useful as tools in constructing arguments in support of the research question.
Bohannan states: "Just as custom includes norms, but is both greater and more precise than
norms, so law includes custom, but is both greater and more precise. Law has the additional
characteristic that it must be … 'justiciable' …." Bohannan 1965 American Anthropologist 3435.
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social act along with law-making and institutionalisation, which are also social
acts.134
In addition to the societal aspect of law, another facet of law is the role power
plays in law and the role law plays in the acquisition of power. Foucault135 states
that while law is crucial when it comes to power, the power of law is limited if law
is described as prohibitory. This prohibitory function of law is responsible for
much of what is lost in the functioning of law. 136 The guarantees law make in
determining the truth of something is enshrined in the prohibitory function of law.
The guarantee of truth is the epicentre of the function and workings of the oath,
generally. The oath may be described in this sense as a negative force of law,
which is prohibitory and may result in a negative control of people.137
This negative system may have a negative influence on the oath and how it is
sworn. It may create and foster a culture of a negative truth in law. 138 In a case
where failure to provide information during a trial, which could undermine justice
and law, is condoned by the negative power of law, perjury will become obsolete
and the processes of law will be rendered null and moot.139 The same situation
arises in cases where a person swears a promissory oath and interprets the
wording of an oath to provide for a negative truth. The swearer will remove
elements of the oath which they have no intention abiding by.140
It follows from the above discussion therefore that the law should contain both a
negative or prohibitory side, as well as a positive or prescriptive side. The
negative side of the law prevents poor behaviour by prescribing what people
should not do or refrain from doing. The positive side prescribes what people
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Bohannan 1965 American Anthropologist 34-36.
Foucault Discipline and Punish 27; Wickham "Foucault and Law" 218.
Foucault Discipline and Punish 26-36; Wickham "Foucault and Law" 218. The prohibitory
function of law is the one end and the counterpart can be described as a prescriptive
function.
Foucault Discipline and Punish 26-36; Wickham "Foucault and Law" 218.
The term negative truth refers to a situation where the truth is only told as far as it is
necessary to protect an individual from perjury; and not to disclose the truth to the court.
Foucault Discipline and Punish 26-36; Wickham "Foucault and Law" 219.
Ullman Jurisprudence in the Middle Ages 181-182.
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ought to do or must do. This dual system ensures that the person, subject to the
law, has knowledge of both prohibitions and prescriptions.
If applied to oath-taking, the oath should thus be phrased in such a manner that
both these elements (positive and negative) are contained in the swearing of an
oath. A part of the phrasing of the oath should be dedicated to what a swearer
firstly, should not do (lie) and secondly, what a swearer should do (tell the truth),
regardless of the fact whether or not it was expressly asked.141 This duality within
oath-swearing is evident of the interrelationship between the law and the society
described above. The general will would describe a situation where truthfulness in
support of justice is favoured above all else. As mentioned above and below,142
perjury is the legal reaction to breaking an oath. This imposes an immediate
sanction as opposed to the divine reaction expected from the deity in whose
name the oath was sworn.143

2.3 Language, communication and society
Language may be considered as another external influence on oath-swearing.
Although language does not have a direct influence on the law, it is a method to
interpret the law into an understandable medium.144 This oftentimes requires the
translation of information.

145

This medium, or translation, can unwittingly

influence law and may have far-reaching effects. This need for translation and the
possible negative implications of an incorrect translation is best illustrated by the
Oaths of Strasbourg where the oaths, fulfilling the function of a peace treaty,
were translated into a language the opposing army could understand.
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Donovan 147 states that language is an integral part of the rule of law and that
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Wickham "Foucault and Law" 218-219. See 5.3.1 and 6.2.1 for arguments to this effect with
regard to the current form of the oath.
See Chapter 1 and subsequent chapters where the position regarding perjury was placed into
historical context and practical execution within the legal system.
Perjury, as a sanction, is used to illustrate the negative action of the law and will not be the
main focus of this study. This study is concerned with the development of oath-swearing in
selected eras in the legal historical development of South Africa. See Chapters 5 and 6.
Bohannan 1959 American Anthropologist 161–163.
See 1.4 above for the use of translations as part of the research methodology of this study.
See Ewert 1935 Transactions of the Philological Society 16-35.
Donovan 1995 Constitutional Law Journal 25.
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whichever form law takes must be converted into an understandable form if
ordinary people are expected to follow its prescriptions. Language is also part of
the culture of a society and develops with the society. When one interprets the
language of an oath, the context is of paramount importance, as the meaning of
individual words would largely depend on the context in which it is used bearing
in mind that certain words adopt different meanings in different situations.148
A legal system is only one of several cultural elements of a community as the
community is a product of its own history. 149 In a legal historical study one
sometimes has to rely on translations as researchers lack the necessary fluency in
the ancient languages. They may not have mastered the skills required to use
these languages critically and optimally. This is not necessarily a failing in a
researcher's training or education; it is merely a product of what is called
progress. In many instances only translated texts of ancients texts are available.
Translators are burdened with the responsibility of eliminating the differences
between languages to ensure that the researchers who use the translated source
do not make grievous mistakes in the interpretation of the source.150 This is not
always possible, because the translator cannot always know in which context a
word was used. They must apply their mind and produce a translation with as
much accuracy as they can. Translators further may apply words as it is
understood and used today, to terms that were used many years ago.
As stated above, language develops. It develops as the society develops and it is
obvious that the translator cannot always find words that adequately depict a past
occurrence, primarily due to the lack of context and vocabulary. A religious or
legal rite used 2000 years ago can be called an oath, but this does not mean that
the definition of an oath as it is understood today can be applied to that act.
There is a lack of context and vocabulary and therefore one must always be
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Ghadessy (ed) Text and Context in Functional Linguistics 1-24.
Edwards The History of South African Law: An Outline 1.
Delisle and Woodsworth (eds) Translators Through History xiii-xvi.
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careful not to error on these terms.151 It would therefore be necessary to indicate
the role of law and language in the development of the oath.
Communication, society, and semiotics are not common terms found in legal
historical studies. However, these terms have significant bearing on the point of
discussion in this study. 152 The physical swearing occurs when a person utters
words in a legal setting. These words might have meaning to the swearer and to
the audience, but the fact that words are spoken may create a problematic
situation.153
Communication is a part of societal interaction 154 and semiotics are part of
communication.

155

This becomes relevant when a study focuses on a

communicative action with societal implications, like the oath: "Language
functions as a link in concerted human activity as a piece of human behaviour."156
A cursory study of these terms might create a set environment in which a person
must swear the oath.
Communication will be discussed first. The act of oath-swearing must be
evaluated to ascertain if it can be described as communication. Communication is
not easily defined. This can be ascribed to the multifaceted nature of
communication or to the mere abstract nature of communication. Communication
can take on various forms, like talking to someone, hailing a taxi, sending a letter
or even whistling at someone on the street.157 These are examples of verbal and
non-verbal communication. The oath is always verbal, but can have non-verbal
actions that accompany it, like placing a hand on the Bible, raising the right hand
or even touching sacred objects.158
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Ghadessy (ed) Text and Context in Functional Linguistics.
The subject of this study is the historical development of oath-swearing.
See Chapters 3-6 where the exact wording of oaths are discussed within the relevant context.
Fauconnier Aspects of the Theory of Communication 31.
Broekman, Mootz and Penack "Preface-Semiotics in the Seminar" v.
Downes Language and Society 368.
Downes Language and Society 368.
See below.
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These verbal and non-verbal actions constitute communication. Fauconnier 159
defines communication as "the process by which we understand others and in
turn endeavour to be understood by them. It is dynamic, constantly changing and
shifting in response to the total situation." This definition states that it is a

process. This process can be applied to the swearing of an oath. The oath is a
verbal or verbal and non-verbal process by which one person undertakes to relate
events in the past honestly; or to do something or refrain from doing something
in the future. Therefore, the oath can be labelled as communication.
It is further made clear that communication requires an action; someone must do
something. Utterances, like saying words to invoke a deity's wrath if a swearer
should be devious, are acts in communication and these acts should be done
intentionally. 160 This creates another boundary for the oath. The implication is
that the oath is a positive action and cannot be sworn or made by inaction or
omission. This positive action must be intended. The agent (or oath-swearer)
must do it for some purpose or to achieve a goal. The swearer must actively and
intentionally swear an oath.161
These positive actions described above, corresponds with Hägerström's

162

description of modern law as a collection of ritualistic exercises. He refers to the
ceremony that takes place during coronation, the wearing of a black cap by a
judge before he pronounces a death penalty; and the role of the wedding ring by
a couple getting married. 163 The swearing of an oath can be likened to these
ceremonial actions. The president swears an oath of office; the witness swears an
oath in court and various other instances where an oath is a ritual, part and
parcel to a legal action.164
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Fauconnier Aspects of the Theory of Communication 29.
Downes Language and Society 368-369.
See Chapters 4-6.
As quoted by Freeman and Smith "Law and Language: An introduction" 2.
Freeman and Smith "Law and Language: An introduction" 2.
See Chapter 5 and 6 for specific examples of these actions.
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Olivecrona 165 was greatly influenced by Hägerström and the rituals described
above, when he analysed legal language. In this analysis, Olivecrona166 discussed
a part of legal language which he calls performativs. These are legal words and
actions used to produce certain desired results (like saying "I do" when getting
married, bonds two people in the eyes if the law).167 Performative utterances are
thus words with great legal power. These performative utterances in legal
language are referred to as speech acts which are part of linguistics.
Speech acts are a part of general communication, not only reserved for formal
instances like the church or the courtroom. A speech act is communication but
has the added function of affecting institutional states of affairs. This takes place
in one of two ways: firstly, the speaker judges something to be the case; and
secondly, to make something the case.168 When a speaker judges something to
be the case, it is like situations when the judge in a trial gives a ruling on a
specific case (for example guilty).169 When a speaker makes something the case
the speaker has the intention to create a new state of affairs. These are cases
when a judge sentences the guilty party to imprisonment.170
There exists an interrelationship between language (including all the elements
relating to it) and society. The language and its practices develop from society
when a need for its application arises. This is done for language, law and all other
aspects of social life to reflect the society. As law is an integral part of society and
the practices of a legal nature also have social implications.171 The oath is a legal
act because it is sworn for legal purposes for example to proclaim the truth of a
matter and to ensure the validity of oral evidence. This legal act contains a
societal element within it because certain legal systems require the swearer to
swear along with others from the community (oath-helpers). 172 The oath and
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As quoted by Freeman and Smith "Law and Language: An introduction" 2.
Freeman and Smith "Law and Language: An introduction" 2.
Freeman and Smith "Law and Language: An introduction" 2.
Kent Bach 2005 http://online.sfsu.edu/kbach/spchacts.html.
It is to be remembered that the judge's ruling did not make the person guilty. The person
was guilty the moment he broke the law. The judge merely made a statement to that effect.
Note here that the judge is changing a situation. The guilty party was free, now he is not.
See 2.2 above.
See Chapter 3 below.
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oath-swearing have qualities of a social nature and legal nature which contribute
to the developmental history of oath-swearing. These are both influenced by the
religion of the swearer, the religion of the community and the point in history
when the oath was sworn. 173 These religious aspects need to be considered in
order to answer the research question.

2.4 Religion
Religion and its place in law is unique in that they contain within the aspects of
both social life as well as individual life.174 As mentioned above,175 the oath has a
religious facet to it. Tyler,176 working towards a definition for oath, states that the
oath can be described as having a dual nature. The first is the calling on the deity
to witness the swearing and the second, invoking the wrath, vengeance or
disfavour, should the swearer not perform the promise.177 Due to this aspect of
religion enshrined in the letter and essence of the oath it becomes necessary to
investigate the religious nature of oath-swearing.
The Reference Bible178 expands upon the description above and relates instances
of interpartes oath-swearing practices, as was common during the Old Testament,
as a situation where a person calls upon God as a guarantor for the truthfulness
of a person. This guarantee is exercised by way of divine judgment in that God
can intervene in situations where the swearing party commits perjury. The
judgment of God in perjury situations can, in certain instances take on the form of
a self-curse where a person guarantees his devotion to honesty by invoking God's
name and declaring that if he or she should commit perjury, and if it is God's will,
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See 2.4 below.
Donovan 1995 Constitutional Law Journal 26.
See Chapter 1 above.
Tyler Oaths; Their Origin, Nature and History 9.
Tyler Oaths; Their Origin, Nature and History 9.
Verwysingsbybel 1630. Aside from the specific instances of oath-swearing discussed here,
there are several other such instances in the Bible. A list of the most notable among them
follows: Genesis 14:22, 21:23, 21:31, 22: 16-17, 24:2, 24:7, 26:33, 47:29; Exodus 22:11;
Book of Numbers 5:21-22; Deuteronomy 4:31, 29:12, 32:40; Psalm 89:4, 95:11,105:9,
106:26, 132:11; Matthew 23:16-23; Marcus 6:23-26. See Verwysingsbybel 1630 for a
complete list.
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then something horrible will befall the perjurer.

179

Later, during the New

Testament, Matthew records that any oath, regardless of the manner in which it is
sworn, is binding and that God will judge these oaths.180 This seems to be where
the principle of consistent truthfulness is required of Christians.181
The argument above, made in favour of religious interference with legal actions,
can be countered by the argument on whether a Christian, for example, is
allowed to swear an oath. Tyler182 makes an argument that it might be the case
that the religious manual for Christians, the Bible, limits oath-swearing. In the Old
Testament, Deuteronomy 6:13,183 states the following with regard to the swearing
of an oath: "Fear the LORD your God, worship Him, and take [your] oaths in His
name." 184 This is indicative of a limitation of the swearing freedom since
Christians, and those who adhere to the Old Testament, can only swear to the
God of the Bible and should they swear their oaths before any other deities it will
constitute a religious trespass and render the oath null.185 A further occurrence of
oath-swearing in the Old Testament is to be found in Exodus 22:10-13, which
states that:186
[w]hen a man gives his neighbour a donkey, an ox, a sheep, or any [other]
animal to care for, but it dies, is injured, or is stolen, while no one is watching,
there must be an oath before the LORD between the two of them to determine
whether or not he has taken his neighbour's property. Its owner must accept the
oath, and the other man does not have to make restitution. (Own emphasis)

The relationship between the law and religion becomes more blatant where the
swearing of an oath is concerned. If the oath can be identified as a legal action
with religious implication, or a solemn proclamation of a declaration's truth, 187
then there is a place for both law and religion in the nature and working of an
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Verwysingsbybel 1630. See also discussion below.
Verwysingsbybel 1630; Verklarende Bybel 32-33 Matteus 23:16-23.
Verwysingsbybel 1630; Verklarende Bybel 32-33. See also discussion below.
Tyler Oaths; Their Origin, Nature and History 17.
Holy Bible: Deuteronomy 6:13; Verklarende Bybel 200-201.
Holy Bible: Deuteronomy 6:13; Verklarende Bybel 200-201.
Verklarende Bybel 32; Tyler Oaths; Their Origin, Nature and History 17.
Holy Bible: Exodus 22:10-13; Verklarende Bybel 94-95.
Nel Eedaflegging by Getuienislewering in die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg 1-2, see discussion below.
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oath. 188 Earp 189 refers to a term called religious metaphysics which is stated to
include

community

rights,

religious

continuity

and

obedience

to

divine

command.190 These religious metaphysics tend to occupy the same space as the
now-common constitutional freedoms and rights. One of the manifestations of
religious metaphysics is the obedience to divine command and should this be
taken into consideration when studying the swearing of an oath it becomes clear
that the follower of a certain religion will feel compelled to adhere to the
prescriptions of the oath.191 The practical implication of this is that the aim of the
oath will be easily attainable if pressure be exerted on the swearer.192
In this instance, it is in the interest of the law and justice that religion be used to
promote the ends of justice and to make the letter of the law more effective than
it would have been without it. For this purpose, most religious systems contain
within them a legal system to enforce the religious rules.193 These legal systems
might appear to be primitive in design as well as in execution. The rules stated
within the teachings of a religion appear to an outsider to be a paper tiger
because of the apparent inability to enforce the rules. The most common form
that the governing rules take in religions is the negative force194 and a negative
control of people. This negative control is rooted in the "thou shalt not..."
structure of the religious laws.195
This is true for the practice of oath-swearing. The religious aspect of the oath is
that the deity in whose name the oath was sworn will ensure that the swearer
does not perjure himself or herself. The swearer will tell the truth for fear of the
188
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Earp 2013 The Philosopher's Magazine 2.
It is relevant to indicate that the author of this article (Earp 2013 The Philosopher's Magazine)
is referring to a 2012 German court ruling which concluded that the circumcision of children
constituted a violation of the child's constitutional rights to bodily integrity and selfdetermination. This is yet another example of where religion and law collides.
Earp 2013 The Philosopher's Magazine 1-4.
It is further relevant to state that undue stress could, theoretically, be placed on the swearer
due to the fear the swearer might experience and could be comparable to coercion. Should
the swearer be placed under such stress, and should it be possible that the ends of justice
could be defeated by this, the swearer could still make an affirmation in lieu of the oath.
Legal-religious systems like the Catholic religion (canon law), and the Islam religion (Sha'ria
law) are prime examples.
See 2.2 above. And see the references made to perjury in this regard.
See Chapter 6 below.
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deity's wrath. This is the theoretical basis for the swearing of an oath. 196 It is
doubtful if modern swearers fear an immediate action (like fire from the heavens
or a lightning bolt) from the deity in whose name they swear. It seems to be
more of a delayed judgement, which will occur after death. It is suggested that
because of this delayed reaction that the "thou shalt not…" structure of this
religious law might be flawed and not sufficiently threating to ensure that the
swearer gives a true testimony, or an honest adherence to the promises made.
In this case it seems that the swearing of an oath is not merely permitted but
required as part of the formal proceedings in a matter, as set out above. The
party provides evidence of his innocence by way of oath (swearing that he is
such)197 and the opposing party accepts the oath, it seems, because the swearer
would not lie with God bearing witness, or is compelled to accept the oath
because of the grave religious implications. This method and process of oathswearing indicates that the practice is ingrained in the community's religious and
legal understanding. The Old Testament does not forbid oaths. Three aspects that
should not be part of an oath are: firstly, that oaths must never be sworn to any
deity other than God, secondly, oaths taken before God must not be perjurious,
and thirdly, oaths must not be sworn for trivial matters. 198 This creates the
precedent that swearing an oath is not essentially a sinful act. The transition from
the Old Testament to the New Testament brings about many changes to
commonly acceptable behaviour, one of which is oath-swearing.
In the Gospel according to Matthew, which is the first book of the New
Testament, Christ, after going up on the mountain,199 addressed His disciples and
began teaching them. In chapter 5:33-37, He states the following:200
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Hartland Primitive Law 174; Coriden, Green and Heintschel (eds) The Code of Canon Law: A
Text and Commentary 844; Birney Salisbury Oath 30; Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal
22-23.
Verklarende Bybel 95. There are various instances of oaths similar to this below. See
Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 8 in particular.
Tyler Oaths; Their Origin, Nature and History 20. See 6.2.1 below.
The exact name and location of this mountain is not specified, aside from it being "beyond
the Jordan" see Holy Bible: Matthew 4:24-5:38; Verklarende Bybel 5-8.
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Again, you have heard that it was said to your ancestors, you must not break
your oath, but you must keep your oaths to the Lord. But I tell you, don't take
an oath at all: either by heaven, because it is God's throne; or by the earth
because it is His footstool; or by Jerusalem, because it is the city of the great
King. Neither should you swear by your head, because you cannot make a single
hair white or black. But let your word 'yes' be 'yes,' and you 'no' be 'no.'
Anything more than this is from the evil one.

This quote indicates strongly that although the mere act of swearing is not
necessarily a sinful act, it is a very serious undertaking.201 People should keep the
oath to God, but other instances of swearing should not be necessary because of
the truthfulness of Christians (their 'yes' is 'yes' and their 'no' is 'no').202 Should
swearing then be necessary, it might be that it was prompted by another
(unchristian) situation altogether (the evil one). The mere swearing of an oath is
not prohibited or encouraged, but the stringent rules regarding the swearing
might be two-pronged: firstly, to not swear habitually and then turn the act into a
situation akin to taking the Lord's name in vain (which is a sin);203 and secondly,
to swear to God and not earthly things or false idols (which is also a sin).204
This similar rule is also present in James 5:12.205 There it is stated that Christians
should not swear "either by heaven or by earth or with any other oath". The
reason provided for this caution is that if their 'yes' is not 'yes' and their 'no' is not
'no' and an oath is required to ensure the truth of their words, then they might
"fall under judgment",206 which is just further evidence of their apparent general
untruthfulness. This application of the religious prescriptions in a legal context
seems to be a caveat to discourage thoughtless swearing or even discourage
swearing altogether. It seems that the religious nature of oath-swearing can, in
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as support for the statement above: "It has been a general vice, in almost every age, to
swear lightly and without consideration; such is our evilmindedness,(sic) we do not reflect
how grievous a sin it is to abuse the name of God. Verklarende Bybel 200-201 notes 10-14.
Holy Bible: Exodus 20:4; Verklarende Bybel 200-201 notes 10-14.
Holy Bible: James 5:12.
Holy Bible: James 5:12.
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certain instances, be in contrast with its legal nature. If the context of the
prohibition on swearing in James 5:12207 is considered, it can be interpreted that
this prohibition is a warning not to take the Lord's name in vain, rather than
courtroom oaths.208 The relationship between law and religion in the context of
oath-swearing is still a matter of great debate and interpretation. The practical
aspects of oath-swearing should provide for the diverse nature of oath-swearing
and the contrasting approaches to oaths, their swearing and what power they
have, because a too rigid approach might influence the efficacy thereof.

2.5 Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter was to review the theoretical foundations of the
transdisciplinary perspective of the history of oath-swearing. This theoretical
background is applied to the investigation of the history of oath-swearing in the
subsequent chapters. Aspects which may have influenced the developmental
history of oath-swearing were examined and certain aspects were scrutinised for
their contribution to the practices of oath-swearing. These include law and the
nature of law as an abstract concept; language, communication and society as it
interrelates as well as its relation to oath-swearing and the history thereof.
A functional description of the term law was provided en lieu of an allencompassing definition. As is stated above, this study's transdisciplinary
approach requires a definition that can adapt to disparate environments and still
has a uniform application. The functional description of law was firstly concerned
with the distinction between what is law and what is non-law. 209 After such
distinction was made, that which was identified to be law, was further divided into
two categories, "law is…" and "law as…". 210 The first is a jurisprudential and
theoretical contemplation whereas the latter is a more practical definition as it can
easily be applied cross-culturally as well as across different periods.211
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The societal considerations involved in the definition of law also played an
important role in classifying the practice of oath-swearing as a social fact.212 The
practice of oath-swearing can either be categorised as functional or ritualistic.
This distinction is made, depending on the social need it fulfils within a
community, and what actual consequences are expected to arise from the
swearing of an oath. If it is to ensure that the witness provides truthful testimony,
then it is functional. If it is to ensure that the proper procedure is followed and no
actual expectation of truth is expected, then it is ritualistic.213
Additionally, the chapter reviewed the nature of that which is defined as law by
separating law from non-law. 214 The division between function and ritual in the
definition above was extrapolated and reapplied to a sociological conception of
law within a historical context. That which forms the building blocks of law were
identified as norms, custom and law. 215 Norms, being a collection of general
principles of appropriate behaviour, differ from custom in that custom is a body of
norms which are certain and regularly followed. 216 Law is then described as a
compendium of customs which are certain, enforceable and generally applicable,
portrayed to be effective as the general will of the people.217
Law, within the above context, was further divided into functions of law, being
prohibitory and prescriptive. 218 The presence of both these functions in law is
important in order for the legal system to function properly. The prohibitory
function, or negative system, prevents poor behaviour because it prescribes what
behaviour is unacceptable and from which behaviour people should refrain.219 The
prescriptive function, or positive system, keeps order as it prescribes what people
should do or ought to do.220 Should this theory be applied to the practice of oathswearing, it seems that the phrasing of the oath should be clear and
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unambiguous, containing both these aspects, negative and positive. This will
place a negative duty on the swearer to provide truthful evidence, but also as
duty to disclose truth, even in the absence of an explicit inquiry into the matter.
The dual system could cause truthfulness in favour of justice.
An additional aspect ancillary to the swearing of an oath is the matter of language
and communication. These are external to the legal focus of the practice of oathswearing, but its indirect influence is vested in the fact that both lay, generally,
and an oath needs to be interpreted into an understandable form to enable
people to follow the prescribed commands. These commands can only be properly
understood if the language system and the legal system are compatible so as to
allow for communicating complex legal jurisprudence. 221 Language will then
develop in tandem with the legal system to ensure that the certainty aspect of law
is maintained.222
The law, or in particular the oath, is at its most basic form a form of
communication. Communication, being a societal interaction, can be understood
as a situation where two (or more) parties actively strive to make themselves
understandable and at the same time understanding each other. 223 This very
broad definition allows for the objective of oath-swearing to be included. This
communication can be verbal, non-verbal, written or merely a sound; and the
oath can either be solely verbal, or verbal in conjunction with another action. 224
This process can be summarised as follows: intent is converted into language
(oath) in order to impart said information (swear) to another – communication.
Communication, or oath-swearing, in this instance can only function within a
community and the societal aspects are important in the success or failure of the
oath as is commonly applied.
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These societal aspects are, amongst others, language, 225 communication 226 and
religion. 227 Religion is integral to the composition of the oath as well as to the
process and practice of oath-swearing. For this reason, oath-swearing can be
described as a legal action with a religious implication. 228 The purpose of oathswearing is, in most cases, legal; whereas, the compulsion to adhere to the terms
of the oath is vested in religion. The objective of the oath is then easily attained
when the religious duty and the community exert pressure on the swearer to not
commit a religious sin for a legal reason. The necessity to be truthful is then
twofold. The exact requirements regarding oath-swearing are discussed below in
the context of the religion and their unique approaches.229 The approaches may
include words, actions, rituals or an aversion to the process of swearing as a
whole. These differing approaches to oath-swearing from a religious point of view
may, in some instances, be in conflict with the legal motivations or prescriptions
provided for oath-swearing. 230 That which provides power and authority to the
oath, may also obstruct the objective of the oath. An investigation into the
practices of oath-swearing in the Roman law from its founding until the death of
Justinian follows below. Due consideration is given to the aspects of law,
communication and religion.
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Chapter 3 The oath in Roman law (753BCE-565CE)
3.1 Introduction
The legal system of Rome in antiquity is a system that governed the behaviour of
the people within its jurisdiction. 231 The Roman Empire developed from the
customs and practices of a primitive village state to a legal system that influences
a great many countries' understanding of law. 232 This developmental process
occurred over a period of several centuries.233 The principles of the Roman legal
system did not stay within the confines of the great walls or borders of Rome. 234
Rome was one of the most influential cities, and later on, states in the world.235 It
was by all accounts an empire.236 The Roman law forms the basis of various other
legal systems and is still used in modern courts to facilitate justice. Schiller 237
states that there is still a necessity to study the Roman law, as the Roman
understanding of law forms the basis of the law and jurisprudence used by
practitioners of law to develop the law in their own jurisdictions.
The history of the Roman law is vast and only a very small part thereof is directly
applicable to this study. As a means of organising the history of Roman law and
its influence across Europe and other countries, various divisions can be used.
The two most commonly used divisions are (a) the periods according to the
constitutional history of Rome and (b) is the division according to the
development of Roman law. 238 This study will focus on two periods, pre-
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Kaser Römisches Privaatrecht 2-8; Venter et al Regsnavorsing 162-164.
Van Caenegem Geschiedkundige Inleidinge tot het Privaatrecht 15; Venter et al
Regsnavorsing 162-170.
Kaser Römisches Privaatrecht 2-8; Venter et al Regsnavorsing 161-196.
Kelly Roman Legal and Constitutional History 3. The Roman-Dutch law and the position of
oath-swearing in the Netherlands, as influenced by the Roman law, are explored in Chapter 4.
Kelly Roman Legal and Constitutional History 3.
An empire can be defined as "a political construct in which one state dominates over another
state, or a series of states ... [an] empire is an unequal relationship between a core state and
a periphery of one or more states controlled from the core." Ancient History Encyclopedia
2015 http://www.ancient.eu/empire/.
Schiller Roman Law: Mechanisms of Development 9.
This period will not be used in this study, but reference to it is necessary. The division
according to Roman law follows similar avenues of division but differs from the constitutional
development in the following way, the Ancient period ranges from 753–250 BCE where the
first date marks the beginning of Rome and the second the beginning of Rome's expansion
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Justinian 239 and Justinian. 240 The approach that is followed under these two
periods is the division according to the constitutional history; which is as
follows: 241 from 753–510 BCE was the Monarchy 242 and started at the legendry
founding of Rome 243 and continued through a period where seven kings 244 ruled
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beyond what is now known as Italy. The Pre-Classical period starts at 250 BCE and is brought
to an end in 27 BCE with the end of the Republic. The Classical period can be described as
the time of the great Roman jurists and "golden age" of the Roman law and this period falls
within the same time as the Principate (27 BCE–284 CE). The Post-Classical period is also the
same period as the Dominate (284-565 CE); and finally the period 527-565 CE is known as
the Justinian period, so-named for the judicial labour of Justinian during his reign. Feenstra
Romeinsrechtelijke Grondslagten van het Nederlands Privaatrecht paras 1-2 and the tijdtafel
310-311; Feenstra "Romeins Recht en Europese Rechtswetenschap" 101-103; Edwards The
History of South African Law: An Outline 4-6; Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die
Romeinse Privaatreg 1-7; Du Plessis Roman Law 1-23; Joubert Romeinse Reg 1-37. See 1.2
above.
See 3.2 below.
See 3.3 below.
For a clear exposition of the history as it pertains to the above divisions, see Thomas
Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 13-17; Van Warmelo Die Oorsprong en Betekenis van die
Romeinse Reg 21-214; Joubert Romeinse Reg 1-37; Van Caenegem Geschiedkundige
Inleidinge tot het Privaatrecht 15-16. See 1.2 above.
See 3.2.1 below.
The Romans celebrate the founding of the city of Rome annually on 21 April. Tradition and
legend estimates, and most academics and historians agree, that the founding date of Rome
is 753 BCE. What is, however, certain, according to Bernard ( The First Year of Roman Law 2),
is that a small town was built around the middle of the eighth century BC. Du Plessis ( Roman
Law 1-23) relates the traditional tale of the founding of Rome. He states that the founder of
Rome was Romulus, brother to Remus. It was said that they were the sons of Mars (god of
war) and Rhea Silva (daughter of the king of Alba Longa who was apparently raped my Mars
and imprisoned for the crime of allowing herself to be raped) and that Romulus would build
the city of Rome on the Mons Palatinus. Some connection between the Greeks and the
founding of Rome is made by connecting the Trojan war and their own history to the history
and founding of Rome by averring that the descendants of Aeneas (Aeneas was a hero in the
now legendary Trojan War and son of the Greek goddess Aphrodite.) built Rome. It is said
that Aeneas escaped Troy with a handful of survivors and eventually settled on the banks of
the Tiber. It is important to note that the vast majority of Romans during this time refused to
entertain the idea that their beloved city might have been founded by people other than
Romulus (descendent of Aeneas), like or example the Etruscans. See Livius T Ab Urbe
Condita Libri (Translated by Roberts C The History of Rome (JM Dent and Sons Ltd London
1905) (hereafter Roberts The History of Rome) paras 1.1-1.4; Du Plessis Roman Law 1-23
and Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 1-2 in general. Du Plessis
further notes that the Romans refused to be ruled by the Etruscans after the well-known tale
of the rape of Lucretia. It is said that Tarquinius Superbus the last king of the Monarchy, who
was of Etruscan origin, had a son who sexually abused the daughter of a very important
Roman man. This spurned revolution in the hearts and minds of the Roman-born citizens and
signalled the end of the Monarchy. It is therefore a self-evident truth that the hatred of the
Etruscans was so deeply engrained in the hearts of the Romans as a society and that is why it
is improbable that the Romans would accept this hated nation as the founder of the city of
Rome. See Joubert Romeinse Reg 1-40.
Romulus, Numa Pompilius, Tullus Hostilius, Ancus Marcius, Tarquinius Priscus, Servius Tullius
and Tarquinius Superbus. Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 2.
See Joubert Romeinse Reg 1-40.
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Rome for roughly the first 250 years starting with Romulus and ending with
Tarquinius Superbus.245 After the kings were expelled, the Republic was formed
(510–31 BCE); the Principate was from 31 BCE–284 CE, when Augustus became

princeps functions as a marker for this time period; 284-476 CE is called the
Dominate when Diocletian introduced the totalitarian monarchy and ended with
Romulus Augustus who was the last emperor of the West. The end of Rome is
(for these purposes) marked by the passing of Justinian in 565 CE.246
The Latin term used to describe the process of oath-swearing is sacramentum.
The development of the oath in each period is investigated while taking into
account the nature of the law that functioned during that particular period in time.
Both the internal and the external legal history are taken into account to
determine how the oath and the practice of oath-swearing developed during the
respective periods. The theory as discussed above is applied to the oath to
consider the different elements which influences the oath or the influences the
oath has on other social dealings. The pre-Justinian period is discussed first,
starting with the Monarchy, followed by the Republic, then the Principate, and
lastly the Dominate. The Justinian period follows and brings this chapter to a
close with the conclusion.

3.2 Pre-Justinian (753 BCE-527 CE)
3.2.1 Monarchy
The history of the ancient Rome in this period is somewhat interlaced with legend
and much of what is known could prove to be legend or a dramatised version of
245
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Du Plessis Roman Law 1-23. Du Plessis states that it is improbable that each king could rule
for an average of 35 years. See Thomas Textbook of Roman law 13-26 in this matter
generally. The regal, single-ruler system contributed significantly to the Roman government.
The first king, Romulus, established a consultative body comprising of elders and prominent
members of the society which formed the Senate. The descendants of these first members
were known as the patricians (patricii) and they were not unlike royalty. This unwittingly
divided the citizens of Rome into different classes. Thomas states that there are three main
elements in the constitution of that time, namely: the King ( rex), the senatus (senate) and
the comitia (assembly). Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 1. See
Joubert Romeinse Reg 1-40.
Edwards The History of South African Law: An Outline 4; Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels
van die Romeinse Privaatreg 1-7. See Joubert Romeinse Reg 1-40.
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the actual occurrences.247 Much of what is known today regarding the Monarchy
was written later, probably during the early Republic. 248 The community and its
practices characterises the first two centuries of Rome.

249

Certain societal

developments during the Monarchy persisted during subsequent periods. One
such development is the development of the Roman civil religion.250 Silk251 states
that one factor to which the Roman success as a state can be contributed is
religion. Numa Pompilius, the second king of Rome, is widely considered to be the
paragon of religious innovation within the Roman state.
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An interesting

consequence of this religious innovation is, according to Silk, 253 the Roman
preoccupation with the gods and the roles the gods play in their lives. This caused
them to become a sacral society, in addition to being a litigious society,254 which
further blurred the lines between that which is religion and that which is law.
Numa's religion then became the civil or state religion for many years and caused
the Romans to be generally more susceptible to religion. This religious
predisposition was the foundation upon which paganism, and later Catholicism,
was built.255 It can be argued that the civil religion, established by Numa, had an
indirect effect, whether intended or unintended, the religion was used to aid in
governing the people, where law fails, religion succeeds. 256 Pious people are
easier to govern and a religion of a peace-loving nature promotes justice and
curbs violence and wrongdoing.257
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Roberts The History of Rome para 1.18; Silk 2004 Journal of the American Academy of
Religion 864-865; Le Glay et al A History of Rome 22-23; Du Plessis Roman Law 2. It is also
possible that Numa is largely responsible for the religious oath-swearing practices, which
seem to have persisted in Roman law and tradition. Moore 1911 Law Student Helper 15
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Moore258 states that there is some ceremony involved in the swearing of an oath
as suggested by Numa. Initially the practice of oath-swearing came from Greece,
as did some other cultural practices, where the requirement of a valid oath was
that the swearer has to invoke the three greater deities of the pantheon, Iupiter,
Neptune and Minerva.259 Numa, however, required that oaths be sworn with the
invocation of Fides as witness to the swearing. 260 In certain cases the swearer
could even pick up a stone from the ground, throw it away and state that in the
case of perjury, Diospiter261 can cast the perjurer away, and by so doing, cause a
self-curse to be the binding force of the oath. 262 The swearing seems to be
primitive, but religious and heartfelt.
Archaeologists suggest that the early Romans were farmers and were mainly
concerned with agriculture which they practiced in a very primitive fashion. 263
Community life centres on the gens (which translates to tribe or clan) and
consists of a group of families related to each other by virtue of marriage or
another bond.264 The different units that make up the gens are the familia and the

paterfamilias, who is the head of this smaller entity. The paterfamilias has
considerable power over the rest of the familia and this power can be likened to
law as the paterfamilias can alter legal institutions like marriage.

265

The

paterfamilias is, in turn, unassailable and beyond reproach. This is a very strict
patriarchal society and the source of the authority vests in the head of the
family.266
In a similar way that the paterfamilias rules the family unit and has the power to
govern the family without question, the leader of Rome, during this period, is a
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Schiller Roman Law: Mechanisms of Development 133-135.
Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 18-20; Van Lunteren Overzicht paras 11-16; Van Zyl
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South African Law: An Outline 4-6.
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4-6.
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king who governs and rules over the people of Rome. 267 The king of Rome is
elected and he remained the king for as long as he lived. 268 It is said that the
kings were traditionally elected by means of interregnum.269 Livius270 recounts the
election of Numa Pompilius after the death of Romulus. The interrex called an
assembly and stated that a new king is to be elected and if this person is worthy
according to the senate, 271 they will ratify the choice and that person will then
serve as king.272
The king has various obligations under the following three categories: He is the
head of the state religion, the head of state administration, and he is responsible
for the administration of justice.273 In his capacity as the administrator of justice
he has the power to condemn someone to death or to exile. What is known today
about the nature of the law that governed the Roman people during the
Monarchy is largely founded on tradition. 274 This historical tradition is based on
references made to this time by later authors and these stated that the law was
largely leges regiae (royal law or law of kings).275 The exact content of this legis

regiae is pure conjecture at this point due to the poverty of sources but it most
likely contained sacral or religious law. These were comparable to ordinances as
there is no proof that such law was ever made in this specific period with such
content.276 Regardless, the law in this time can be described as very primitive as
is evidenced by the fact that the head of the state was also the head of the
religion.277 The lines between what act278 is religious and what act is secular were
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blurred by the dual function of the king. This gives way to a position where the
priests actually dispense justice and interpret the law.279
In addition to being head of the religion, one of the king's functions was that he
was responsible for the administration of justice in that he was burdened with the
legislative as well as the judicial authority.280 This armed the king with legislative
power as he could speak law; but as the law and religion could not function
independently from each other and the king could just as easily have spoken
religion.281
The Romans were simple and quite primitive 282 in their administration of their
everyday lives.283 As mentioned above, the law and religion was intertwined from
the beginning of the Roman history but this relationship separated somewhat as
the period of the Kings draws to an end.284 The distinction which arises between
that which is law and that which is religious in nature was not so clearly defined.
Although law and religion were separated, religion still influenced the law as the
law was based on tradition and customs which accumulate over time. Traditions
and customs were in all probability

also marked by religion.
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This

interrelationship also influenced the oath-swearing practices during this time.
Silving286 describes the purview and aspect of the oath or sacramentum by placing
the term in the historical context of 753-150CE and the legis actiones where the
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term was applied to a pledge or a wager where the oath taker who loses said
wager had to forfeit the object to the priests.287
Van Lunteren288 describes the general practice of sacramentum as part of the legal
procedure where cases were decided upon on the grounds of prior decisions by
the king. Both parties to a legal matter were required to take an oath and the
parties were very much aware that the oath was operative, according to the
religious beliefs at that time. 289 An example of an oath-swearing process based
very much on religion is a person who undertakes the swearing of an oath is to
slaughter a pig whilst praying that in the event of perjury the heaven might fall on
his or her head. 290 The operative function of the oath is that it was generally
understood that the perjuring of an oath sworn on Iupiter was punished by a
lightning strike; and if the person were to lie, then the obligation rests upon the
shoulders of Iupiter to punish the perjurer. 291 Such an oath, once sworn, was
considered to be absolute proof and was not subject to further evaluation by the
judge (the truth of the matter was established by the oath).292 This aspect of the
oath was adopted into later developments of the Roman legal system and it was
only later that the presiding officer considered the oath as it related to the other
evidence provided during the trial.293
Livius 294 draws a distinction between the effects created by oath-swearing and
that of strict laws and penalties. He finds that the pious nature of the people and
the religious foundations of the oath causes there to be almost no difference
between the effects of either. 295 Regardless, the practice of oath-swearing was
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widely used during the Monarchy. 296 Livius 297 recounts an instance of oathswearing as part of a treaty between Alba and Rome where, in an effort to
minimise the loss of life during battle, two sets of triplet brothers, one from Alba
and one from Rome, were to do battle against each other as champions and the
winners of the fight would win victory for their army. 298 This agreement was
sealed with an oath which sanctioned the treaty.299 The oath is as follows:
Hear, O Jupiter, hear! thou Pater Patratus of the people of Alba! Hear ye, too,
people of Alba! As these conditions have been publicly rehearsed from first to
last, from these tablets, in perfect good faith, and inasmuch as they have here
and now been most clearly understood, so these conditions the People of Rome
will not be the first to go back from. If they shall, in their national council, with
false and malicious intent be the first to go back, then do thou, Jupiter, on that
day, so smite the People of Rome, even as I here and now shall smite this
swine, and smite them so much the more heavily, as thou art greater in power
and might.300

From this oath the invocation of the divine is clear and the intention of the parties
to adhere to the terms of the treaty is made. Livius301 goes further to describe that
the Albans swore their oaths through the military leader and priests according to
the formula, which seems to include some positive action to accompany the
words of the oath, and this entailed the striking of a swine (pig) with a flint. 302
After the oath was sworn, the champions did battle and the Roman brothers,
Horatii, emerged victorious. 303 By all accounts the oath was honoured by both
parties and the matter was settled.
The religious nature of the people, after the reign of Numa Pompilius, contributed
to the state of the oath during this period. The oaths were mainly religious in
nature and the swearers stressed the religious component of the oath by invoking
the gods, calling them by name and pronouncing a self-curse as part of the
296
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298
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300
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Roberts The History of Rome para 1.21 and 1.24.
Roberts The History of Rome para 1.24.
Roberts The History of Rome para 1.23-1.25.
This oath was sworn by process of a protracted formula, though he neglected to describe the
exact nature of the formula, the wording remained preserved. Roberts The History of Rome
para 1.24.
Roberts The History of Rome para 1.24.
Roberts The History of Rome para 1.24.
It is unclear from the text why the oath-swearing process required the swearer to strike a pig.
For another instance of an animal being part and process of an oath, see Chapter 6.
Roberts The History of Rome para 1.24-1.26.
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consequences of the oath. The change of political dispensation from a monarchy
to a republic harbours other consequences for oath-swearing.

3.2.2 Republic
The period of the Kings or the monarchy came to an end when Tarquinius
Superbus

304

(an Etruscan) became increasingly tyrannical and caused an

aristocratic revolt to be launched against him. 305 During the first century of the
Republic a class struggle between the plebeii and the patricii ensued, in part, due
to the inequality of access to law.306 The patricii were well versed in the unwritten
law; and this caused the plebeii to always fall victim to the patricii, due to lack of
knowledge, in dealings where the plebeii were case opposite the patricii. 307 In
addition to the lack of access to, and knowledge of, the law, the plebeii also grew
increasingly discontent with the fact that only the patricii could gain entrance to
the magistracy which contributed to diminished access to magistrates to aid in
resolving legal disputes,308 so a standardisation of the generally applicable law was
required and it was provided in the form of the Lex Duodecim Tabularum.309
The changes in government, constitutional dispensation and the codification of
law, gave way to several changes in the various spheres of government, law and
society. During the first few centuries of the Republic, magistrates were installed
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See above.
Du Plessis Roman Law 3. He was accused of raping the wife (Lucretia) of a Roman nobleman
and that was said to have caused the revolt.
Joubert Romeinse Reg 3; Du Plessis Roman Law 3-6; Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse
Reg 18-19.
Joubert Romeinse Reg 3; Du Plessis Roman Law 3-6; Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse
Reg 18-19.
The chief magistrates during the Republic were: the Consuls, praetors, quaestors, Censors,

tribunes, aediles.
Joubert Romeinse Reg

3; Yale Law School Lillian Goldman Law Library 2008
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/ancient/twelve_tables.asp; Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse
Reg 18-19. This code was composed by twelve (initially ten) men, it was engraved on twelve
bronze tablets and these were displayed in the Forum of Rome.309 The process started in 451
BCE and was ratified in 499 BCE. Thomas states that the Lex Duodecim Tabularum is a
significant milestone in legal history because it was the first systematic codification of the
Roman law which promoted legal certainty, it was separated from religious laws and the
concise formulation provided for extensive commentary and interpretation by scholars and
jurists. Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 18.
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to fulfil functions that became necessary in the new order. 310 The magistrates
were ordered according to hierarchy with the two Consuls, who were supreme
magistrates and in whom vested the power that earlier would have been the
king's. 311 The two Consuls governed for one year in tandem by consulting with
each other.

312

The praetors were specially appointed to deal with the

administration of the Roman legal system in 367 and had jurisdiction over citizens
within Rome.313 The praetors assisted the citizens314 with the formula and ensured
that they followed the correct steps. 315 They also determined whether a legal
remedy is available.316 The judge, who is a lay person, then hears the case and
makes a decision upon the facts. 317 This administration of the legal system also
developed the legal system and contributed to legal certainty among the
people.318
The quaestors319 were to financial matters as the praetors were to legal matters. 320
They were charged with supporting and advising the Consuls about financial
310
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Van Lunteren Overzicht 18; Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 15; Du Plessis Roman
Law 3-4. Refer to Jolowicz Historical Introduction to the Study of Roman Law 43-55 for an
indepth discussion on the functions of these magistrates and their interactions with Roman
society.
Van Lunteren Overzicht 18; Schiller Roman Law: Mechanisms of Development 181; Thomas
Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 15; Du Plessis Roman Law 3-4.
Du Plessis Roman Law 3; Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 14-15.Van Lunteren
notes that there was a failsafe built into the system that would allow for a dictator to take
control during times of great necessity where decisive leadership was essential. This dictator
could only function in that office for a maximum of six months, or earlier if the crisis had been
dealt with, after the dictator had to abdicate power back to the elected Consuls. Van Lunteren
Overzicht para 18. Livius also mentions the practice of creating a dictator, but also
communicates the people's hesitation as they did not want a repeat of the catastrophe, which
caused the end of the Monarchy. Roberts The History of Rome 2.27-232. Schiller Roman Law:
Mechanisms of Development 181.
Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 15; Schiller Roman Law: Mechanisms of
Development 181-182; Du Plessis Roman Law 4.
The praetor, more specifically the praetor urbanus, was concerned with the administration of
justice in matters concerning Roman citizens. The office of praetor perigrinus was later
established to deal with matters concerning foreigners. See Du Plessis Roman Law 33;
Schiller Roman Law: Mechanisms of Development 182.
Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 19-20; Schiller Roman Law: Mechanisms of
Development 182.
Ubi remedium, ibi ius. See Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 31.
Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 19-20; Schiller Roman Law: Mechanisms of
Development 182.
Schiller Roman Law: Mechanisms of Development 182; Du Plessis Roman Law 4.
Van Lunteren Overzicht para 18; Schiller Roman Law: Mechanisms of Development 186-187.
See Latte 1936 Transactions and Proceedings of the American Philological Association in
general.
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instances, but their duties extended well beyond mere financial issues; they
advised the Consuls on matters regarding the administration of justice and
eventually became the principle law officers regarding the military, administration
and the judicature.321 The fourth was the censores who conducted the census for
voting purposes.322 The fifth was tribunes323 who served to protect parties against
possible arbitrary exercise of power. The final was the aediles324 whose functions
were administrative in nature in that they tended to the general management of
Rome by ensuring food and water security and various other administrative acts,
all of these were done by faith as the functions of the magistrates were governed
by promissory oaths. 325 All these magistrates were important role-players in the
administration of justice, giving effect to law and managing the city. These
positions were created out of necessity and contributed to the development of the
law to a more formal system.
Thomas326 states that there are three factors which influenced the development of
the law during the Republic. 327 These are the Lex Duodecim Tabularum, the

praetor and the jurists.328 The principle source of the law, as stated above, during
this period was, initially, the Lex Duodecim Tabularum as it managed various
aspects of legal and civil life and interactions.

329

It governed matters of

substantive law as well as procedural law, both within and outside the court. The
law has been duly promoted and developed by the magistrates in their capacity as
set out above.
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Du Plessis Roman Law 4; Schiller Roman Law: Mechanisms of Development 186-187.
Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 15; Du Plessis Roman Law 4.
Van Lunteren Overzicht para 18; Du Plessis Roman Law 4-5; Schiller Roman Law:
Mechanisms of Development 186-187.
Schiller Roman Law: Mechanisms of Development 183-185.
Schiller Roman Law: Mechanisms of Development 185-186.
Van Lunteren Overzicht para 18; Du Plessis Roman Law 5; Schiller Roman Law: Mechanisms
of Development 180-187.
Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 17.
The sources of the law during the Republic was: mos (customs, see Chapter 2), lex (decisions
by the comitia), plebiscitum (decisions by the concilium plebis), Senatus Consultatum
(decisions by the senate), Edicta (edicts by officials such as the praetor), and interpretatio
and responsa (jurist made law). Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 21.
Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 17.
Refer to Jolowicz for a discussion on the trial proceedings of legis actio and the formula
system within a practical context. Jolowicz Historical Introduction to the Study of Roman Law
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The legis actiones is considered to be the oldest form of procedural law known to
have been practiced in the Roman legal tradition.330 This procedure is identified by
the required recitation of formal words in conjunction with performing a set of
formal acts.331 There are five types of legis actiones which can be characterised
according to their functions, of which there are two. 332 Three of these legis

actiones are used to settle a dispute and the remaining two are used for
execution.333 The legis actiones are: legis actio sacramento,334 legis actio periudicis

arbitrive postulationem; legis actio per conditionem; legis actio per manus
iniectionem; and legia actio per pignoris capionem. For the current purpose, only
the legis actio sacramento will be discussed as it involved the swearing of an
assertory oath. The legis actio sacramento is the oldest of the legis actiones and
as such involves an extended process which is discussed below.335
The actio legis sacramento336 can be used either to enforce a real right, in which
case it would be theactio legis sacramento in rem, or to enforce a personal right,
in which case it would be actio sacramento in personam. 337 The legis actio is
termed sacramento as the process requires an oath as part of the process.338 The
process in rem commences with the thing339 being brought before the praetor and
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Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 369; Mousourakis
Fundamentals of Roman Private Law 310-317.
Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 369; Thomas Essentialia van
die Romeinse Reg 34; Mousourakis Fundamentals of Roman Private Law 310-317.
Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 369; Thomas Essentialia van
die Romeinse Reg 34; Mousourakis Fundamentals of Roman Private Law 310-317.
Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 369-370; Thomas Essentialia
van die Romeinse Reg 34; Mousourakis Fundamentals of Roman Private Law 310-317.
This may be the process to which Van Luntren referred, see 3.2.1 above.
See introductory remarks in Sandars The Institutes of Justinian lxviii-lxiv.
This same process is described at great length by Buckand, see Buckland A Text-Book of
Roman Law 610-617. Buckland also relates the exact words pertaining to the prescribed legis
actio sacramentum referred to in this study.
Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 369-370; Thomas Essentialia
van die Romeinse Reg 34; Mousourakis Fundamentals of Roman Private Law 310-317.
This process is discussed using a slave as the subject of the trial. Sandars refers to Gaius
using this example and it is used here to illustrate the formula of the words spoken. See
introductory remarks in Sandars The Institutes of Justinian lxiv.
Or a symbol of the thing (like a sick or a piece of turf) in cases where the legis actio
sacramento concerns immovable property. Sandars The Institutes of Justinian lxiv; Thomas
Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 34.
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the parties then touch the object with a rod called festuca or vindicata and recited
the following formal words:340
Hunc ego hominem ex iure Quiritium meum esse aio secundun suam causam,
sicut dixi. Ecce tibi vindictam imposui.
I assert that this man is mine by Quiritatian right; see, as I have said, I have put
my wand on him.341

The opposing party would then respond with the same recitation. After these
words were spoken and the gestures with the vindicata were made, the praetor
would order the parties to let go of the object "Mitte ambo hominem" and this
ritual intervention was seen as a type of magical intervention. 342 The plaintiff
would then challenge the defendant by asking the following: 343 "Postulo anne
dicas qua ex causa vindicaveris." (I demand this: will you say on what ground you
have made your claim?).344 The defendant then answers: "Ius facti sicut vindictam
imposui." 345 (I have done right and thus I have laid my wand on him). 346 The
parties then challenge each other to an amount of money and the parties then
each deposited the relevant sum of and the person, who loses the suit, forfeits
the money to the treasury.347
Although it does not necessary make a specific reference to the oath it, however,
states in Tabula 8,348 that "[W]hoever is convicted of speaking false witness shall
be flung from the Tarpeian Rock." This gives a clear impression of the fact that
witnesses were to provide a true recounting of events to which they are
witnesses. It also provides some incentive for telling the truth, which means that
if a witness commits perjury, he or she will be thrown off a cliff.
340
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The punishment referenced above was mentioned elsewhere in Tabula 8 and the
words "shall be thrown from the rock"349 indicating the punishment for a range of
other trespasses. A reason for the shift of the obligation to punish perjurers
seems to have shifted from the gods, to those whom the perjury offends.
Silving350 suggests that it was believed that all lies and all liars will be punished,
whether they swore an oath or not.351 This belief caused the oath to decline in
importance because there was a lack of fear of reprisal from Olympus and without
fear the populace regarded the oath as innocuous. 352 It became necessary to
fortify the divine retribution (at some later stage, possibly) with secular
punishment (immediately).353 This was used in an effort to re-establish the oath
as a significant and essential aspect of trial proceedings. According to Whewell,354
De Groot states that the oath, which is a religious affirmation, calls a deity as a
witness to ensure that the swearer keeps his or her word.355
A specific instance of a trial the legis actio sacramentum was used was a case in
79 or 78 BCE regarding citizenship. 356 Cicero acted on behalf of a woman who
was held as a slave but averred that she could not be held as a slave because she
was a citizen. 357 In this case the formal procedure of actio legis sacramento in

personam was observed and the plaintiff was required to take an oath and
present testimony in the prescribed manner: "aio hanc mulierem esse liberam ex
iure Quiritium."358 This did, however, create a problematic situation as it was the
citizenship that was in question. The opposing party stated that the woman's
testimony should be discounted, regardless of it being supported by an oath,
349
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Whewell Grotius on the Rights of War and Peace 167.
During the Republic, Rome was populated by pagans who worshipped the Roman Pantheon
of Gods (Iupiter, Juno, Mars etc.). See Benko Pagan Rome in general for information on
Pagan Rome and the early Christianity which would grow to official religion of the state a
mere few hundred years later.
Frier The Rise of the Roman Jurists 99-100.
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"I aver this woman is free by citizen's right." Frier The Rise of the Roman Jurists 99. See
above.
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because it is not valid or iustum because this woman's citizenship had been
removed and for that reason, she might be free, but her freedom cannot vest in
her by virtue of citizen's right, as was sworn.359 The deity that was invoked for
this purpose is not stipulated, but the swearing of an oath during this time did
require the invocation of a deity.360 The outcome of this matter seems to indicate
that, though important, the oath was not accepted merely because it is an oath
the other formalistic and legalistic requirements need to be met.361
Mousourakis 362 states that although not a lot is known of the legis actio

sacramentum, it did originally require the swearing of an oath. Jolowicz and
Nicholas363 concur that the earlier forms of this actio required the parties to swear
a solemn oath validating their claim and from there the term sacramento (oath),
but Thomas 364 argues that the oath was used to ensure that aggrieved parties
only approached the praetor if the suit was well founded, lest they risk the wrath
of the gods. This was not much of a deterrent and another method was required
to achieve the outcome intended with the swearing of an oath, which was
money.365 If the risk to the parties was too high they will not institute action for
frivolous reasons or on unfounded grounds.366

3.2.3 Principate
During the Principate, the reigning religion of the Roman people was a religion
with a pantheon of gods. The Principate is also referred to as the Julio-Claudian
dynasty and the first Imperator of this period was Augustus Divi filius. 367
Thomas 368 states that the new constitutional and political dispensation of the
Principate immediately influences the law. He avers that a large portion of the
legal power resorts with the Imperator and the senate, though still active and
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functioning, is used by the Imperatores for their own devices. 369 The praetor,
jurists and Imperator all influenced the development of the Roman law during the
Principate. The investigation into the practice of oath-swearing during the
Principate starts with the assertory oaths sworn as part of the trial processes.370
The swearing of promissory oaths during this period mainly centres on the

Imperatores, therefore the promissory oaths are discussed in that context below.
The legis actiones, discussed above, 371 fell into disfavour due, largely, to the
extremely formal and arduous procedure. The formula procedure was developed
towards the end of the Republic and grew in popularity during the Principate. 372
The process receives its name from the formula which is, according to Van Zyl,373
a written account of the dispute between the parties. This is in stark contrast to
the legis actio procedure where no written account of the dispute is recorded and
the dispute is declared during a formal and intricate interaction between the
parties where the information regarding the dispute is forced into the oathdialogue.374 The formula375 procedure provided for a more user-friendly approach
to justice and was developed by the praetor for matters unsuited to the legis actio
procedure.376
The process is easily divided into two phases, pre-litis contestatio and post-litis

contestatio.377 The process pre-litis contestatio is referred to as the procedure in
iure where the aggrieved party initiates the suit by approaching the magistrate
(praetor) who will then refer the matter to trial and declare which procedure
should be followed. 378 The process post-litis contestatio is referred to as the
procedure apud iudicem and took place either before a single judge (iudex) (a lay
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See 3.2.2 above.
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See 3.2.2 above. G 4.11 and 4.39.
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G 3.180.
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person), or, in certain cases the praetor could appoint more than one judge
(recuperatores), who has to decide the matter based on the information provided
by oratores.379 The praetor would dare recuperatores and instruct them to decide
on the formulae 380 which were prepared by the parties. The iudex or the

recuperatores were to swear an oath that they would fulfil their function
according to law and truth.381 The appointed judges in charge of the trial met with
the parties to determine and set down a date for the trial. 382 At the trial, the

oratores address the iudex or the recuperatores and present evidence, much in
the same way as is done in contemporary courts. Witnesses who presented
evidence to the recuperatores were to do so under oath and perjury was
punished, although similar problems regarding the prosecution of perjury probably
affected the prosecution thereof. 383 Perjury was considered to be a serious
transgression,384 the reason for which is that it interfered with the administration
of justice.385 In addition to perjury being a crime, the subornation of perjury was
also considered to be a criminal act. Perjury also causes the person against whom
perjurious testimony is given to suffer as a result.386
The judges must then return a verdict. If they cannot return a verdict due to lack
of clarity, they may swear an oath to this effect.387 The exact wording of this oath
vanished in the recesses of time and the only information available is the content
and phrasing of this oath that is recorded in the Digest.388 Judges were required
to decide cases cum veritae et legum observatione.
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Furthermore, fides

necessitated that the judges not give in to personal feelings, both negative and
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Hunt South African Criminal Law and Procedure 105.
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positive, they might feel towards the parties. 390 This ensured that the judges
decide matters on truth and not personal motivation. It is not always possible to
remove from humans the human urge to protect friends or exact revenge upon
those who might have wronged them; but it is admirable that these judges sealed
their resolve to promote truth with an oath.
The swearing of an assertory oath during this period was not merely reserved for

formula procedures. Mousourakis391 describes the practice of oath-swearing as a
means of concluding a contract verbally (contractus verbis) where sponsio is a
contract that requires the parties to swear to one another in a dialogue format. 392
The one party would make a statement regarding the terms of the contract and
conclude it with "Spondesne?" (Do you solemnly promise?) and the other party
would then respond in the affirmative with "Spondeo" (I solemnly promise).
Mousourakis 393 indicates that the origins of this practice of concluding verbal
contracts are rooted in religion. The contract entered into by the recitation of
formal words in the form of an oath indicates that the necessity to swear an oath
is a means of preventing breach of contract by invoking a deity to aid in the
successful conclusion of the contract. 394 The secularised version of this same
contracting process is called stipulatio and this practice must have been used
towards the end of the Republic, but the practice thereof grew in popularity
during the Principate, which causes it to be more logical to mention it here in the
in conjunction with the process which it replaced.395
The rules regarding the practice of oath-swearing, generally, in the classical
Roman law during this period are reflected in the Digesta.396 Today the works of
the classical jurists are lost and reliance is to be made on Justinian's
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codifications. 397 It would make better logical sense to discuss the practices of
oath-swearing within the context of their creation rather than their codification.
Particularly given the fact that the subject of the study, being oath-swearing, has
strong ties with religion. It is important to note that the state religion during the
creation period differs from the state religion of the codification period. Digesta
12.2: De iureiurando sive voluntario sive necessario sive iudiciali (Concerning the
taking of an oath, whether voluntary, compulsory, or judicial) commences with
Gaius who notes that oath-swearing plays an extremely important role in litigation
due to the fact that oaths, the swearing of which either authorised by the judge
or agreed upon by the parties, can promptly dispose of litigation as the religious
nature inherent to the oath has this power.398 Paulus399 seems to agree with Gaius
by noting that the swearing of an oath in this context, and for purposes of putting
an end to the trial, is somewhat of a compromise and that carries more value
than a judgement made by the courts. This observation by Paulus is akin to the
difference between contemporary mediation and trials, where the oath functions
as the mediation agreement. Should the parties agree to end the suit and come to
their own conclusion on their own terms, they create a win-win situation rather
than a win-lose situation created by the courts. The mere swearing of an oath
seems to have a powerful legal tool with the potential to influence law as well as
religion during this period.
Ulpinian400 provided some exposition on the manner in which an oath might be
sworn during this period and the first statement made is that the praetor states
397
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1. Quacumque autem actione quis conveniatur, si iuraverit, proficiet ei iusiurandum, sive in
personam sive in rem sive in factum sive poenali actione vel quavis alia agatur sive de
interdicto.
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that the party against whom the matter is brought, must swear an oath and the

praetor must administer said oath in order for it to be of legal value. He further
indicates that the swearing of an oath is always beneficial to the litigant,
regardless of the nature of the matter.401 Ulpinian402 further requires some balance
in the swearing of an oath in that it is required to swear an oath in the terms in
which it was administered. He states that it is possible to swear by your head.
Paulus403 expands the options to swearing an oath on the heads of one's sons.
Ulpinian404 states, however, that oaths not sworn in the same terms will have no
effect and that illegal oaths or oaths prohibited by religion will have no effect and
it would be as if these oaths were never sworn. The literature clearly confirms
that the oath played an integral role in the law during the Principate and that the
rules regarding the swearing of an oath are complex and comprehensive so as to
deter any abuse of the process.
Tiberius, son of Augustus of the Julio-Claudian dynasty, succeeded his father in
reign.405 During the rule of Tiberius, the people of Rome, according to Tacitus, 406
descend into a caste system where the rank of people dictates their behaviour.
The hierarchical structure of society quickly paves the way to, and necessitates
the swearing of allegiance to the Imperator as head of state and church, in this

401
402
403
404
405
406

2. Sed et si de condicione personae fuerit iuratum, praetor iusiurandum tuebitur: ut puta
detuli iusiurandum et iurasti in potestate mea te non esse: tuendum erit iusiurandum.
3. Unde Marcellus scribit etiam de eo iurari posse, an praegnas sit mulier vel non sit, et
iuriurando standum: denique ait, si de possessione erat quaestio, servari oportere, si forte
quasi praegnas ire in possessionem volebat et, cum ei contradiceretur, vel ipsa iuravit se
praegnatem vel contra eam iuratum est: nam si ipsa, ibit in possessionem sine metu, si
contra eam, non ibit, quamvis vere praegnas fuerit: proderitque, inquit Marcellus, mulieri
iuranti iusiurandum, ne conveniatur quasi calumniae causa ventris nomine fuerit in
possessionem neve vim patiatur in possessione. Sed an iusiurandum eo usque prosit, ut post
editum partum non quaeratur, ex eo editus sit an non sit cuius esse dicitur, Marcellus tractat:
et ait veritatem esse quaerendam, quia iusiurandum alteri neque prodest neque nocet: matris
igitur iusiurandum partui non proficiet: nec nocebit, si mater detulerit et iuretur ex eo
praegnas non esse.
4. Iurari autem oportet, ut delatum est iusiurandum: ceterum si ego detuli ut per deum
iurares, tu per caput tuum iurasti.
D 12.2.3.1.
D 12.2.3.
D 12.2.4.
D 12.2.5.1 and D 12.2.5.3.
Tacitus The Annals & The Histories Book I: (14-15 CE) para 1.1-1.2.
Tacitus The Annals & The Histories Book I: (14-15 CE) para 1.7.
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instance, Tiberius. 407 A possible reason for this is the general mistrust which
reigned during this tumultuous time in Roman history. Scarre 408 indicates that
there were many treason trials, and executions for treason. Tacitus409 states that
the first to swear this oath were the consuls and soon thereafter, and in their
presence, various other key role-players swore allegiance. This act is profoundly
important to the office of the Imperator because it created an outward
appearance of legitimacy which would be difficult to breach. The political benefits
derived from the ceremonial swearing of allegiance are not overlooked. Valerius
proposed an annual renewal of the oath of allegiance. 410 It might have been a
good idea to remind the populace on a regular basis that they are honour bound
to Tiberius. This is not a practice found elsewhere and it would create the
impression that an oath has an expiry date after which it has to be renewed or it
lapses.
A question that may now be posed is whether the legal, political or religious
bodies provided for a remedy as recourse for perjury. Tacitus 411 recounts an
instance where equestrians 412 broke their oaths and "violated, by perjury, the
divinity of Augustus"; to which Tiberius answered that if the gods were deceived,
the gods should take action by stating: "Wrongs done to gods were the gods'
concern." From this it is clear413 that Tiberius thought it not his place to act on
behalf of the gods, perhaps for fear of disfavour. The apathetic reaction to perjury
by the reigning monarch is evidence of a relaxed view of perjury and this equates
to an oath of diminished value. Tiberius transferred this depreciation in the value
of the oath to the reign of his successor.

407
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Tacitus The Annals & The Histories Book I: (14-15 CE)
Scarre Chronicle of Roman Emperors 28. Le Glay et
same.
Tacitus The Annals & The Histories Book I: (14-15 CE)
Tacitus The Annals & The Histories Book I: (14-15 CE)
Tacitus The Annals & The Histories Book I: (14-15 CE)

Equitibus Romanis.

para 1.7.

al A History of Rome 213 relates the

para 1.7.
para 1.8.
para 1.73.

In this matter, the argument is based on Tiberius's conduct, generally, and speculation as to
his motivation, is, nearly two millennia later, just speculation. Another argument might be
that he did not care enough about perjury to take notice thereof or that there was no
important historical fact to relate in this regard.
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Gaius Julius Caesar Germanicus (hereafter Caligula414), who was possibly the most
tyrannical emperor in the history of Rome, ascended to the throne after the
murder of his grandfather, and erstwhile emperor, Tiberius. 415 Caligula was
extremely popular in the first few months, but he later lost this popularity when
his actions became severe and tyrannical (bordering on insanity).

416

One

interesting change in the practice of oath-swearing was that Caligula included his
sisters, Drusilla, Agrippina and Livilla, in the oath that everyone had to take:
… I will not value my life or that of my children less highly than I do the safety
of the Emperor Gaius and his sisters!417

This seems to include the sisters as the subject of a general oath of allegiance.
Caligula took a peculiar step in that it provided some evidence in support of the
apparent of the unsavoury relationship he had with his sisters, particularly
Drusilla. 418 He further awarded his sisters with honours in that they were also
included in the soldiers' oath of allegiance.419
After the death of Drusilla in 38CE Caligula was documented to have been
distraught about her passing and since then he took important oaths, not in the
names of the Roman pantheon of gods, but he swore by the holiness of Drusilla,
and in his mind, she was akin to the likes of Aphrodite.420 It seems oddly out of
context that a man would swear an oath by his sister instead of a god, goddess or
414

415

416

417

418

419

420

Caligula was raised in the barracks and was attired in the army uniform from a young age
and wore a half-boot or caliga; from there the name Caligula. Tacitus The Annals & The
Histories Book I: (14-15 CE) para 1.41. Le Glay et al A History of Rome 214. Scarre Chronicle
of
Roman
Emperors
37;
Graves
1957
http://www.ourcivilisation.com/smartboard/shop/suetnius/caligula.-htm. The names of the
Roman rulers are so similar and may cause confusion, so the name Caligula will be used to
distinguish this character from others who were also called Gaius, Germanicus, Julius or
Caesar.
Le Glay et al A History of Rome 213; Scarre Chronicle of Roman Emperors 37; BBC History
2014 http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/historic_figures/caligula.shtml.
Le Glay et al A History of Rome 214; Scarre Chronicle of Roman Emperors 36; BBC History
2014 http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/historic_figures/caligula.shtml.
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The
Abuse
of
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120;
Graves
1957
http://www.ourcivilisation.com/smartboard/shop/suetnius/caligula.htm.
Scarre Chronicle of Roman Emperors 38; Barret Caligula: The Abuse of Power 120; Graves
1957 http://www.ourcivilisation.com/smartboard/shop/suetnius/caligula.htm; BBC History
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sacred object. Events that transpired later indicate that Caligula fashioned himself
a god. So much so, that he demanded statues of himself to be erected in all the
temples across the empire.421 This particularly offended the Jews who refused to
erect a statue of him at the Temple at Jerusalem.422 The fact that Caligula likened
himself to a god provides for extensive problems regarding the invocation of a
deity in the swearing of an oath. Shortly thereafter, the Praetorian Guard
assassinated him along with his wife and daughter.423

3.2.4 Dominate
During the reign of Constantine I,424 who ascended to the throne in 331 certain
measures were taken to ensure that the Christian religion was standardised. 425
This

standardisation

process

was

facilitated

by

councils,

decrees

and

constitutiones.426 During this process, the oath was integrated into Christianity in
334 by folly, when Constantine required in the Constitution of Naissus witnesses
to swear an oath.427 Although done in the sincere belief that it was a recognised
Christian ritual, states Farid, 428 but it is in actuality contrary to the one of the
founding principles of Christianity, which is to always be truthful.429 Regardless of
the processes that lead the oath to be required by witnesses, the legal processes
during the Dominate required witnesses to swear an oath. 430 In this regard, it
should be borne in mind that, according to Van Zyl,431 the Dominate is the period
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Constantine I's reign was from 311 to 337 and he played a significant role in the
Christianisation of the Roman Empire which had a significant effect on the development of
oath-swearing. Brundage Medieval Canon Law 5-17.
Silving 1959 Yale Law Journal 1337.
Delph 1996 Journal of the History of Ideas 72-75; Farid 2006 New England Law Review 557.
Farid 2006 New England Law Review 57.
Farid 2006 New England Law Review 57-58.
See 2.4 above and Chapters 5 and 6 below.
See below.
Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 27.
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marked by the stagnation and regression of the jurisprudence. 432 Although this
view is not unanimous,433 the implications of which are to be understood at the
onset of the investigation regarding the oath-swearing practices which were
followed during this period.
The formula procedure, described above,434 gave way to the cognitio procedure435
for much the same reasons436 as were provided for the transition from the legis

actio to the formula procedure. Moreover, the government's increased
interference in the legal relationship between parties is mainly responsible for the
development of the cognitio extraordinaria procedure. 437 The main differences
between the cognitio extraordinaria and the formula procedure are rooted in the
implementation of the cognitio procedure. This resulted in: (a) the expiration of
the use of formulas; (b) the abolishment of the in iure and apud iudicem phases;
(c) the fact that a defendant could be summoned to court against his or her will
and refusal would result in an arrest; (d) the creation of a hierarchy of courts; (e)
the trial changed into an inquisitorial system where the magistrate played an
active role, as opposed to the passive roles of the iudex and recuperatores in the

formula procedure; and (f) that the judge in the formula procedure was a
432

433
434
435
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Jolowicz attributes this stagnation and regression to the decrease in the formalities
concerning procedural law, as well as the significant lack of judicial creativity due to the
Imperator's increased judicial power. Jolowicz Historical Introduction to the Study of Roman
Law 457-484.
See Du Plessis Roman Law 51-54.
See 3.2.3 above.
Du Plessis states that the formula procedure was formally abolished only in 342 CE but that
the practice fell into disuse long before. Du Plessis Roman Law 79. Buckland provides an
interesting account of the condictio procedure. See Buckland A Text-Book of Roman Law 617618.
Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 385; Du Plessis Roman Law
79.
Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 385-388; Du Plessis Roman
Law 79-82. The process derives its name from cognitio which means investigatio and
extraordinaria which indicates that the government magistrate presiding over the matter is
unusual. Some explanation is required for the choice of including this process during the
Dominate as opposed to during the Principate. It was possible for the Imperator or someone
acting in his stead to decide cases and make verdicts, but due to the extraordinary nature of
the occurrence, the process was not formalised, it was merely termed cognitio extraordinaria.
This process was, however, commonly used by the senatorial provinces. The cognitio
extraordinaria was used in Rome, though sporadically and informally. At the end of the third
century the cognitio extraordinary replaced the formula procedure and during the Dominate it
was almost exclusively used due to the simplicity as opposed to the intricate in formal
formulae process. See Mousourakis Fundamentals of Roman Private Law 335-336. It is for
this reason that this particular choice is made.
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layperson and in the cognitio extraordinaria procedure the judge was a
government official.438 Van Zyl439 remarks that the nature of the political structure
influenced the legal system in that the imperial autocracy caused the government
to play a more active role in the justice system. Du Plessis 440 agrees with this
assessment and states that the use of lay judges expired and they were replaced
with "salaried bureaucrats."
The cognitio extraordinaria is initiated when the plaintiff approaches a relevant
court and enters a written claim and request of the court to have the summons
served on the defendant.

441

A judicial officer will then serve the libellus

conventionis on the defendant which document includes the particulars of the
claim as well as the court date upon which he or she has to appear before the
appointed magistrate.442 The defendant was then allowed a period of time to enter
an intention to defend along with payment of surety that he or she will appear in
court, failing to do so would result incarceration.443 The defendant can then enter
a libellus contradictionis and on the scheduled date, the trial commences.444
The trial commenced with the parties and their legal representatives445 swearing
an oath of good faith.446 It is, at this point in time, almost expected that litigants
swear an oath, but what is interesting is that the legal representatives were
expected to swear an oath of good faith before every trial according to the

cognitio extraordinaria procedure. After the required oaths are sworn, the facts of
the matter are presented in the following manner: the plaintiff's legal
representative sets out the plaintiff's case "narratio," the defendant's legal
438
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Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 385-388; Du Plessis Roman
Law 79-82.
Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 385.
Du Plessis Roman Law 79.
Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 385-388; Du Plessis Roman
Law 79-82; Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 43-44.
Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 385-388; Du Plessis Roman
Law 79-82; Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 43-44.
Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 385-388; Du Plessis Roman
Law 79-82; Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 43-44. If the defendant fails to attend
court, and after three summonses, the court may make an order in his or her absence.
Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 385-388; Du Plessis Roman
Law 79-82; Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 43-44.
See 6.3.3 for the slightly similar practice in contemporary Netherlands.
Mousourakis Fundamentals of Roman Private Law 338.
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representative sets out the defendant's case "responsio."447 After these formalities
have been met, witnesses448 are called to testify, such testimony is to be provided
under oath.449 The judge's judgement is then written down and read aloud.450 The
losing party may appeal the judgement to another court.451 This process is not too
dissimilar from current western court procedure, with one or two exceptions, and
the practice of oath-swearing becomes more similar to the practice of oathswearing as is practiced in South Africa today.452
A further provision regarding oath-swearing is found in the Codex Theodosius
where it is stated that in matters where conspirators swear an oath to the effect
of their criminal conspiracy (like treason); they will be sentenced as if they
actually committed the criminal action. 453 The Codex further states that the

Imperator must swear an oath which provides that if a person should be found to
have committed fraud during the course of a trial, and used the trial proceedings
to aid in criminal actions, a fine will be imposed which is equal to the suit.454 The

Imperator must swear this oath because, as can be seen above, the courts are
the responsibility of the government and the Imperator, as head of the
government, must enforce the promotion of justice.

3.3 Justinian (527-565 CE)
The Justinian period, known as such because of his immense influence on the
Roman legal system of this period, as well as several other legal systems
centuries removed from his reign. 455 Justinian was the Roman Imperator in the
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Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 43-44.
Note here the standard of: "unus testis, nullus testis." (One witness is no witness.) This is
interesting with regard to the lack of trust placed in the solitary witness. This was also a
founding principle of the Germanic rules regarding the testimony of witnesses. Thomas
Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 43-44.
Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 43-44.
Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 43-44.
Thomas Essentialia van die Romeinse Reg 43-44. Such appeals are now possible given the
hierarchical court structure. (The Imperator is the highest instance to whom can be
appealed.)
See Chapters 5 and 6.
CT 9.14.3.
CT 11.30.3. A similar provision is found in D 4.3.21.
Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 27.
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east, Constantinople from 527-565 CE.456 Justinian's aim was to record and codify,
in one text, all the sources of the Roman law. 457 This Herculean task was
undertaken in several phases. A cursory discussion of these phases follows. The
first phase was the amalgamation of the existing codices (Gergorianus,

Hermogenianus and Theodosianus) along with the constitutiones in order to
eliminate repetition and to systematise the law into one comprehensive codex –

Codex Iustinianus. 458 Due to the ever-evolving nature of the law, the codex
needed to be updates. The original codex was renamed to Codex Vetus. 459
Justinian then codified the literature of the jurists, Quinquaginta Decisiones. The
Digest, which, according to du Plessis,460 can be considered to be Justinian's most
important work, as it consists of fifty books, mainly on private law and mostly
written by Gaius, Paulus, Papinianus, Ulpinianus and Modestinus. 461 The Digest
was well preserved and remained, mostly, intact. 462 Another source, intended to
be a textbook, was commissioned nearly simultaneous with the Digest, and is
called the Insitutiones. 463 After the completion of the codices above, Justinian
revised the Codex Vetus and produced the new Codex Iustinianus.464 The law was
now codified, but it did present a new problem: what happens in a situation
where the law is developed or there is a new law? Should the abovementioned
sources be changed? The solution to this issue was the creation of a new source:
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Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 7,57.
Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 7; Du Plessis Roman Law 54-61; Van Zyl Geskiedenis en
Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 57-66.
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57-66.
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Novellae, which intended to address the new necessities.

465

This is the

compendium of laws now referred to as the Corpus Iuris Civilis.466
Constantine I solidified the classification of the practice of oath-swearing as both
a Christian and a legal obligation within trials when he, in an attempt to
standardise the Christian religion, accidentally incorporated the practice of oathswearing into the religion. 467 This was, in turn, transplanted into Justinian's
codifications largely due to the fact that the practice of oath-swearing, albeit not
technically allowed by the Christian religion, became part of the law by repetition
and centuries' worth of tradition. 468 The rules regarding the swearing of an
assertory and promissory oath within this period correlate with the same
processes followed during the Principate at the height of the Roman law
innovation by classical Roman jurists. This is mainly because the writings and
teaching of the jurists of that period were used in the compilation of the Justinian
laws. The interpretation and reinterpretation of the classical Roman law regarding
the practices of oath-swearing are extremely interesting in the current context,
but refer mostly to the position during the Principate. 469 Additional investigation
would not provide a significant contribution to this study.

3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the aim was to investigate how the external and internal legal
history influenced the development of the practice of oath-swearing during this
period. Certain excerpts of history and law were extracted and it was
demonstrated that the Roman legal tradition, which aimed to regulate the
465
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Du Plessis Roman Law 54-61; Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg
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See 3.2.4 above.
Silving 1959 Yale Law Journal 1337.
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that Canon law formed part of the legal tradition by means of incorporation of general will.
See generally the following sources: Brundage Medieval Canon Law; Coriden, Green and
Heintschel (eds) The Code of Canon Law: A Text and Commentary; Helmholtz Roman Canon
Law in Reformation England; Hervada Introduction to the study of Canon Law; Larroque The
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relationship between individuals as well as the relationship between individuals
and the state, developed over many centuries. This developmental history was
divided into two periods – the first being pre-Justinian and the second, Justinian.
The constitutional dispensations were used to organise and cursorily chronicle the
legal history of the practice of oath-swearing within the Roman law. 470 As
described above, it was necessary to view the internal legal history within the
context of the external legal history. Therefore, the political and/or social history if
the different periods and sub-periods were investigated. The first period under
examination is Monarchy in 753 BCE, continuing until the death of Justinian in 565
CE. 471 Numa Pompilius' introduction of an organised state religion forged the
foundation for the religious nature that would come to be ingrained in certain
aspects of the law, such as oath-swearing. The investigation then followed the
development of the legal framework that would come to support the practice of
oath-swearing and its various applications.472
The relatively primitive legal system of the Monarchy, when compared to later
periods, depicts the king as a ruler, a lawmaker and priest. The oath-swearing
practices were influenced accordingly. 473 The legis actio sacramento, which was
commonly used during the Monarchy and Republic, was one of the earliest legal
proceedings and forms of proof used, and as evidenced above, contained a
religious aspect and self-curse. 474 During the Republic, judicial reform was
necessary due to the class struggles and change of constitutional dispensation.
Magistrates were installed to facilitate governance.475
The legis actio sacramento, as indicated above, was chiefly used during the
Monarchy and the Republic. It initially contained an oath-swearing practice which
fell into disuse and lost some of the more overt religious aspects. The Lex

Duodecim Tabularum provided for the penalty related to perjury during these
proceedings and amounted to a death penalty. The sacramentum procedure was
470
471
472
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474
475
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illustrated by referring to a matter where Cicero acted on a woman's behalf and
the various elements of the procedure were highlighted as it pertains to the
practice of oath-swearing.476 Oath-swearing as a way to ensure that the courts are
not unduly burdened with trivialities and that litigating parties maintain honesty
during the proceedings were discussed with a reference to the religious aspects
present.

477

The formula procedure replaced the religious legis actio sacramentum procedure
during the latter part of the Republic and gained popularity during the
Principate.478 The formula procedure was discussed with reference to the role of
religion and oath-swearing in this procedure. The legis actio sacramentum
procedure was an oath sworn to the Roman gods in a dialogue form, whereas the

formula procedure required a written account of the case, witnesses providing
testimony under oath, and a lay judge who deliberates and judges under oath.
The formula procedure was also used to conduct verbal contract with the oath as
the binding element.479 In addition to the general use of oath-swearing as part of
the trial and entering into verbal contracts using oath-swearing, the practice of
oath-swearing was also used to end disputes.480 Gaius481 indicates that when oathswearing is used in litigation it can end the matter, as an oath of compurgation in
effect clears the party of all wrongdoing. Various methods of oath-swearing
accompanied the application of the oath-swearing, and during the Principate,
illustrates the integral role the swearing of an oath played in law and society.
The practice of swearing promissory oaths to kings, consuls and imperatores, by
soldiers and citizens were also prominent in the Roman society. This required the
invocation of a divine deity who would then enforce the terms of the oath. 482 Each

Imperator altered the terms of these oaths. During the Principate, Caligula
required the promissory oath of allegiance to include such allegiance to his sisters.
476
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After his sister, Drusilla's death, this deviation extended to Caligula taking oaths
by her holiness.483
Christianity was introduced into the Roman tradition during the Dominate.484 This
changed the practice of oath-swearing as the oaths were sworn to the Christian
God in favour of the Roman pantheon of gods. Along with this change of state
religion, the formula procedure also fell into disuse and was replaced by the

cognitio extraordinaria procedure. This procedure caused the Roman law of
procedure to be significantly simplified when compared with the earlier
procedures.485 Oaths were commonly used during these procedures to ensure that
the litigants were acting in good faith and that the presiding officer and
administrators of justice were also acting in good faith.
The following period, which started with Imperator Justinian, is known for the
immense strides taken towards the codification of the Roman legal system. 486
Justinian compiled a codification of the various existing codices and ordered the
recording of the laws outside the ambit of the pre-existing codices. This was done
in an attempt to provide for the new developments in law and to ensure that the
laws contained within the codices were in fact the reflection of the general will of
the people. The practice of oath-swearing, as is discussed above, remained
largely similar to the Christian oath which had, at this stage, been in use since the
reign of Constantine I. 487 These oath-swearing practices correlated with the
practices used during the Principate as the writings and teachings used were of
that time period.
From the discussion in this chapter, it is apparent that oath-swearing was a
general occurrence in the Roman law. The assertory and promissory forms of
oath-swearing were applied to various situations and the development of the oath
was, to a certain extent, dependant on the religion of the region (or state), the
political and social situation as well as the nature of the legal system itself. The
483
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See
See
See
See
See

3.2.3 above.
3.2.4 above.
3.2.4 above.
3.3 above.
3.2.4-3.3 above.
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practice of oath-swearing seems to have developed according to necessity and
with reference to the practices of the past. The investigation into the development
of oath-swearing in the Netherlands, 488 as one of the relevant periods in the
development of the South African law, follows in Chapter 4 below.

488

See Chapter 4 below. After which, South Africa will be discussed in order to make
conclusions.
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Chapter 4 The oath in the Netherlands post 1500s
4.1 Introduction
It is relevant to refer to the development of oath-swearing within the context and
geography of the Netherlands due to the legal and religious traditions which
influenced South Africa and the South African legal system at its inception.489 This
can serve as a frame of reference and departure point for the practice of oathswearing in South Africa. 490 The investigation of the practice of oath-swearing
within the Netherlands can be broadly divided into historical oaths and oaths in
contemporary Netherlands. For purposes of creating context for the application of
the developmental history of the oath, the legal system is cursorily discussed.
Van Zyl491 as well as Hahlo and Kahn492 mention that the reception of the Roman
law in Holland and West Friesland are a near complete reception and quite
noteworthy for purposes of this study. 493 The Roman law influenced the Dutch
law, which in turn influenced various aspects of the South African law to the
effect that South Africa adopted the Roman-Dutch legal system as foundational.494
The Roman-Dutch legal system entailed labour by the courts and jurists in
northern Netherlands (Holland) in the centuries following the fifteenth century.495
The Roman-Dutch law (Romeins-Hollandse regsisteem) was the product of the
reception of the Roman law in the province of Holland and to varying degrees of
reception in other provinces of the Netherlands from the twelfth to well into the
489
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Venter et al Regsnavorsing 23. See also Van Caenegem Geschiedkundige Inleidinge tot het
Privaatrecht 14-98; Hahlo and Kahn The South African Legal System and its Background 515517 and 566-596.
Hahlo and Kahn The South African Legal System and its Background 566-596.
Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 279.
Hahlo and Kahn The South African Legal System and its Background 515-517.
See below. See also Thomas 1999 South African Law Journal 784.
It must at all times be borne in mind that although the South African legal system is chiefly
based on the Roman-Dutch legal system, the influence of the indigenous law and the laws of
other religious based legal systems should not be overlooked. South Africa has a unique legal
system with a myriad of influences. Due to the limitations of this study, it is impractical to
discuss all of these here. See Chapter 6 for a cursory discussion of the influences of the
African customary law and the religious based legal system. The English law was purposefully
not discussed due to the aforementioned limitations. Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 279;
Hahlo and Kahn The South African Legal System and its Background 515-517 and 566-596;
and Venter et al Regsnavorsing 30.
Turpin 1963 Acta Juridica 21.
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fifteenth century.496 The reception of Roman law was not a comprehensive legal
and cultural transplant, rather a systematic adaptation and blending of the Roman
law with the indigenous law of the area by courts and jurists in the Netherlands,
more particularly, Holland.

497

The Roman-Dutch law of the sixteenth and

seventeenth century is described as Roman law with influences of Germanic tribal
law, feudal law, and canon law. 498 Van Leeuwen 499 explained this concept and
states that the law commonly used in the Netherlands during this period was the
Roman law, but in instances where the Roman law did not provide an action or
remedy, canon laws or feudal laws applied. The natural law influences cannot be
ignored as some of the most authoritative figures during this century wrote
extensively from this perspective.500 Jurists like De Groot deferred to natural law in
an attempt to promote justice and fairness in the administration of justice.501 This
melting pot of legal principles, norms and philosophies arrived at the Cape in fact
and in act.502
The Roman-Dutch law arrived in South Africa in 1652 as a management
strategy.503 The motivation was that if Van Riebeeck establishes a judicial body, it
would be easier to govern the newly settled Cape. The law that was applied by
the judicial body (Daeglijcxen Raed and Justitie ende Chrijghsraet) was the
496
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Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 290-291; Venter et al Regsnavorsing 23; Van Reenen 1995
South African Law Journal 278; Hosten et al Introduction to South African Law and Legal
Theory 307-311; Hahlo and Kahn The South African Legal System and its Background 515517 and 566-596.
Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 290-291; Van Reenen 1995 South African Law Journal 278;
Hosten et al Introduction to South African Law and Legal Theory 307-311; Hahlo and Kahn
The South African Legal System and its Background 515-517 and 566-596; Van Caenegem
Geschiedkundige Inleidinge tot het Privaatrecht 14-26; Thomas 1999 South African Law
Journal 786-788.
Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 290-291; Venter et al Regsnavorsing 23; Van Reenen 1995
South African Law Journal 278; Hosten et al Introduction to South African Law and Legal
Theory 307-311; Hahlo and Kahn The South African Legal System and its Background 515517 and 566-596; Van Caenegem Geschiedkundige Inleidinge tot het Privaatrecht 14-26;
Thomas 1999 South African Law Journal 786-788.
Van Leeuwen Commentaries 1.1.12 (Kotzé)
Van Caenegem Geschiedkundige Inleidinge tot het Privaatrecht 14-26; Venter et al
Regsnavorsing 23. See 6.3 below.
Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 312-313. Additionally, De Groot subscribed to the philosophy
of Pentecostalism. See De Groot De Iure Belli Ac Pacis 2.13 for an application of this
philosophy.
Hahlo and Kahn The South African Legal System and its Background and 566-596; Venter et
al Regsnavorsing 23; Thomas 1999 South African Law Journal 786-790.
Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 429.
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Roman-Dutch law as it was at that point in time. 504 The Roman-Dutch law
provided for several instances of oath-swearing, any of which could have
migrated to South Africa during the seventeenth and eighteenth century. It is
therefore necessary to investigate the developmental history of the practice of
oath-swearing in the Netherlands, because such developments and innovations
influenced the oaths sworn in South Africa today and in history.
The next section succinctly examines the various oaths sworn during the
developmental history of the Roman-Dutch legal system. The religious aspects as
well as the legal implications are considered with a distinct separation between
historical oaths and contemporary oaths in order to ascertain the actual and
verifiable development of both the practices ancillary to oath-swearing as well as
the actual swearing. The assertory oaths, as well as the promissory oaths are
discussed with reference to the function and purpose of each oath within the
legal, social and historical context of the period.

4.2 Historical oaths in the Netherlands
In the Netherlands the practice of oath-swearing was used and was regarded as
an act of profound religious significance. 505 De Groot 506 echoes this profound
religious significance when he states that the oath holds such great authority in
that the oath is respected even by those who are not part of the Christian
tradition or has no faith to speak of. 507 De Groot 508 goes further by stating that
historically the punishment for perjury was quite severe and that "even the will to
commit perjury … would bring down punishment."509 The discussion and lines of
argument below will commence with a theoretical description of oath-swearing by
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Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 429.
Turpin 1963 Acta Juridica 34.
De Groot De Iure Belli Ac Pacis 2.13.1. See introductory remarks De Groot De Iure Belli Ac
Pacis regarding the natural law foundations of this work. For an exposition of natural law and
the related theories, see Van Caenegem Geschiedkundige Inleidinge tot het Privaatrecht 99126.
De Groot De Iure Belli Ac Pacis 2.13.1.
De Groot De Iure Belli Ac Pacis 2.13.1; Whewell Grotius on the Rights of War and Peace 167168.
De Groot De Iure Belli Ac Pacis 2.13.1-2.13.2; Whewell Grotius on the Rights of War and
Peace 167.
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De Groot and Voet, after which the swearing of an assertory oath as part of trial
procedure follows. This section is then brought to a close with an investigation
into the swearing of a promissory oath.
The relevance and application of oath-swearing during this period is important as
De Groot deems it necessary to investigate the point in time where the uttering of
an oath acquires the power to inflict punishment for perjury.510 This investigation
leads De Groot along an argument of "words + intention = punishable oath"
versus "words = oath"; and by so-doing questions whether intention should be a
requirement for an oath.511 The one side of De Groot's512 argument is that in order
for there to be an oath and for the swearer to have bounded himself or herself to
the oath, there has to be willingness to be bound. For instance, a situation where
a person utters an oath in a moment of emotional upheaval lacking intent cannot
be held to the stipulations of the oath.513 An initial statement is made to the effect
that if a party were to swear willingly, it is evidence of his or her willingness to be
bound due to the close relationship between the oath and the obligation it instils.
The one question that arises from this first argument is what the position of
perjury might be if a person swears, but is not bound to the oath. This question is
answered by separating the legal or social act of oath-swearing from the religious
act and saying that should a person swear without the intention to be bound, he
or she cannot be held to the oath. This does not exempt the perjurer from all
wrong doing as he or she still commits a religious trespass, or sin, which is
outside the realm of law or society to punish or enforce. 514 Van Leeuwen 515
expands upon this by stating that there are instances where an oath can be
sworn, but that these are unknown to the Roman law and that the canon law
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De Groot De Iure Belli Ac Pacis 2.13.2; Whewell Grotius on the Rights of War and Peace 167.
De Groot De Iure Belli Ac Pacis 2.13.2; Whewell Grotius on the Rights of War and Peace 167171.
De Groot De Iure Belli Ac Pacis 2.13.2
De Groot De Iure Belli Ac Pacis 2.13.2-2.13.3; Whewell Grotius on the Rights of War and
Peace 167-171. It is unclear whether De Groot considered the self-preservation response of
an accused whose life is in jeopardy.
De Groot De Iure Belli Ac Pacis 2.13.2-2.13.3; Whewell Grotius on the Rights of War and
Peace 167-171.
Van Leeuwen Commentaries 1.1.11-1.1.12.
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should be consulted in this regard. This statement is not entirely true as the
Romans used the practice of oath-swearing widely and extensively, 516 and the
laws provided for the swearing of oaths, but what Van Leeuwen might refer to is
the fact that the action is religious, not legal, and the transgression is a sin, not a
crime, and it is God who is responsible for oaths, not the law. Is seems that Van
Leeuwen has disdain for the practice of oath-swearing as he too easily files it
under "ecclesiastical matters," unlike De Groot who commits scores of pages to
the topic.517
De Groot disregarded the first argument above based on a flaw in the practical
application of this exception. De Groot518 states that if a person should swear of
his or her own volition, without coercion, and calling upon God to witness the
promise, it is his or her obligation to ensure that the oath is made true. In his
writings, De Groot quotes Cicero in support of this argument because a swearer is
obliged to adhere to that which is sworn.519 In this regard, De Groot520 elaborates
by stating that the act of swearing creates an obligation which is "processed from
a deliberate mind" and applies it practically and theoretically. This clearly
illustrates the seventeenth century religious nature of the people in that a person
can be held to their oath because God is a witness to the swearing thereof, this
fact discounts the possibility of swearing in jest or without intention or obligation.
Perjury is, at least in part, also a religious trespass and due to its dual nature, the
definition regarding perjury is somewhat more involved than can be expected.521
The gist of the very wide and involved definitions by some of the jurists indicates
that perjury is the detestable act of using God as a tool in order to defeat the
ends of justice, or to prejudice another. 522 Therefore, the "deliberate mind"
concept referred to above, is quite relevant. Perjury, in this sense, is a religious
crime, punishable by law.
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See Chapter 3 above.
De Groot De Iure Belli Ac Pacis.
De Groot De Iure Belli Ac Pacis 2.13.2; Whewell Grotius on the Rights of War and Peace 168.
De Groot De Iure Belli Ac Pacis 2.13.2.
De Groot De Iure Belli Ac Pacis 2.13.2; Whewell Grotius on the Rights of War and Peace 168.
Hunt South African Criminal Law and Procedure 105-106.
Some of whom are described above and below.
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During the Frankish period,523 and particularly in the Netherlands, it is apparent
that the Church infiltrated the society and this could have affected the law.
Bearing the separation of state and church in mind, the religious affiliations of the
greater portion of the population must be taken into consideration, as it has the
power to influence the nature of the law.524 The religious affiliations of the people
gave rise to a system of church courts which intended to deal with cases where
religion infiltrated the law to such an extent that it could almost be said that any
court other than the aforementioned church courts will not have the necessary
jurisdiction to deal with these matters. 525 These church ourts heard cases where
dealings between parties needed to be bound by an oath as the oath could only
be administered by a church official. Examples of such church court matters
include: wills, heresy, blasphemy, adultery, incest, violation of the Sabbath, usury
and wagering.526 This wide variety of offences that fell into the jurisdiction of the
church courts muddled the lines between ecclesiastical authority and law. This
instance further illustrates the close relationship between religion and law in
matters where the oath is concerned.
In a civil matter, the position was that a plaintiff could verify (or support) the
claim with an oath and this statement by oath can then be taken into
consideration by the court. 527 Voet528 also describes this practice and states that
the purpose of the aforementioned oath is a declaration of a right. Wedekind529
states that there are elements the court should take into consideration when
evaluating this statement made by the plaintiff, and these include: that the quality
of the person should be considered, the nature of the case, and any other aspect
the court might deem relevant. It is notable that the first element of consideration
is that the quality of the person undertaking the act of swearing should be
considered. This may indicate that the court has to discern whether the plaintiff is
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See Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg and De Vos Regsgeskiedenis in general.
Turpin 1963 Acta Juridica 34-35. See Chapter 2 for the arguments in favour of law being a
product of general will and tradition.
Turpin 1963 Acta Juridica 34-35.
Turpin 1963 Acta Juridica 34-35.
Wedekind Bijdrage tot de Kennis 65.
Voet Commentarius ad Pandectas 7.2.17-7.2.18. (Ganes)
Wedekind Bijdrage tot de Kennis 65-66.
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a trustworthy person who can provide trustworthy evidence or whether the
person has a perjurious character. The second is that the nature of the case can
influence the truth-value of the oath. If the stakes are high, the temptation to lie
may also be elevated, which can, in turn, cause the plaintiff to perjure himself or
herself. The last element is a catch all, which can consider various social or
political factors. If the court accepts the plaintiff's oath and decides in his or her
favour, the case is settled. On the contrary, if the court is either not satisfied that
the plaintiff has made out a clear case, or that the plaintiff's oath cannot be
trusted, the defendant is absolved of all charges.530
Wedekind 531 comments on the process of placing witnesses under oath, which
differs greatly from the trial process described above. This process entails the
commissioner to administer the following oath to the witness:532
… dat sy zeggen zullen al 't ghene dat sy weten van 't ghene dat men haar
vragen zal, aegaende ende nopende 't stuc daer op hy beleet is, alzo wel om
d'een paartjie als om d'ander, ende dat hy niet laten en sal, om geenderhande
zake, die 'therte gepeynsen oft mont ghespreken macht.

This oath, which requires sincerity in providing evidence, is required to be sworn
in the presence of both parties, prior to the presentation of evidence, bearing in
mind that for each averment made, a witness is required to address said
averment. 533 The commissioner then listens to all the evidence and decides the
case on the law applicable, as well as the facts provided by the witnesses. 534 It is
the responsibility of the commissioner to decide what the weight is of the fact
provided by the witness, bearing in mind the quality of the person testifying, the
nature of the case or other aspects relevant.535
Voet 536 states that oath-swearing plays an important role in settling disputes
between parties and attributes the power of this judicial tool to the binding force
of the oath in general. He does, however, require the swearer to swear this oath
530
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Wedekind Bijdrage tot de Kennis 65-66.
Wedekind Bijdrage tot de Kennis 106-107.
Wedekind Bijdrage tot de Kennis 106-107.
Wedekind Bijdrage tot de Kennis 106-107.
Wedekind Bijdrage tot de Kennis 107.
Wedekind Bijdrage tot de Kennis 106-107.
Voet Commentarius ad Pandectas 7.2.1.
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freely, without coercion and with a full understanding of the implications of the
oath by stating that a person "speaks from the soul" because it is a "religious
declaration of the truth, or calling upon the name of the Deity in support of the
truth."537 Voet538 refers to the practice of touching objects considered to be holy as
a way of amplifying the religious aspect of the oath and states that it is
unnecessary to do so. Nonetheless, Voet539 accepts the practice of witness oaths
but requires the oath to be sworn voluntarily and, again, warns against perjury.
As part of the warning against perjury, Voet540 reflects upon the customs related
to perjury, which has been completed. He recalls that it is practice to raise the
index finger and the middle finger upwards, towards heaven, when the oath is
sworn.541 It was customary to cut off these two fingers for it was with these two
fingers that the perjurer offended God.542 This is by far the most extreme reaction
to perjury, yet acceptable in the historical and social context, during this period.
Even so, as in the matters discussed above, the character and past actions of the
offender should be taken into consideration. The offender's actions ancillary to the
perjury 543 should also be taken into account when the judge decides upon a
sentence.
In closing, a further example of the oath in the Netherlands is the oath sworn by
judicial officers. Van Leeuwen544 indicates that the judges of the courts of Holland
must, in their judgements, observe the laws and swear an oath to that effect.
Similarly the president of the Hooge Raad was compelled to swear an oath before
he could assume responsibilities he swore that his judgements will be fair and
without favour or disfavour.545
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Voet Commentarius ad Pandectas 7.2.1.
Voet Commentarius ad Pandectas 7.2.1.
Voet Commentarius ad Pandectas 7.2.2 and 7.2.5.
Voet Commentarius ad Pandectas 7.2.18.
Voet Commentarius ad Pandectas 7.2.2 and 7.2.32.
Voet Commentarius ad Pandectas 7.2.32.
An example of the ancillary action is whether the perjurer tried to correct the perjury, bearing
in mind that the attempted perjury was just as serious as the completed perjury. See Voet
Commentarius ad Pandectas 7.2.32.
Van Leeuwen Commentaries 1.1.11-1.1.12.
Ellison 1954 South African Law Journal 23. A similar oath was also used in the lower courts.
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From the discussion above, it seems that the practice of oath-swearing was, in
fact, ubiquitous in the developmental history of the Netherlands. The Dutch jurists
and the courts developed the understanding of oath-swearing and dictated the
manner in which it is applied. This historical development at the roots of the legal
development in the Netherlands continued from the Roman tradition and
continued the process into contemporary Dutch law. The instances relating to the
practice of oath-swearing in the Netherlands today are discussed below. The next
section covers the swearing of assertory oaths and promissory oaths, coupled
with a discussion on the relevance of said oath-swearing practices.

4.3 Oaths in contemporary Netherlands
The practice of oath-swearing, having a long developmental history in this
geographical area546 is still commonly used in the Netherlands today for much the
same reasons as stated above. The oath-swearing practices have, however,
evolved in an inclusive manner in order to not exclude persons who subscribe to
the teachings of a faith other than the Christian faith. 547 The oaths that can be
sworn in the Netherlands are the assertory oaths, mainly in courts, and the
promissory

oaths,

mainly

by

the

monarchy

and

other

governmental

functionaries.548 There are several legal stipulations regarding, the most notable of
which are investigated below.
For an oath to be sworn in the Netherlands it has to conform to certain
conventions. On 17 July 1911549 an act was enacted with the aim of elucidating
the

growing

uncertainty

with

regard

to

the

acceptable

oath-swearing

conventions.550 Section 1 of the act551 states the following:
Hij, die ter uitvoering van een wettelijke voorschrift mondeling een eed, belofte
of bevestiging moet afleggen, zal: a. indien hij een eed aflegt, onder het
546
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See 4.1.1 and Chapter 2 above.
Section 3 Eedswet 1971 states that the oaths preceding the Eedswet of 1971 did not provide
for any oaths to be sworn other than the Christian oaths.
See below.

Wet vorm van de eed.

This act also confirmed the position regarding promises and solemn declarations. See Wet

vorm van de eed.
Section 1 Wet vorm van de eed.
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opsteken van de twee voorste vingers van zijn rechterhand, uitspreken de
woorden: "Zoo waarlijk helpe mij God Almachtig", b. indien hij een belofte
aflegt, uitspreken de woorden: "Dat beloof ik", indien hij een bevestiging aflegt,
uitspreken de woorden: "Dat verklaar ik", tenzij hij aan zijn godsdienstige
gezindheid den plicht ontleent den eed, de belofte of de bevestiging op ander
wijze te doen.

This rather succinct piece of legislation states that if a person is required, by some
other law, to swear an oath, make a declaration or promise, he or she can do any
of the following: he can either swear an oath by raising the index and middle
finger of the right hand, provide the necessary information, formulation or
formula, as required by the particular act or legal rule, and say in closing "Zoo
waarlijk helpe mij God Almachtig".

552

This oath will, for purposes of this

discussion, be referred to as the Dutch way.553 The second option provides two
processes; a person can either promise in the prescribed manner, or make a
declaration in the prescribed manner. The promise is used in cases where a
promissory oath would normally be sworn (for example an oath of office), and a
declaration is used where an assertory oath would normally be sworn (for
example a witness oath). The important portion of the quote above is the closing.
Section 1554 provides that should a person's religion require an oath to be sworn
and prescribe the manner in which the oath must be sworn, the person is allowed
to swear the oath according to the conventions prescribed by the religion. This
provision is quite progressive with regard to the time period in which it was
enacted.555 So much regard is given to the fact that someone might feel the need
to swear an oath in another manner so as to effectively bind the conscience of the
swearer to the terms of the oath.556
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Section 1 Wet vorm van de eed. Unless the specific act or legal rule requires another closing,
see section 2 Wet vorm van de eed. Section 3 of the act provides alternate options to persons
who cannot swear an oath in the prescribed manner as a result of impossibility, for example
persons who do not have a right hand or cannot speak, by providing that the person should
swear an oath to the extent, and in the manner which is possible.
This is done in order to avoid unnecessary repetition of the process.
Section 1 Wet vorm van de eed.
1911.
See Chapter 2 and Chapter 6 for description of some of the oath-swearing practices requires
by certain religions.
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Some time after this act was enacted, the need arose for clarification of the act
and the Eedswet was created in order to address possible issues.557 Section 1 of
the act provides the following: 558
In elk geval waarin een wettelijk voorschrift het afleggen van een eed vordert of
daaraan rechtsgevolgen verbindt, kan ter keuze van de betrokkene in de plaats
van de eed de belofte worde afgelegd of, in voorkomend geval, de bevestiging
worden gegeven.

This section makes it clear that should the need arise, for example from an act,
for an oath to be sworn, the swearer can choose to either swear the Christian
oath in the Dutch way, or to make a promise or a solemn affirmation to the same
effect of an oath559 as stated in section 2 of the Act.560
This Act seems to underscore the fact that the swearer has a choice as to which
process to follow should an act compel him or her to swear an oath. The most
important part of the Eedswet for the purposes of this study is the provision that
states that the legal consequences in terms of promises, declarations and oaths
are the same. 561 The differentiation between the religious oath and the secular
promise or declaration is merely a matter of personal religious preference and
cannot be used to favour or disfavour any party. The value of such a provision is
that it provides the intended swearer with the option if swearing an oath which is
binding upon his or her conscience without the fear of discrimination or bias.
With regard to the practical swearing of an oath in civil matters, the Wetboek van

Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering, which deals with matters relating to civil suits
provides for the swearing of an oath. 562 Book 1 of the Wetboek van Burgerlijke

Rechtsvordering deals with the procedures relating to the different courts,
namely: Rechtsbank,563 Gerechtshof,564 and Hoge Raad der Nederlanden.565 Section
557
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See preamble of the Eedswet 1971. Note also that the act was initially signed into law in 28
April 1961, but subsequent alterations in 1971 changed the citation of the act.
Section 1 Eedswet 1971.
As seems to be the norm. See Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 below.
Section 2 Eedswet 1971.
Sections 1 and 2 Eedswet 1971.
Dutch Code of Civil Procedure. Wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering.
District courts. Wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering.
Superior courts. Wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering.
Dutch High Court. Wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering.
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177566 deals with the procedure of swearing in witnesses. Subsection 1 567 states
that the judge should ask the witness questions regarding the personal details of
the witness as well as the relationship, if any, between the witness and the
parties to the matter. Subsection 2 568 states that the witness, before any
testimony can be heard, must swear an oath in the prescribed manner569 that the
information provided under oath will be the "whole truth and nothing but the
truth".570
Subsection 3571 provides for exceptions to subsections 2 and 3 by explaining the
process to be followed should the witness be unable to comprehend the extent
and importance of the oath sworn. This includes two categories of people; the
first is, people with intellectual disabilities that could diminish cognitive ability of
the witness; and secondly, children under the age of seventeen. 572 Witnesses
within these categories are reminded to tell the whole truth and nothing but the
truth. A problem that presents itself is how the judge should deal with information
provided in terms of section 177(3) and to what extent it can be used in a verdict.
The provision states that the judge should record in the verdict the extent to
which the abovementioned testimony influenced the verdict. The final provision in
the Wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering regulating oaths, 573 states that in
the event of testimony being provided without the bearing of an oath, the judge
should record it in the verdict and expand upon the reasons as to why the oath
was not administered and why this could not be corrected. The use of oathswearing in civil matters in the Netherlands is ubiquitous to the extent that the
provision regulating failure to comply with the stipulations of the act, section 184,
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Section 177 Wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering.
Section 177(1) Wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering.
Section 177(2) Wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering.
The Dutch way, described above, is commonly used.
"… de gehele waarheid en niets dan de waarheid te zullen zeggen." S 177(2) Wetboek van
Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering.
Sections 177(3) and 177(2) Wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering.
Section 177(3) Wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering.
Section 177(4) Wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering.
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exempts section 177 and declares that failure to comply with the provisions in
section 177 would cause the whole procedure to be void.574
The nuanced approached to oath-swearing featured in an appeal case before the

Hoge Raad der Nerderlanden in 2002575 where one of the facts in dispute is that
the respondent was a witness in the case before the court a quo and he swore
the relevant witness oath according to section 1(a) of the Wet vorm van de eed.576
The respondent swore the oath by raising his index and middle finger 577 and
uttered the following words: "Zo waarlijk helpe mij God Almachtig."578 This would
normally have been accepted, but the appellant states that the witnesses were all
members of the Islamic faith and were obliged to take the oath in accordance
with the religious rules of the Islamic faith, which entailed the placing of a hand
on the Quran in terms of section 1(b) of Wet vorm van de eed.579
This irregularity is used by the appellant to convince the court to discount the
testimony of the witnesses as the oath sworn was not sincere and because the
respondent was Muslim he was not bound by the, apparent, Christian oath.580 The
argument is that the oath sworn in the Dutch way did not hold any meaning to
the swearer and without the potential religious ramifications inherent to the
swearing of an oath, there would be no motivation to tell the truth and the aim of

574
575

576
577
578
579

580

Section 184 Wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering.
ECLI:NL:HR:2002:AE7368
(http://deeplink.rechtspraak.nl/uitspraak?id=ECLI:NL:PHR:2002:AE7368). Names are omitted
from the published copy. The facts of the case are found in para 1 of the case, but a short
description follows: In this matter the respondent in the appeal sued the appellant for the
payment of an amount of money. The appellant contested the matter and the court a quo
decided in favour of the respondent. One of the issues stated in the appeal was that certain
testimony should have been disregarded because of irregularities regarding the oath. (For the
court
a
quo
case
see
ECLI:NL:PHR:2002:AE7398
(http://deeplink.rechtspraak.nl/uitspraak?id= ECLI:NL:HR: 2002:AE7368)
ECLI:NL:HR:2002:AE7368 para 3.1(v). S 1(a) Wet vorm van de eed.
See 4.1.1 for information on this custom.
ECLI:NL:HR:2002:AE7368 para 3.1(v).
ECLI:NL:HR:2002:AE7368 para 3.1(vi). S 1(b) Wet vorm van de eed: "… tenzij hij aan zijn
godsdienstige gezindheid den plicht ontleent den eed, de belofte of de bevestiging op ander
wijze te doen." See the investigation of oaths according to the Islamic faith in chapters 1, 2
and 6, the argument for placing a hand on a holy item in 4.1.1 above.
ECLI:NL:HR:2002:AE7368 para 3.1(viii). S 184 Wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering.
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the oath-swearing procedure in court is nullified. 581 The court, after having
considered the arguments of the appellant, stated that section 1(b) of the

Eedswet582 merely creates the option of swearing an oath in a manner other than
the Dutch way, but does not create an obligation to that extent.583 It is clear that
the court's interpretation of the relevant section is that the intention of that
provision is not to force a party to declare religious affiliations prior to swearing
and to predetermine the oath-swearing process to be followed. The provision is
permissive and not obligatory.
The practice of providing testimony under oath in the Netherlands is not limited to
the civil law, but criminal law also deals with oath-swearing. The Wetboek van

Strafrecht 584 regulates perjury in book 2, title IX. Section 207(1) 585 states the
following:
Hij die in de gevallen waarin een wettelijke voorschrift een verklaring onder ede
vordert of daaraan rechtsgevolgen verbindt, mondelling of schriftelijk,
persoonlijk of door een bijzonder daartoe gemachtigde,586 opzettelijk een valse
verklaring onder ede aflegt, wordt gestraft met gevangenisstraf van ten hoogste
zes jaren of geldboete van de vierde categorie.

The excerpt clearly defines perjury as an intentional action of providing false
testimony under oath. 587 This definition is relevant for prosecution purposes
because the state will have to prove that the defendant had the expressed
intention to provide false evidence and that perjury cannot be negligently
committed. The burden on the state is quite significant in that the defendant can
aver that the perjury was done negligently. 588 This makes the prosecution of
perjury extremely difficult, which also discourages prosecution. These cases will
581

582
583
584
585

586
587

588

This and other similar situations were probably the motivating factors which influenced the
1911 act Wet vorm van de eed in so far as the accommodation of other faiths is concerned.
See above and Wet vorm van de eed.
Section 1(b) Eedswet 1971.
ECLI:NL:HR:2002:AE7368 para 3.2.
Section 207 Wetboek van strafrecht.
Section 207(1) Wetboek van strafrecht. S 207a Wetboek van strafrecht provides much the
same stipulations with regard to perjury in matters where the Kingdom is a party.
From this stipulation, it is clear that a person can commit perjury through agency.
Section 207(3) Wetboek van strafrecht states that declarations and promises are equal to the
oath and perjury of a declaration or oath is treated the same as the oath. See s 2 Eedswet
1971.
The defendant can aver that the perjury was committed by accident, in which case the
intention to commit perjury is absent.
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only be instituted if there is a possibility of success, for example repeated
contradictory statements.
The consequences of perjury are provided by sections 207(1) and (2) and states
that if a person should be found guilty of perjury by a competent court, he or she
can be imprisoned for a period not exceeding six years (or a fine of the fourth
category),589 but if the perjury, during the course of a criminal trial, was done to
the disadvantage of the accused, the perjurer can receive a sentence of
imprisonment for a period up to nine years (or a fine of the fifth category).590
The Wetboek van strafvordering, in section 295, 591 governs the process of the
prosecution of perjury. Section 295(1)592 states that if a witness is seen to have
committed perjury the judge can recommend that the he or she be prosecuted for
perjury. If this should occur, the registrar of the court should compile the proces-

verbaal 593 immediately and the judge(s) must sign it. 594 The process-verbaal is
read to the witness, after which the witness is requested to sign it.595 The witness
can then decide if he or she wants to sign the process-verbaal, if he or she does
not want to sign it, the reasons for the refusal must also be recorded.596 After this
process has been completed, the judge will hand the process-verbaal over to the
prosecutor and order him or her to investigate the matter and take applicable
action. 597 The process is then complete and section 207 of the Wetboek van

Strafrecht will then be used in the prosecution of the crime of perjury.
The assertory oaths sworn in the Netherlands are sworn in a civil and well as a
criminal context for similar motivations and with similar consequences. The
practice of oath-swearing in the Netherlands is not only limited to assertory oaths,

589
590
591
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Section 207(1) Wetboek van strafrecht.
Section 207(1) Wetboek van strafrecht.
Section 295 Wetboek van strafvordering.
Section 295(1) Wetboek van strafvordering.
This is merely a statement of the facts of the case akin to a record or transcript. Wetboek van

strafvordering.
Section
Section
Section
Section

295(2)
295(3)
295(3)
295(4)

Wetboek van strafvordering.
Wetboek van strafvordering.
Wetboek van strafvordering.
and (5) Wetboek van strafvordering.
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but the swearing of promissory oaths is widely used in the Netherlands. 598 The
oaths sworn by the monarchy and government officials are discussed below.
Following which is an investigation of oath-swearing outside the realm of public
service. The advocates' oath and the bankers' oath bring this investigation of the
oaths in contemporary Netherlands to a close.
The Netherlands, being a monarchy, changes monarchs from time to time and
such an exchange of office is done by way of oath-swearing.

599

This oath-

swearing process in this regard takes on the form of a dialogue between the new
monarch and the Staten-Generaal. Section 32 of the Constitution of the

Netherlands 600 states that the new monarch should be sworn in as soon as
possible in the manner provided for by an act for that purpose. 601 Section 1 of the

Wet beëdiging en inhuldiging van de koning602 requires the monarch swears the
following oath:
Ik zweer (beloof) aan de volkeren van het Koninkrijk dat ik Statuut voor het
Koninkrijk en de Grondwet steeds zal onderhouden en handhaven.
Ik zweer (beloof) dat ik de onafhankelijkheid en het grondgebied van het
Koninkrijk met al Mijn vermogen zal verdedigen en bewaren; dat ik de vrijheid
en de rechten van alle Nederlanders en alle ingezetenen zal beschermen, en tot
instandhouding en bevordering van de welvaart alle middelen zal aanwenden
welke de wetten Mij ter beschikking stellen, zoals een goed en getrouw Koning
schuldig is te doen.
Zo waarlijk helpe Mij God almachtig!
(Dat beloof ik!)

The purpose of these promises is to ensure that the monarchy does not attempt
to usurp all power and cause a revolution, as may occur in certain instances. The
monarch in effect promises to be a kind and benevolent ruler whose main goals
are to protect the people and to ensure their prosperity. After the monarch makes
these promises under oath according to section 1 of the Act, section two of the

598
599
600
601
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See below.

Wet Beëdiging en Inhuldiging van de Koning.
Section 32 Grondwet (hereafter, Constitution of the Netherlands).
Section 32 Constitution of the Netherlands states further that the inauguration should take
place in Amsterdam during a public meeting of the Staten-Generaal. The act referred to is the
Wet Beëdiging en Inhuldiging van de Koning.
Section 1 Wet Beëdiging en Inhuldiging van de Koning.
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Act requires the chairman of the Staten-Generaal to reply to the oath in the
following manner:603
Wij ontvangen en huldigen, in naam van de volkeren van het Koninkrijk en
krachtens het Statuut voor het Koninkrijk en de Grondwet, U als Koning; Wij
zweren (beloven) dat wij Uw onschendbaarheid en de rechten van Uw
Koningschap zullen handhaven.
Wij zweren (beloven) alles te zullen doen wat getrouwe Staten-Generaal, Staten
van Aruba, Staten van Curaçao en Staten van Sint Maarten schuldig zijn te doen.
Zo waarlijk helpe ons God almachtig!
(Dat beloven wij!)

This interaction between the monarch and the Staten-Generaal indicates a
relationship where the king or queen reigns by consent as much as by right. The
order in which the oaths are sworn can be interpreted as an "if-then" relationship,
for example, if the monarch keeps his or her oath, then the Staten-Generaal will
keep their oath. Much depends on this relationship as the failure to adhere to the
terms of the oath can cause either party to falter in the governing of the
territories to the detriment of the whole.604
The exchanges of oaths, discussed above, are not the only oaths sworn in order
to ensure a functioning government. The Constitution of the Netherlands 605
provides for the swearing oaths by the ministers and state secretaries, in terms of
section 49 of the Constitution, 606 and members of the parliament, in terms of
section 60 of the Constitution. 607 These oaths are sworn in the presence of the
reigning monarch upon acceptance of their duties. The requirements of this oath
603
604

605
606
607

Sections 1 and 2 Wet Beëdiging en Inhuldiging van de Koning.
In addition to the act above, a further promissory oath can be sworn by the monarchy. This
oath concerns a regent. This oath is not discussed here as it would be superfluous as no new
information can be gained from the inclusion thereof. See Wet Beëdiging van de Regent and
s 37 of the Constitution of the Netherlands.
Section 49 of the Constitution of the Netherlands.
Section 49 of the Constitution of the Netherlands.
Section 60 of the Constitution of the Netherlands. These are not the only parties compelled to
swear an oath. Galle states that the following individuals are to swear oaths: doctors, nurses,
advocates, judges, notaries, government officials, members of parliament, journalists,
Olympic athletes, and since 2013, bankers. (Galle Van Financiële Crisis naar Bankierseed 18).
It would be impractical to investigate all of these oaths and the manner in which they are
sworn. In order to address the research question in a succinct manner with regard to this
portion, four instances of oath-swearing are selected for purposes of discussion, two in the
public sector and two in the private sector. See Galle Van Financiële Crisis naar Bankierseed
in general, for additional information on the topic.
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are much the same as that of an oath of allegiance.608 They promise to adhere to
the stipulations of the Constitution and to fulfil the functions of their office
faithfully and to the best of their ability.609 The Burgerlijk Wetboek610 requires an
official in the burgerlijke stand to also swear an oath to the effect that they will
fulfil their function honestly, ethically and that their behaviour would be beyond
reproach.
The notion that an oath can compel a person to act honourably and ethically in
their chosen profession is well founded among the Dutch. 611 This is not merely
limited to the public sector where a tradition of this manner of oath-swearing is
well founded in history. 612 Two professions within the private sector that may
benefit from such an oath are advocates and bankers. These two professions
have a dubious history and the swearing of an oath aims to rectify this
generalisation.

613

The advocates' oath is governed by section 3 of the

Advocatenwet614 which states the following:
Ik zweer (beloof) getrouwheid aan de Koning, gehoorsaamheid aan de
Grondwet, eerbied voor de rechterlijke autoriteiten, en dat ik geen zaak zal
aanreden of verdeiden, die ik in gemoede niet gelove rechtvaardig te zijn.

This oath, though simple and concise, is in essence an oath of fealty and
allegiance to the Crown, country and Constitution. The oath requires the swearer
to act with honour and in favour of justice as opposed to personal gain.
Regardless of the intention of the legislator in requiring this oath to be sworn
prior to accepting duty as an advocate, this seems to be a paper tiger as it
provides no sanction and requires subjective deliberation and introspection. 615 The
purpose of the oath does not rest in the sanction which can be imposed, but
rather in the manner in which it should be sworn. This oath is to be sworn in
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See Chapter 3 above.
Section 49 of the Constitution of the Netherlands.
Section 16 Burgerlijk Wetboek.
See above.
See chapters 2 and 3 generally.
Galle Van Financiële Crisis naar Bankierseed 21.
Section 3(2) and (3) Advocatenwet.
Galle Van Financiële Crisis naar Bankierseed 21.
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public and before the judiciary.616 The intent could be that the advocate would be
held to his or her oath by the public. A similar situation arises with regard to the
bankers' oath. In the aftermath of the financial crisis, it became necessary to
restore the nations' faith in bankers and the financial sector. The legislator turned
to the rich oath-swearing history of the Netherlands for a solution. The bankers'
oath, governed by the Regeling Eed of Belofte Financiële Sector 2015 and the
formulation of the oath is provided for by Bijlagen 1 and provides the following:617
Ik zweer/beloof dat ik mijn functie integer en zorgvuldig zal uitoefenen. Ik
zweer/beloof dat ik een zorgvuldige afweging zal maken tussen alle belangen die
bij de onderneming betrokken zijn, te weten de van de klanten, de
aandeelhouders/leden, de werknemers en de samenleving waarin de
onderneming opereert. Ik zweer/beloof dat ik in die afweging het belang van de
klant centraal zal stellen en de klant zo goed mogelijk zal inlichten. Ik
zweer/beloof dat ik mij zal gedragen naar de wetten, de reglementen en de
gedragscodes die op mij van toepassing zijn. Ik zweer/beloof dat ik geheim zal
houden wat mij is toevertrouwd. Ik zweer/beloof dat ik geen misbruik zal maken
van mijn kennis. Ik zweer/beloof dat ik mij open en toetsbaar zal opstellen en ik
ken mijn verantwoordelijkheid voor de samenleving. Ik zweer/beloof dat ik mij
zal inspannen om het vertrouwen in de financiële sector te behouden en te
bevorderen.
Zo waarlijk helpe mij God Almachtig!/Dat verklaar en beloof ik!

This oath is considerably longer and more involved when compared to the
advocate's oath above. It is clear that the purpose of this oath is to rebuild trust
in the financial sector. One issue, identified by Galle,618 is that the oath, though
noble, can only play a limited role in the rebuilding of trust in the financial sector.
The oath calls for honourable and fair action by the banker and continues to
provide a whole host of other responsibilities upon the swearer. Most of these
obligations and responsibilities are not tied to the individual, but are products of
the banking system at large. The greater issue is the fact that the negative and
reprehensible actions by individuals are only the symptoms of a system which
needs to change for the trust to be restored to the financial system. The swearing
of an oath can have extraordinary consequences, 619 but the ability to change a
whole financial sector is perhaps beyond the power of the oath, especially given
616
617
618
619

Section 3(1) Advocatenwet.

Bijlage 1 Regeling Eed of Belofte Financiële Sector 2015.
Galle Van Financiële Crisis naar Bankierseed 39.

Like lightning bolts coming down from heaven to punish perjury as the Romans believed, see
Chapter 3 above.
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the fact that those who swear the oath have limited powers to effect said change.
Galle620 states that the system itself needs to change, not merely the role-players.
What is still unclear is whether oath-swearing still retains its religious function or if
it merely burdens the conscience.

4.4 Conclusion
This chapter investigated the law of the Netherlands from the 16 th century in
order to determine how the internal and the external legal history influenced the
development of oath-swearing in the Netherlands. Excerpts were taken from the
legal history of the Netherlands within two broadly defined categories historical
oath-swearing and contemporary oath-swearing practices in order to demonstrate
the persistence of an oath-swearing tradition.
The investigation into the development of the oath-swearing tradition commenced
with an examination of the consequences of the reception of the Roman law into
the legal systems of the Netherlands.621 This reception caused the nature and the
identity of the law, particularly in Holland, to exhibit characteristics of Roman,
Germanic, Feudal and Canon law.622 These influences precipitated the creation of
a new, hybrid legal system – Roman-Dutch law. This influence was impressed
upon the early South African legal system which consequences are still
discernable in the contemporary South African legal system. The oath-swearing
practices of the Dutch in early and modern times were examined in order to
provide for the continual development of oath-swearing as these developments
influenced the oath-swearing practices of South Africa.
Both the assertory and the promissory oaths sworn in the Netherlands were
ingrained with religion and these religious aspects should not be overlooked in a
study such as this. It is also certain that religion influenced the development of
the oath-swearing tradition of the Netherlands as the oaths investigated above
were initially religious in nature. This religious aspect gradually diminished in
620
621
622

Galle Van Financiële Crisis naar Bankierseed 39.
See 4.1 above.
Hahlo and Kahn The South African Legal System and its Background 515-517 and 566-596;
Venter et al Regsnavorsing 23.
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importance and influence and swearers later had the option of swearing an oath
without the religious bearing and consequences. Initially, oath-swearing was
considered to be an act of profound religious significance.623 Severe punishments
for perjury were the corollary of the significant religious aspect of oath-swearing.
De Groot624 remarks that the oath, and the religious aspect thereof, were to be
respected by all and extend this to oaths unsworn or yet to be sworn.625 It further
suggests that the social and religious factors influenced, not only the nature of
the oath, but also way in which the oath was understood and sworn in the
community and in courts. By way of limitation, De Groot 626 mentions that
ultimately for an oath to be punishable the swearer had to have the intention to
swear which creates a willingness of the swearer to be bound by the oath. This
argument was, however, a mere legalistic argument and the religious trespass
persists in the aforementioned instance, regardless of the legal consequences.
Oaths were sworn in civil matters to function as an assertion of a right where the
plaintiff, for example, states a case in the form of the oath and the court then has
to evaluate the statement, determine the truth-value of the oath and consider
various other elements in the deliberation. The oath can then settle the matter on
the basis of the oath. The practice of administering an oath to a witness about to
present evidence was also present in the relevant legal system, but the aim
seems to have been to ensure the witness' sincerity in providing the evidence. It
is necessary to mention that the character of the testifying party was also taken
into consideration and, already at this stage, and there are reservations about the
efficacy of oath-swearing.
Regardless of the limitation mentioned above, the oath was still used and retained
some of its erstwhile power – the power to end the dispute.627 This was extended
to include the binding force of religion and strengthens the relationship between
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Turpin 1963 Acta Juridica 34. See above.
De Groot De Iure Belli Ac Pacis 2.13.1-2.13.2. See above.
This refers to the intention to commit perjury or the subornation of perjury. See above.
De Groot De Iure Belli Ac Pacis 2.13.2. See above.
See Chapter 3 above for similar occurrences.
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religion, law and the oath. Voet 628 relates the practice of extending the index
finger and the middle finger of the right hand629 towards heaven as part of the act
of swearing, as well as the practice of touching holy objects 630 in an attempt to
amplify the oath. Certain specific oaths for specific instances were also referenced
and cursorily discussed which provides a segue into the contemporary oaths
sworn in the Netherlands.
These oath-swearing practices in both the assertory as well as the promissory
forms still retained the religious aspect but relied heavily on the law for its
enforcement, because the intervention of a deity was not actively expected. Steps
were taken in order to ensure that the oaths sworn adhered to certain minimum
requirements. This was done in 1911 in the form of legislation.631 The Act provides
for the swearing of an oath as well as the actions ancillary to the act of swearing.
The Christian God was still summoned to take heed of the oath and the swearer
was also able to swear an oath in a manner other than the manner provided for if
the religious considerations required alternative actions to accompany the oath.
Provision was also made for the swearing of an oath religious implication in the

Eedswet. 632 Various additional acts were enacted to further address the issues
regarding oath-swearing in civil as well as criminal matters. The current state of
the practice of oath-swearing in the Netherlands closely resembles the position in
South Africa.633 The swearing of an oath extends beyond the courtroom and the
palace, offices of government and the judiciary. Bankers are also expected to
swear an oath to regain the trust of the public and bring about change to the
financial sector.634
It is clear from the discussion above that the practice of oath-swearing was
ubiquitous and had a continual development. The courts and jurists were key
role-players in the aforementioned development and the legislature ensured that
628
629
630
631
632
633
634

Voet Commentarius ad Pandectas 7.2.2,7.2.5 and 7.2.18.
See 4.2 as well as 2.3 above.
See Chapters 1, 2 and 3 above as well as 4.2.
Section 1 Wetvorm van de eed.
Section 1 1971.
As is discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.
See 4.3 and Regelering Eed of Belofte Financiële Sector 2015.
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the regulation of the practice of oath-swearing adhered to the cultural and
religious norms of the time period concerned. The assertory oaths and the
promissory oaths all retained the spirit in which it was developed. The influences
on the South African legal system are discussed below with due consideration
given to the separate but continual development on two different continents.
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Chapter 5 The oath in South Africa: From settlement to Union
(1652-1961)
5.1 Introduction
It is the purpose of this chapter to investigate the development of the practice of
oath-swearing in South African law in both its assertory and promissory forms.
The chapter is divided chronologically according to the political dispensation of the
period.635 The different sections of the chapter commence with a brief overview of
political and other relevant histories of the period in order to create the required
context to which the development of the practice of oath-swearing is then
applied. The first section of this chapter concerns the early history and
constitutional development of South Africa when it had just been settled and
follows the development of the four colonies until the unification of the four
colonies in 1910.636 The second section is regarding the development of the legal
system of the Union government as it pertains to the practice of oath-swearing,
where after, in the third, a conclusion is made. The subsequent chapter deals with
the development of oath-swearing since 1961, an independent South Africa, from
the Republic to the current constitutional dispensation.
The purpose of this chapter is not to provide an encyclopaedic overview of all the
instances of oath-swearing which took place in South Africa. It will rather show
that the oath-swearing practices in South Africa had a continual developmental
history which can be traced back to the same instances of swearing that were
part of some the legal systems which influenced South African law.637
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This method was also followed in Chapter 3.
See 5.2 below.
As indicated above, due to the length limitations and scope of this study, the English and
Canon law legal systems could not be discussed. See, however, the following sources for
information in this regard: Bell A History of Feudalism, British and Continental; Bellengère et
al The Law of Evidence; Brundage Medieval Canon Law; Canon Law Society of Great Britain
and Ireland in Association with The Canadian Canon Law Society The Canon Law Letter and
Spirit: A Practical Guide to The Code of Canon Law; Churchill A History of the EnglishSpeaking Peoples Volume I; Colman 1971 The Journal of Interdisciplinary History; Coriden,
Green and Heintschel (eds) The Code of Canon Law: A Text and Commentary; De Vos
Regsgeskiedenis; Du Plessis "The Historical Functions of Law: From the Roman to the
Canonical Period"; Du Plessis and Olivier "'n Samevloei van Twee Regstelsels: Siviele
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5.2 Colonial background (1652-1910)
The Dutch East India Company formed a settlement in the Cape to facilitate the
trade relations between the British and other colonies. 638 The Dutch East India
Company intended to have the area around Table Mountain turned into a
refreshment station to serve the ships when they undertake extended voyages to
the East.639 This initial intention and humble beginning was merely the first step in
the settlement that would last centuries.640 The Dutch East India Company and
the orders of the Heeren XVII were the sources of the authority and management
of the settlement; this would carry on for 143 years.
During the reign of the Dutch East India Company in the Cape in the period
between 1652 and 1795 several governing bodies were established to organise
and manage the settlement. 641 The earliest of these were the Schepenenbank
formed in 1620 and the Court of Justice (De Raad van Justitie), 642 formed in
1626. 643 These fora form part of the Dutch East India Company 644 and later
adjudicate civil and criminal matters in the Cape and have the jurisdiction to see
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Prosesreg in die Kaapse Howe: 1806-1828"; Green History of the English People Volume I;
Green History of the English People Volume III; Hahlo and Kahn The South African Legal
System and its Background; Hancock 1953 Ohio State Law Journal; Helmholtz Roman Canon
Law in Reformation England; Hervada Introduction to the study of Canon Law ; Holt 1983
Transactions of the Royal Historical Society; Hosten et al Introduction to South African Law
and Legal Theory; Larroque The Rejection of Judicial Witnesses and their Testimony ; Lesaffer
European Legal History; Martin Richard’s Two Bodies and the Deposition of a Divine Right
King; Oldham 1994 American Society for Legal History; Peters Penal Procedural Law in the
1983 Code of Canon Law; Shack 1979 European Journal of Sociology; Smith The
Constitutional History of England; Vanancio and Carro Domingo de Soto y su Doctrina
Juridica: Estudio teologica-juridico e historico; Vinogradoff Roman Law in Medieval Europe.
Botha Ons Suid-Afrika 1-8; Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 423-435. See Theal History of
South Africa in general.
See Theal History of South Africa in general. Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 424.
Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 423; See also Du Plessis and Olivier "'n Samevloei van Twee
Regstelsels: Siviele Prosesreg in die Kaapse Howe: 1806-1828"generally.
Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 428. For a detailed exposition of the historical, political and
legal situation during this period (1652-1910), refer to Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 420476. See Chapter 4 above.
The Raad van Justitie was officially renamed as Court of Justice during the First British
Occupation.
Balk et al The Archives of the Dutch East India Company 119-122; Van Zyl RomeinsHollandse Reg 428-429.
Balk et al The Archives of the Dutch East India Company 119-122.
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to the practical aspects of justice. 645 Van Lunteren646 states that the Dutch law
was not a new law rather that it developed from the Roman law. It follows that
the law brought to the Cape of Good Hope was the law that was used in Holland,
thus Roman-Dutch law.647
A few decades after the establishment of the refreshment station in the Cape, the

Commissarissen van Kleinen Zaken 648 was instituted to aid in the resolution of
smaller disputes among the colonists.649 The Landdrost en Heemraden developed
later on and adjudicated primarily smaller civil and criminal cases.650 These courts
administrated the litigious nature of the colonists and provided opportunity for
further litigation to the Raad van Justitie651 for more serious matters or if further
litigation should prove necessary. 652 During the First British Occupation, 653 the

Landdrost en Heemraden were provided with a greater jurisdiction which caused
an influx of cases that would usually have been heard by the Raad van Justitie.654
Visagie655 states that the Raad van Justitie, which consisted of an equal number
of officials and citizens, was the highest court for both civil and criminal matters in
the Cape during this period. 656 Justice was done in the name, and by the
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Balk et al The Archives of the Dutch East India Company 119-122; Van Zyl RomeinsHollandse Reg 428-429.
Van Lunteren Overzicht para 3.
See Chapter 4 above. See Thomas 1999 South African Law Journal 786-790 and Du Plessis
and Olivier "'n Samevloei van Twee Regstelsels: Siviele Prosesreg in die Kaapse Howe: 18061828" in general.
In 1682. See Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 430.
Patterson Eckard's Principles 1.
Patterson Eckard's Principles 1.
See above. See also Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 428-430; Venter et al Regsnavorsing 2728.
Patterson Eckard's Principles 1.
See below.
Hosten et al Introduction to South African Law and Legal Theory 348.
Visagie Regspleging 44-45. Patterson avers that the Raad van Justitie, though being a court
of law, could possibly have been merely an extension of political power as the court provided
a means of governing the people. Patterson Eckard's Principles 1.
Visagie Regspleging 44-45.
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authority, of the Staten-Generaal,657 and attorneys and advocates were used to
aid litigants in courts.658
The British occupied the Cape in 1795 for the first time. Although it was an
interim occupation and as such caused minimal changes to the then prevalent
legal system,659 it was the catalyst which caused large scale changes in the legal
system in the coming years.660 One major change that was brought about during
this interim occupation, which ought to be mentioned here, is that justice was
done in the name of His Majesty the King of England instead of the Staten-

Generaal.661 This seems to be a very small change, but the effects thereof were
profound. Visagie 662 notes that the ruler of a nation (in this case the King of
England) could, by divine right, change the law of the land to emulate the spirit
and nature of the land. This could have had an influence on the oath-swearing
practices during this period. The religion, which is an integral part of the oath, of
the country changed from the Dutch denomination to the Church of England. Both
of these are protestant denominations,663 but the dogma and other teachings were
somewhat different. 664 The alterations, in this matter, were short-lived because
control of the Cape reverted to the Dutch in 1803.665
Although the control of the Cape did revert to the Dutch in what would be called
the Batavian interlude,666 this reversion created a power vacuum, which influenced
the Raad van Justitie and the Landdrost en Heemraden negatively due to the
close relationship between the political powers of the Cape and the courts. 667 The
effects of the Batavian interlude were short-lived as the British took control of the
657
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The State-Generaal, according to Hosten, was a governing body who oversaw the overseas
interests of the United Netherlands. They could make laws, pass judgement. Hosten et al
Introduction to South African Law and Legal Theory 348.
Visagie Regspleging 45. See Chapter 6 below, as well as The Magistrates’ Courts Act 32 of
1944;The Supreme Court Act 59 of 1959.
Van Zyl Romeins-Hollandse Reg 428-430; Venter et al Regsnavorsing 29.
Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 447-448; Hosten et al
Introduction to South African Law and Legal Theory 346-347.
Visagie Regspleging 91-93.
Visagie Regspleging 95.
Catholicism was still prevalent in the relevant countries during this time.
Deming Understanding Religions of the World: An Introduction 325-389.
Visagie Regspleging 95.
Venter et al Regsnavorsing 29.
Hosten et al Introduction to South African Law and Legal Theory 348.
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Cape in 1806.668 The legal system was influenced greatly by this military event.
The courts resumed its function of dispensing justice in the name of His Majesty
the King; the relationship between politics and the courts resumed in that the
governor was responsible for the appointment of presiding officers (most of whom
were ill equipped to be presiding officer) 669 and also, more importantly, the
removal of presiding officers.670
The English legal system was gradually incorporated into the then legal system of
South Africa.671 This is evident by two historical events, the first of which is that in
1827 English was the only language permitted in courts; and the second is the
fact that the judges appointed would either be English or harbour strong
affiliations and sympathies for the English.672 The incorporation of the English legal
system within the legal system of the Cape was also facilitated by the enactment
of statutes.673 The province of Natal made an attempt at self-governance, but in
subsequent years succumbed to the rule of the Cape in certain areas and this
created a legislative domino effect where legislation change in the Cape would
cause the same legislation change in Natal. 674 In contrast to this position, the
ZAR

675

decided to follow the Hollandsche Wet

676

and, as far as possible,

maintained this position. The ZAR did not accept the law and allowed for it to
stagnate but, rather created supplement legislation which would cater for needs
specific to the people of the ZAR. Several of these acts provided for the
establishment of courts and the selection and appointment of judicial officers and
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Hosten et al Introduction to South African Law and Legal Theory 349-351.
Venter et al Regsnavorsing 29.
Hosten et al Introduction to South African Law and Legal Theory 349-351.
Venter et al Regsnavorsing 29-32.
Hosten et al Introduction to South African Law and Legal Theory 350.
Venter et al Regsnavorsing 25, 32; Hosten et al Introduction to South African Law and Legal
Theory 356.
Venter et al Regsnavorsing 32; Hosten et al Introduction to South African Law and Legal
Theory 357.
Transvaal Republic. Hereafter, Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek (ZAR). See Dreyer and Botha
1995 HTS for information on the relationship between the Church and State in the ZAR.
The ZAR accepted the following sources: Koopmans Handboek, Van der Linden; Inleiding tot
de Hollandsche Rechtsgeleertheyd, De Groot; and Roomsch-Hollandsch Recht, Van Leeuwen.
See sections 1-4 of Bijlage 1 of Volksraadbesluit of 5 May 1859. See Venter et al
Regsnavorsing 33 additionally.
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other functionaries of the states.677 The situation in the Orange River Colony was a
midway between the Natal and the ZAR position. The Orange River Colony,
governed by a constitution modelled on the Constitution of the United States of
America,678 created legislation and precedent as a means to cater for their own
needs.679 If they were to require Roman law, they incorporated such law as was
necessary into the common law by way of proclamation. 680 They did, however,
refer to the Cape if challenges were to present themselves. 681 These disparate
approaches in legal development 682 caused for interesting developments and
approaches in the practice of oath-swearing. As is evident from the preceding
chapter, the practice of oath-swearing is ubiquitous in the legal and socio-political
history of the Netherlands, which played a large part in the development of the
legal system of South Africa.
The swearing of assertory oaths that were required by law during this period are
discussed below, after which an investigation of the promissory oaths sworn
during the same period will follow.

5.2.1 Assertory oaths (1652-1910)
Assertory oaths sworn in the courts or in pursuit of justice were common practices
during the early years of South Africa. The Cape of Good Hope, Natal, the Orange
River Colony and the Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 683 in Transvaal all had legal
provisions related to these practices. These are discussed below in order of
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Venter et al Regsnavorsing 33. Several of these acts can be located electronically at
University of Pretoria 2015 http://repository.up.ac.za/handle/2263/56530.
See below.
Scholtz Die Konstitusie en die Staantsinstellings van die Oranje-Vrystaat 1-42; Venter et al
Regsnavorsing 34. They incorporated the relevant law by way of proclamation.
Scholtz Die Konstitusie en die Staantsinstellings van die Oranje-Vrystaat 1-42; Van Zyl and
Van der Vyver Inleiding tot die Rechswetenskap 214-215.
Scholtz Die Konstitusie en die Staantsinstellings van die Oranje-Vrystaat 1-42; Hosten et al
Introduction to South African Law and Legal Theory 359.
Scholtz Die Konstitusie en die Staantsinstellings van die Oranje-Vrystaat 1-42; Venter et al
Regsnavorsing 25.
Hereafter ZAR.
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chronology.684 The oaths, described below, had religious undertones and, as can
be seen, were taken seriously during this period.
Nel685 states that the position regarding the swearing of an assertory oath, more
particularly by witnesses in a court, at the Cape in 1830 provided for the swearing
of an oath but did not provide a uniform form of the oath. 686 Some consideration
was given to instances where the person who is expected to testify under oath is
unable to completely comprehend the implications of such swearing and could,
therefore, not swear an oath as it would defeat the purpose of the oath. 687 This
particular grouping of people includes children, for the reason that children cannot
possibly comprehend the religious implications of a violation of an oath.
Nonetheless, the requirement was that they were allowed to testify, provided they
undertake to tell the truth because the latter concept is much easier to describe
to a child.688
Hunt689 notes that the first instance of perjury was in 1875 in the R v Korck case
followed by an increasing number of perjury cases in the South African courts.690
The comingling of English and Roman-Dutch law contributed to a definition of
perjury as any violation of a promise made under oath. 691 This pertained to
assertory as well as promissory oaths, but these matters were mainly pursued in
matters of judicial perjury,692 a situation that would change in subsequent years.693
Assertory oaths were not sequestered to the confines of the formal courts; Act 17
of 1896694 deals with a variety of alcohol related affairs, including the issuing of
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See 1.8 above.
Nel Eedaflegging by Getuienislewering in die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg 69.
Nel Eedaflegging by Getuienislewering in die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg 69.
Nel Eedaflegging by Getuienislewering in die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg 69.
Nel Eedaflegging by Getuienislewering in die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg 69. This was also extended
to persons with a certain religion.
Hunt South African Criminal Law and Procedure 106-107.
Hunt South African Criminal Law and Procedure 107.
Hunt South African Criminal Law and Procedure 107.
Which is to say, a violation of the promise to tell the truth during trial. Hunt South African
Criminal Law and Procedure 107.
See below.
Wet 17 of 1896. The vocabulary contained within the title of this act is regrettable, but it is
important to understand this in the context of the time period in which it was enacted – 1896.
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the licenses required to trade in alcohol, and the establishment of a commission
to deal with these matters. Section 17 deals with this particular function of the
commission.695 This section gives the commission the power to place any person
under oath and subject this person, witness, to questioning. Section 17 696 goes
further and states that if the commission is of the opinion that a witness,
questioned under oath, is not being truthful, or if the statements made by the
witness proved to be false, then said witness must be tried and punished for
perjury. This Act does not provide the wording of the oath that was required or
other relevant information, but what can be gleaned from this section is the
definition of perjury in this context. The section states:697
… indien het bevonden wordt dat de getuie [onder eede] eene valsche verklaring
heeft afgelegd, zal hij beskouwd worden te hebben gepleegd de misdaad van
meineed en volgens wet gestraft worden.698

This eloquently phrased (though long) clause provides a somewhat simplified
description of perjury. It defines perjury as any false statement made under oath.
This definition would change in subsequent years, as well as the application
thereof in different contexts.699

5.2.2 Promissory oaths (1652-1910)
Promissory oaths were commonly sworn by functionaries of state or judicial
officers who had to be sworn in order for them to assume office. This was,
however, not the only applications of the practice of swearing promissory oaths.
As is evident from the history of this tumultuous period in time, the swearing of
oaths of allegiance was also a common occurrence. In the paragraphs that follow,
the most notable of these practices are described with reference to the
development thereof.
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In this study this act will be referred to as De Wijnwet. Refer to the bibliography for further
elaboration.
Section 17 De Wijnwet.
Section 17 De Wijnwet.
Section 17 De Wijnwet.
Own insertion.
See below.
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The College van Schepenen was operational as of 24 June 1620 and the officers
functioning in the College van Schepenen were carefully selected to represent the
Dutch East India Company and its interests.

700

This forum required the

functionaries to swear oaths, two of which are den eed van purge and den eed

voor schepenen.701 Den eed van purge was basically an oath of compurgation702
where the swearer purifies himself or herself with the oath the functionaries
remaining in service of the College would swear this oath. 703 Den eed voor

schepenen was the oath that the newly chosen functionaries would swear before
formally taking up service. 704 These two oaths are in effect judicial oaths to
ensure justice prevails and that the actions of the presiding officers or
functionaries would emulate this.
A time of great upheaval at the Cape was the British annexation of the Cape. Van
Zyl705 notes that during the First British occupation not much changed regarding
the sources of the law used. The Kaapse Plakkaatboek was still commonly
referred to as a notable source.706 The Kaapse Plakkaatboek makes mention of
oath-swearing for a very unique purpose – this purpose being propaganda. The
publication uses propaganda and fear to prevail upon the colonists to swear
allegiance to the King of England. On 7 October 1795 the Kaapse Plakkaatboek707
states that the Cape of Good Hope surrendered, on 16 September 1795, to "His
Britannic Majesty" and he, "…in his paternal goodness…", wants to make the
colony prosperous and urges the people of the Cape to make this "…publickly(sic)
known, to the end that all persons may be acquainted therewith…". This
statement alludes to much more than it says at this stage. The aim of the
publication was to evoke feelings of loyalty to the King of England and accept him
as sovereign; they provide reasons for this, for example that the King is like a
father who only wants the best for his children. Later on the same page the
700
701
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Balk et al The Archives of the Dutch East India Company 119-122.
Balk et al The Archives of the Dutch East India Company 121.
See Chapter 3.
Balk et al The Archives of the Dutch East India Company 121.
Balk et al The Archives of the Dutch East India Company 121.
Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 448.
Van Zyl Geskiedenis en Beginsels van die Romeinse Privaatreg 448.
Naudé Kaapse Argiefstukke: Kaapse Plakkaatboek Deel V (1795-1803) 3-8. This references
subsequent direct quotes.
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publication urges the people to renounce any other allegiances they may hold and
provides a threat to support this, "… [these] persons … will be subject to such
pains and penalties as may be fitting."708
The propaganda-method applied here is in full force when the subsequent
paragraph states that acknowledging the King of England as ruler and swearing
allegiance to him is "… essential … to the peace and happiness of society …"709 A
date is given at which the peace and happiness will commence "… all may be
informed of our just expectation on the part of His Majesty, we have thought it

expedient by our proclamation of this day's date, to call on the inhabitants to take
the oath of allegiance and fidelity, …"710 at which time all such "… inhabitants …
are now bound to His Majesty …". 711 This shows the purpose and effect of the
oath in this setting, but it is the paragraph immediately after that solidifies the
reason and force of the oath of allegiance. The publication states:
… [a]nd, altho'(sic) relying on that religious sense of duty which must operate
upon the minds of all who are not wickedly bent upon destroying the peace and
happiness of others…

The oath must, according to this document, be sworn, selflessly, for peace and
happiness, and because of a religious duty to do so. This is propaganda with a
sort of "carrot and stick" approach the carrot being the "peace and happiness"
they will have if they do so and the stick being the "pains and penalties" they will
suffer if they do not do so. This also contains a safeguard that will prevent them
for going back on their word. They have to invoke God and call him as a witness
to the swearing and it is their "religious sense of duty" which will prevent them
from breaking this oath of allegiance. This was also common practice in other
periods and parts of the world.712
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4 (Own insertion).
4.
4 (Emphasis added).
4.

The manner in which the oath should be sworn is described in the subsequent
paragraphs:713
… [T]he inhabitants [who] … chuse to become subjects to His Majesty the King
[are]..to take the oath of allegiance and fidelity…[W]hich oath the Landdrost…is
impowered and required to administer…and to transmit to us the name[s] of
such persons as shall take [the oath]. … [I]t is decaired that all
persons…continuing to reside in the Colony … will … be considered as
having…acceded thereto (the oath) … (all sic)

This contains practical matters like who should preside over the oath and who
should receive the names of those who swore the oath. Yet, it does contain an
interesting deviance from the normal practice. It states that everyone must swear
it and if they do not swear the oath and they stay in the colony, they will have
sworn the oath by default. This is a very strange application of the oath where
they can, in effect, swear an oath without swearing an oath. Although it might
just be an attempt to minimise the administration related to the consequences of
the oath due to the primitive (by today's standards) nature of the government
and its lack of ability to administrate.
The Kaapse Plakkaatboek does not quote the exact wording of the oath of
allegiance of 1795, but it might be similar to the oath of allegiance of 1797, which
is quoted in the Kaapse Plakkaatboek. 714 On 28 or 29 June 1797, the Kaapse

Plakkaatboek states the taking of the oath of allegiance took place on 15 and 16
June 1797, in accordance with the proclamation of 28 May 1797, which stated
that all the inhabitants of Cape Town, as well as those people who live within four
hours' driving distance, should assemble in the Castle and:715
…subscribe in a book for that purpose in (sic) behalf of themselves and fellow
burghers the following oath of allegiance to His Majesty the Sovereign of this
Colony.

And then the exact wording of the oath which is as follows:
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Naudé Kaapse Argiefstukke: Kaapse Plakkaatboek Deel V (1795-1803) 6.
Naudé Kaapse Argiefstukke: Kaapse Plakkaatboek Deel V (1795-1803) 87.
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I do swear that I will be faithfull (sic) and bear true allegiance to His Majesty
George the Third by the grace of God, King of Great Britain, France and Ireland,
Defender of the Faith &c. &c. &c.

This oath calls God down to witness the swearing and references the person to
whom allegiance is promised.716 The publication goes on to declare the following
about those who did not swear the oath:717
…[a]ll…who shall not have taken and subscribed the said oath before the 10th
day of July next will be considered as disloyal subjects…[and]…are therefore
warned and commanded to hold themselves in readiness to depart (from) this
Colony within the space of 30 days hereof…

From this proclamation the conclusion is drawn that a person can elect not to
swear an oath, but that said person is to leave the jurisdiction. Failure to do so
resulted in various penalties.718
The oath, as described above, seems to have an expiry date, after which the oath
has to be sworn again or renewed. 719 This date of expiry occurs when a new
"Governor and Commander-in-Chief" is elected. In 1799 Sir George Yonge was
appointed as the Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony (Cape) and
issued, on 18 December 1799, a proclamation stating that the oath of allegiance
and fidelity has to be renewed. 720 The proclamation states that this practice is
customary when the composition of government alters and goes on to describe
what process will be followed and how the swearing must be done. 721 Those
persons who are required to take the oath is described as: "[a]ll persons holding
any place of trust, within the said settlement…" 722 It is not clear what Yonge
means by the "place of trust". It might refer to the current officials responsible for
the administration of the colony, prospective officials, "Landrosts" (sic) or
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The names of those who swore the oath are recorded.
Naudé Kaapse Argiefstukke: Kaapse Plakkaatboek Deel V (1795-1803) 89.
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magistrates. Later in the same proclamation he does refer to the "heads of
families" and insinuates that an oath is required of them as well.723
After the description of the people who should swear the oath is a description of
the process of swearing. It divides the potential swearers into three groups. The
first is "those within the Cape Town",724 the second is "[t]hose within the district
of Stellenbosch, Paerl (sic) and Drakenstein &c", 725 and the third is "[t]hose of
Zwellendam (sic) and of Graaff-Reinet."726 On 24 December 1799, the first group
must, in the presence of Governor Yonge, swear allegiance and fidelity and have
their names recorded.727
During the colony period of South African history, the oath was not merely used
to ensure that the government governs only well-behaved subjects, but the ZAR
required a military oath to be sworn. The ZAR provided in section 24 of Wet voor

de Staats-Artillerie van de Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 1 of 1896 for the swearing
of a service oath for individuals who enlisted in the Korps Staats-Artillerie.728 This
oath was to be sworn in the presence of the Commandant-Generaal 729 and as
such, was intended as an oath of office as well as a tool to enforce military
justice, if necessary. Section 25 extends this provision by adding that the oath is
sworn before accepting duty and if an officer should be promoted,730 he will have
to swear a new oath as per section 24 above.731 Though no mention is made in
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Naudé Kaapse Argiefstukke: Kaapse Plakkaatboek Deel V (1795-1803) 191.
It is not clear if this refers to people residing in Cape Town, working in Cape Town or if it
includes everyone who should find themselves in Cape Town at the time of the swearing.
See note above regarding those in Cape Town.
The wording differs from the above references to location and this causes another problem.
The "those of…" phrase suggests two possibilities. The first is those who originally hail from
those places but currently resides elsewhere, or secondly, those who live there now.
The proclamation provides for some flexibility on this rule for people who live in (the) Cape
Town, but could not swear the oath in the presence of Governor Younge on 24 December
1799, and states that they have until 1 February 1800 to swear this oath in the Castle of
Good Hope between the hours of 10 o'clock and 12 o'clock, in the presence of the Secretary
of the Colony. Naudé Kaapse Argiefstukke: Kaapse Plakkaatboek Deel V (1795-1803) 191.
Section 25 Wet voor de Staats-Artillerie van de Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 1 of 1896.
According to s 4 of the act, the Commandant-Generaal is the highest authority in the Korps. S
4 Wet voor de Staats-Artillerie van de Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 1 of 1896.
Officers are promoted according to s 38 Wet voor de Staats-Artillerie van de ZuidAfrikaansche Republiek 1 of 1896.
Sections 24-25 Wet voor de Staats-Artillerie van de Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 1 of 1896.
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this act regarding the phrasing of the oath, 732 the sections dealing with religion
and religious practices 733 in conjunction with the regulation on the promotion of
religion,734 which provide for the prohibition on using profanities, particularly the
blasphemous kind, indicate quite clearly the importance of religion in this context.
The punishment for breaking the service oath, 735 by rendering himself unfit for
duty with the intent of gaining dismissal from duty, is punishable by
imprisonment, with or without hard labour, not exceeding one year during
peacetime and five years during wartimes.736

De Grondwet der Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek,737 of that same year, provided for
a number of oath-swearing incidences as a means of ensuring a functioning
government. The most note-worthy of which are shortly discussed below. The
first mention of the swearing of a promissory oath in De Gondwet is an oath of
office sworn by every member of the Volksraadvergadering which is administered
by the Chairman.738 The oath clearly intends to ensure that the members of the

Volksraadvergadering are fit to perform their duties in terms of law and
conscience. 739 In addition to the members of the Volksraadvergadering, the
President, upon his appointment and invitation by the members and secretary,
also had to swear an oath of office at the first meeting of the Volksraad.740 The
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It can be argued that the wording corresponds with that of the oath of office provided for by
s 69 and 106 of De Gondwet der Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 2 of 1896.
Sections 98-99 Wet voor de Staats-Artillerie van de Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 1 of 1896.
Regulation II Reglement van Krijgstucht of Discipline Wet voor de Staats-Artillerie van de
Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 1 of 1896.
Section 25 Wet voor de Staats-Artillerie van de Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 1 of 1896.
Sections 33-34 of Reglement van Krijgstucht of Discipline Wet voor de Staats-Artillerie van de
Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 1 of 1896.
Section 47 De Gondwet der Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 2 of 1896.
Section 47 De Gondwet der Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 2 of 1896. "Als verkozen tot lid van
den Eersten (of Tweeden) Volksraad van de Volksverteenwoordiging dezer Republiek,
verklaar, beloof en zweer ik plechtig, dat ik aan niemand eenige gift gedaan of beloofd heb
om tot die waardigheid te geraken; dat ik in die waardigheid getrouw zal zijn aan het volk en
zijne onafhankelijkheid mij zal getragen overeenkomstig de Grondwet en de andere wetten
dezer Republiek, naar mijn beste kennis en geweten; en steeds te beoogen de bevordering
van het geluk en welzijn der ingezeten in het algemeen. Zoo waarlijk helpe mij God."
Section 47 De Gondwet der Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 2 of 1896.
Section 69 De Gondwet der Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 2 of 1896. The phrasing of the oath
is found in s 106 of De Gondwet der Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 2 of 1896 and is as follows:
"Als verkozen tot Staatspresident dezer Republiek, beloof en zweer ik plechtig, dat ik getrouw
zal zijn aan het volk; dat ik in mijne betrekking naar recht en wet zal handelen, volgens mijn
beste kennis en geweten, zonder aanzien des persoons; dat ik aan niemand eenige gunst zal
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general formula and requirements are the same as those contained within the
oath of the members of the Volksraadvergadering.741
A further oath which was provided for by De Gondwet der Zuid-Afrikaansche

Republiek is a judicial oath. The judicial oath is the oath that the Rechters and the
Landdrosten were required to swear upon acceptance of their duties.742 This oath
is slightly longer than that of the president and the terms of the oath are
indicative of the ZAR's concern that justice should be done correctly. 743 The

Rechters and Landdrosten swear to be impartial, law abiding, honourable and that
they will not accept bribes or do anything that would defeat the ends of justice.
The main themes of these oaths are honourableness and dedication. This means
that the swearers indicate that they will act honourably, for example that they
entered into the position by merit and not by favour, that they will not succumb
to corruption in the exercise of their duties and that they will perform these duties
to the best of their ability and in accordance with the law. 744 The oaths also

741
742

743

744

aannemen, wanneer ik vermoeden kan, dat die gift of gunst gedaan of bewezen zou worden,
met het oogmerk om van mij een besluit te voordeele van den begunstiger of gever te
gewinnen; dat ik mij zal gedagen overeenkomsig de Grondwet dezer Republiek en niets
anders bedoel dan de bevordering van het geluk en welzijn van hare ingezetenen in het
algemeen. Zoo waarlijk helpe mij God."
See above.
Section 145-147 De Gondwet der Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 2 of 1896 provides for the
appointment of, and acceptance by the Landrosten. The oath is contained in s 148 De
Gondwet der Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 2 of 1896, and states the following: "Ik beloof en
zeer plectig trouw aan het volk en de wetten dezer Republiek, in mijne betrekking en ambt
rechtvaardig, billik, zonder aanzien des persoons, overeenkomstig de wetten en naar mijn
beste kennis en geweten te zullen handelen; van niemand eenige gift of gunst te zullen
aannemen wanneer ik kan vermoeden, dat deze gedaag of bewezen zou worden om mij in
mijne uitspraak of handeling ten voordeele van den gever of begunstiger over te halen;
buiten mijne betrekking als rechter te zullen gehoorsamen volgens de wet aan de bevelen der
boven mij gestelden, en in het algemeen niets anders te beoogen dan de handhaving van de
wet, recht en orde, tot bevordering van den bloei, de welvaart en de onafhankelijkheid van
land en volk. Zoo waarlijk helpe mij God."
To this end, s 149 De Gondwet der Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 2 of 1896 provides for a jury
oath. This oath was sworn by the members of the jury before the trial commenced. The
terms and stipulations of the oath are not crucial to this study as juries are not used in South
Africa, but with reference to the similar practices of the preceding centuries, it is worth
mentioning that this oath provides for similar terms to that of the judicial oath. The Wet op

het Delven van en Handeldrijven in Edele Metalen en Edelgesteenten in de Zuid-Afrikaansche
Republiek 21 of 1896 requires of oath of office to be sworn by the Mijn commissaris and s 23
stipulates that this oath is same oath that the Landdrost swears.
These are but a few of the oaths of office for government officials provided for by the De
Gondwet der Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 2 of 1896. Others include: general government
officials, s 102, with the phrasing stipulated in s 129; the oath for members of the executive
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contain elements similar to those expected in an oath of allegiance. 745 The
President, executive council and the Commandant-Generaal all swear allegiance to
the Republic and its people. This practice was common during the Feudal period,
but not in this form, and was also widely used in England for a myriad of
reasons.746
The oaths described here contain references to God, as can be expected if other
factors are taken into account, but what is most notable is that these include the
words "Zoo waarlijk helpe mij God." 747 This practice and exact phrasing are
present in the Dutch oaths. 748 From this it can be deduced that the practice of
swearing promissory oaths was transplanted into the South African legal system,
which at this stage is still relatively young. The religious influences on oathswearing in the Netherlands, particularly Holland, infiltrated the law of Holland at
that time, and by extension, the law of South Africa.
In the Staats-Courant der ZAR of 2 May 1888 749 it was announced that the
president, SPJ Kruger was to be sworn in as president for the second time, in the
manner referred to above, on 8 May 1888. Two years later, a proclamation was
placed in the Government Gazette: Extraordinary,750 which was addressed to the
"Inhabitants of the South Africa Republic" and the content of the proclamation 751
can be summarised and a notice of annexation of the country, a plea for a
peaceful transition of power, and a warning not to interfere with the annexation
by any means. A subsequent Government Gazette, dated 16 June 1900, repeated
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council and Commandant-Generaal, 115, with the phrasing stipulated in s 130 and is as
follows: "Ik beloof en zweer plechtic trouw aan het volk dezer Republiek; in mijne betrekking
naar wet, recht en billijkheid te zullen handelen volgens mijn beste kennis en geweten,
zonder aanzien des persoons, dat ik aan niemand eenige gift, gunst gedaan of beloofd heb
om tot die betrekking te geraken; van niemand wanneer ik vermoeden kan dat deze gedaan
of bewezen zou sorden om mij in mijne betrekking over te halen; te zullen gehoorzamen aan
de bevelen der boven mij gestelden, volgens de wet, en niets anders te beoogen dan den
bloei, de welvaart en onafhanklijkheid van het land en volk dezer Republiek. Zoo waarlijk
helpe mij God."
See Chapters 3 and 4 above.
See Chapter 2 above.
Section 47 De Gondwet der Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek 2 of 1896.
See Chapter 4 above.
GN 148 Staats-Courant der ZAR of 2 May 1888.
Proclamation 1 Government Gazette Extraordinary of 9 June 1900.
This proclamation is too long to quote here.
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this notice, and this time it was accompanied by an oath and stated that any
person who swears the attached oath will be protected. 752 The oath states the
following: 753
I, the undersigned,
of the District of
Do hereby solemnly make Oath and declare that I have handed in and given up
all the Arms and Ammunition demanded of me by the British Authorities, namely
all Rifles and Rifle Ammunition of whatsoever description they may be. And I
solemnly swear that I know of none such being concealed or witheld by anybody
whatsoever.
And I further swear that I will not take up Arms against the British Government
during the present War, nor will I at any time furnish any member of the
Republican Forces with assistance of any kind, or with information as to the
numbers, movements, or other details of the British Forces that may come to my
knowledge. I do further promise and swear to remain quietly at my home until
the war is over.
I am aware that if I have in any way falsely declared in the premises, or if I
break my Oath, or Promise as above set forth I shall render myself liable to be
summarily and severely punished by the British Authorities.
I make this above declaration solemnly believing it to be true, So Help Me God.
Before me(sic )

This oath has strong parallels with the fealty oaths and the oaths of allegiance
sworn by the Romans, 754 and in the Netherlands. 755 Notable differences are,
however, that in this instance, the oath was technically a written oath. The
intended swearer needed to swear this oath by filling in his or her particulars and
the swearing of the oath was concluded with a signature. Swearing an oath in a
written form is not without precedent as it was previously done in the Cape .756
The motivation for requiring an oath to be sworn this way may include several
reasons, but the most obvious among them seem to have been three in number.
The first, due to the fact that the oath states that swearers will be provided with
protection, a record of such persons is required. The second is the practical
reason that it would be difficult to administer these oaths to large groups of
people with whom they are technically at war. The third instance, the terms of the
752
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Proclamation 1 Government Gazette Extraordinary of 16 June 1900.
Proclamation 1 Government Gazette Extraordinary of 16 June 1900.
See Chapter 3 above.
See Chapter 4 above.
See above.
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oath above are quite extensive and for the oath to be effective, the intended
swearers need clarity on the terms of the oath, as well as the limitations and
stipulations of the oath.
It is unclear how successful this oath was, but its mere presence is indicative of
the fact that England referred to its history in order to solve an issue regarding
invasion and annexation of a country, in the hope that the success in the past
could be transplanted into the current situation.757 What can, however be gleaned
from the Government Gazette of 12 August 1900 758 is that the British was not
satisfied with the lack of cooperation from the Burghers during this annexation by
the British. This Proclamation 12 of 1900 states six important aspects, the first
and second that earlier proclamations and notices759 are repealed and only those
who have taken the Oath of Neutrality are exempted.760 The third aspect refers to
instances where persons have taken the aforementioned oath, but that they broke
the oath in some manner or another. The punishment for such an action is the
following:761
…, and those who have in any way broken such oath, WILL BE PUNISHED WITH
EITHER DEATH, IMPRISONMENT, OR FINE.

It is clear that the British took the oath very seriously and to prescribe death as
punishment for the breaking of an oath indicates that it was considered to be a
grave trespass. Point four further exempt those who swore the aforementioned
oath from prisoner of war status. Point five is what would be called the "scorched
earth policy" and point six underscores the intention to do violence to anyone who
intends to harm British property such as the railway.
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Refer to the following sources generally: Bell A History of Feudalism, British and Continental;
Bellengère et al The Law of Evidence; Churchill A History of the English-Speaking Peoples
Volume I; De Vos Regsgeskiedenis; Green History of the English People Volume I; Green
History of the English People Volume III; Lesaffer European Legal History; Smith The
Constitutional History of England; Vinogradoff Roman Law in Medieval Europe.
Proclamatie 12 Staats-Courant der ZAR of 22 August 1900.
See above.
This basically means that the British no longer desires a peaceful transition and that they are
willing to take it by force. Whether the aforementioned peaceful transition was truly an
attempt at peace is a subject of debate.
Proclamatie 12 Staats-Courant der ZAR of 22 August 1900, see point 3, note capitalisation.
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What is clear from the range of proclamations and other notices, however, is that
the war turned in Britain's favour 762 and was ultimately ended in 1902. 763 To
signify the end of the war and to underscore British supremacy, a peace treaty
was signed at Vereeniging on 31 May 1902. 764 In addition to the signing of the
treaty, an oath of allegiance had to be sworn to the King of England, King Edward
VII.765 This oath required them to accept the sovereignty of the King and that they
will not take action against the King.766 This practice is also very common in the
legal history of England 767 and the oath at Vereeniging paved the way for the
eventual unification of the four colonies under British rule.

5.3 The Union (1910-1961)
The diverse nature of the legal systems of the four colonies necessitates more
explanation, because their ultimate amalgamation will cause create legislative
labour. The Orange River Colony was a republic with a constitution modelled on
that of the United States of America.768 The ZAR was also a republic, but differed
from the Orange River Colony in that the executive exercised an inordinate
amount of power and, it seems, the constitution and other laws were easy to
amend, override or ignored.769 The Cape and Natal were essentially extensions of
whosoever should hold the power, be it the Netherlands, VOC or England. The
independence of these two colonies was limited.
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GN 4 Staats-Courant der ZAR of 15 August 1900 states that the Orange River Colony
surrendered to the British. At this stage the ZAR did not seem to have any desire to surrender
as in the same gazette it is advertised that a medical team is compiled to aid in the war
effort.
Van der Schyff "Vrede van Vereeniging, 31 Mei 1902: 'n Perspektief" [3-5].
Van der Schyff "Vrede van Vereeniging, 31 Mei 1902: 'n Perspektief" [3-9].
Van der Schyff "Vrede van Vereeniging, 31 Mei 1902: 'n Perspektief" [3-9].
Van der Schyff "Vrede van Vereeniging, 31 Mei 1902: 'n Perspektief" [3-9].
Refer to the following sources generally: Bell A History of Feudalism, British and Continental;
Bellengère et al The Law of Evidence; Churchill A History of the English-Speaking Peoples
Volume I; De Vos Regsgeskiedenis; Green History of the English People Volume I; Green
History of the English People Volume III; Lesaffer European Legal History; Smith The
Constitutional History of England; Vinogradoff Roman Law in Medieval Europe.
Refer to the constitutions: Die Konstitusie van 1854; Die Konstitusie van 1866; Die Konstitusie
van 1879; Scholtz Die Konstitusie en die Staantsinstellings van die Oranje-Vrystaat 186-203.
Devenish 2012 Fundamina 1.
Refer to the constitutions: Die Konstitusie van 1854; Die Konstitusie van 1866; Die Konstitusie
van 1879; Scholtz Die Konstitusie en die Staantsinstellings van die Oranje-Vrystaat 186-203.
Devenish 2012 Fundamina 1-2.
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These four disparate colonies were unified under England770 on 31 May 1910 and
this brought about a multitude of changes with regard to the legal history of
South Africa.771 The Union government had a great task before it in the unification
process. The disparate legal systems772 were to be united as well. This gave way
to a magnitude of laws that needed to be combined, created or rewritten in order
to meet the legal and judicial needs of the people. Due to the differences in the
four legal systems, a standardisation process was embarked upon.773 During this
time, the world was tumbled into war and South Africa along with it. The
tumultuous external relationships began to affect South Africa and in the
aftermath of the Anglo-Boer War, it was inconceivable that Afrikaners, just
coming out of a war, would fight alongside their erstwhile enemies and current
oppressors.774
Due to the already prevalent oath-swearing practices and the similarities in the
practice of oath-swearing in the four colonies, there did not seem to be an
immediate need to amend the oath-swearing practices in respect of either the
assertory oath or the promissory oath.775 The legal development under the Union,
however, did have some impact on oath-swearing. A brief discussion of instances
of oath-swearing follows, with assertory oaths being discussed first in the context
of trial procedure, followed by the practice of promissory oath-swearing for
purposes of holding public office or other government related reasons.

5.3.1 Assertory oaths (1910-1961)
During the unification process which took place in 1910, the judges and
magistrate were expected to amalgamate the legal systems of the four colonies
into their judgments. One such matter was the 1912 case of R v Ah Chee776 where
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It is relevant to note that the Reigning English Monarch never personally interfered with the
affairs of South Africa. See Devenish 2012 Fundamina 2.
Hosten et al Introduction to South African Law and Legal Theory 359, 952-953.
See above.
Hosten et al Introduction to South African Law and Legal Theory 365-366.
See below. See also Devenish 2012 Fundamina 2-3. It seems to be a pattern that oathswearing accompanies rebellion and war time before it commences and when it ends.
See below.
R v Ah Chee 1912 AD 231
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the applicability of perjury to judicial matters was concerned. The judge remarked
that if someone were to make a false statement while under oath, he or she could
only be prosecuted for perjury if the false statement was made during the course
of a judicial matter.777 It was the purpose of this court case to provide clarity on
the matter of perjury under the new Union government. The court states that it is
not possible for a person to commit perjury if the promise that was violated was
outside of judicial matters.778 This includes all promissory oaths such as oaths of
office, judicial oath etc. The court provides a reason for his summation of the
legal position, by stating that provisions for the swearing of promissory oaths in
the legislation of the four colonies provide for a course of action if the promissory
oath were to be broken, the so-called if-then provisions. This indicated to the
court that it was purposefully done in order to remove the violation of promissory
oaths from the common law context of perjury. By so doing the court upheld the
fact that perjury of assertory oaths, swore during the course of judicial matters,
are still relevant in the context of the Union legal system, which is in fact just an
amalgamation of the legal systems of the four colonies.779 This finding of the court
sequestered perjury to the courtrooms and judicial proceedings and exempted
swearers in different settings from perjury.
In 1917 and as a product of increased legislative activity, the Wet op de Kriminele

Procedure en Bewyslevering 31 of 1917 came into operation. This act provided
that an oath must be sworn in support of testimony.780 Section 309781 is important
and states that if a matter should arise which is regrettably not provided for by
this Act, the English law applies. Aside from underscoring the relationship
between South Africa, the Union at this stage, and England, it did provide some
clarity in so far as the oath and religion is concerned. The Act did not provide for
persons to swear, according to the definition of swearing as opposed to making
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R v Ah Chee 1912 AD 237.
R v Ah Chee 1912 AD 237.

See below for application of this judgment in 1967.
Sections 265-267 Wet op de Kriminele Procedure en Bewyslevering 31 of 1917.
Section 309 Wet op de Kriminele Procedure en Bewyslevering 31 of 1917.
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an affirmation, in terms of any other religion aside from Christianity. 782 This
practice of referring to the English law resonates through subsequent years.
In 1917 a case of perjury served in the Transvaal Provincial Division. 783 In this
case a Hindu man was charged with perjury, which was allegedly committed in a
courtroom during the course of a judicial matter, to which charge the accused
pleaded not-guilty and avails him on the argument that he cannot be found guilty
of perjury by virtue of his religion. The oath was administered to him according in
the usual way and he did not, at that time, raise an objection to the
administration of said oath.784 The accused states that due to the nature of the
oath and the manner in which it was administered it was not binding upon his
conscience and he can, therefore, not be guilty of perjury. The only way in which
such an oath could be binding upon his conscience would be for the oath to be in
the form prescribed by his religion. 785 The court considered this argument and
held that it is the responsibility of the swearer to inform the court that the oath,
administered in the usual form, is not binding upon the conscience of the swearer
and the swearer would like to take the oath in another manner.786 The swearer
cannot, ex post, facto state that he or she did not give a true account of affairs
because the oath was not binding on his or her conscience; it would be a
miscarriage of justice. 787 From this judgement it seems that the court assumes
that if the swearer is silent he or she is content with the manner in which the oath
is administered. The accused was sentenced to pay a fine of £15 or two months'
hard labour.788
In light of the sentence of £15 or two months' hard labour, 789 which was impose
by the court in the preceding matter, the court in the 1930 appeal case of R v

Samuels790 underscores the seriousness of perjury and describes it in terms of an
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Wet op de Kriminele Procedure en Bewyslevering 31 of 1917.
R v Karakara 1917 TPD 463.
R v Karakara 1917 TPD 463.
R v Karakara 1917 TPD 463.
R v Karakara 1917 TPD 463.
R v Karakara 1917 TPD 463.
R v Karakara 1917 TPD 463.
R v Karakara 1917 TPD 463.
R v Samuels 1930 CPD 67 71.
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attack on justice. The court mentions further that if the courts, perhaps
subsequent courts, refrain from dealing with perjury and the breaking of an oath,
the people may start to lose faith in the justice system 791 which could have
adverse effects on the community and the administration of justice. This call for
harsh judgements was countered eighteen years later in R v Mokwena.792

R v Mokwena793 pertains to a matter where the appellant was convicted of perjury
in 1947 and pursued the matter on appeal, on the basis of unlawfulness. This
matter succeeded due to the Honourable Judge Blackwell's interpretation of the
nature of perjury. He stated794 that the mere making of a false statement under
oath does not constitute perjury. The act of perjury must be done wilfully, causing
said action to be unlawfully done; failure to do so would result in a situation
where the purpose of the oath is undermined, but not by the swearer's wilful
act.795 It is also necessary to make mention of the fact that the judge did take the
appellant's age, 21 years, into consideration. He stated that imposing a sentence
of £25 on "a young man of 21 with no previous record does impress the Court as
being on the severe side."796 This case, as well as the previous case, indicates the
complex relationship between the oath and law. The call for harsh judgments in
the interest of ensuring that people trust the justice system is in conflict with the
call for conservative judgments in favour of the justice system.
In order for the justice system to be adequately served, the position regarding the
accused's evidence and the swearing of an oath was scrutinised in the 1950 case
of R v Nqubuka.797 The court held that the magistrate must inform the accused of
his or her right to give evidence under oath or, if that is undesirable, to make a
statement. The 1953 case of R v Mahaloa798 reiterated this position and agreed
that some regard should be given to the lack of knowledge of court proceedings
but that the court cannot require the accused to provide evidence under oath.
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v Samuels 1930 CPD 67 71.
v Mokwena 1948 4 SA 772 (T).
v Mokwena 1948 4 SA 772 (T).
v Mokwena 1948 4 SA 772 (T) 774.
v Mokwena 1948 4 SA 772 (T) 774.
v Mokwena 1948 4 SA 772 (T) 774.
v Nqubuka 1950 2 SA 363 (T).
v Mahaloa 1953 1 SA 454 (T).
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It is quite important to provide detailed information on the prosecution of perjury,
as such it is discussed a great length below, due to the fact that this position is
still the current position in South Africa (with minor exceptions) and the discussion
of the current position would be much better served here. Most of the case law,
which are relevant to the construction of the argument below, is contained in the
argument above. This is done in order to maintain the historical context of the
investigation of the consequences of defeating the ends of oath-swearing. 799 In
1955, the Criminal Procedure Act 56 of 1955, in section 319(3),800 addressed the
issue of mens rea with regard to perjury. As stated above801 for a person to be
guilty of perjury he or she must have had the intention to commit perjury. This is
extremely onerous to prove and barring blatant lies and the admission of same,
impossible to meet the burden of proof. This section aids in this matter as it
provides the following:802
If a person has made any statement on oath whether orally or in writing, and he
thereafter on another oath makes another statement as aforesaid, which is in
conflict with such firstmentioned statement, he shall be guilty of an offence and
may, on a charge alleging that he made the two conflicting statements, and
upon proof of those two statements and without proof as to which of the said
statements was false, be convicted of such offence and punished with the
penalties prescribed by law for the crime of perjury, unless it is proved that
when he made each statement he believed it to be true.

This section neatly provided the state (Crown) with the opportunity to prosecute
matters relating to perjury as it is much easier to meet the requirement for
conviction.803 Before this section came into effect, the burden was on the state to
prove that the accused did provide contradicting statements under oath and that
he or she had the intention to deceive the court, or tribunal during judicial
proceedings.804 This burden is extremely difficult to meet, due, in part, to the fact
that the accused parties could say that they changed their minds or that they
made a mistake. These defences would have succeeded due to the fact that they
799
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This method also improves the readability of this chapter.
Section 319(3) Criminal Procedure Act 56 of 1955.
See above and Chapter 6.
Section 319(3) Criminal Procedure Act 56 of 1955.
It should be mentioned that this section is still in force and this reflect the current situation as
well.
See above.
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discount intention and without intention, perjury is just a mistake. Hunt805 defines
perjury in this context, and taking the above into account, as:
Perjury consists in the unlawful and intentional making, upon oath, affirmation or
admonition and in the course of judicial proceedings before a competent
tribunal, of a statement which the maker foresees may be false.

From this definition Hunt806 identifies five elements which must all be present in
order for perjury to succeed and by so doing prove that a person violated an
assertory oath. These five elements are unlawfulness, making a statement, on
oath (or affirmation or admonition),807 in the course of judicial proceedings before
a competent tribunal, and lastly, mens rea.
Unlawfulness is quite important in that a person who is found to have provided a
false statement on oath could have a defence for said action, which would affect
the outcome of the matter. Consider the case of R v Mokwena808 where the court
found that unlawfulness should at all times be present for a conviction of perjury
to succeed. Hunt 809 commented on the aforementioned case, and respectfully
stated that in this matter, the court may have erred in this judgement, as the
current matter affected the mens rea of the appellant and not the lawfulness of
the act. From the arguments provided by the Court 810 and by Hunt, 811 it can
reasonably be deduced that both these elements were absent in that the
appellant did not have mens rea and that the Crown812 did not make a case as to
the wilfulness or not of the appellant in this regard.
The second element is making a statement which is essential, albeit somewhat
obvious at first glance, as perjury is the result of the violated oath. Hunt 813 states
that a statement, in this context, is made orally and the subsequent breaking of
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Hunt South African Criminal Law and Procedure 108.
Hunt South African Criminal Law and Procedure 109.
Which are not discussed in this study.
R v Mokwena 1948 4 SA 772 (T). Discussed above.
Hunt South African Criminal Law and Procedure 109.
R v Mokwena 1948 4 SA 772 (T).
Hunt South African Criminal Law and Procedure 109.
The Crown did, however, rely heavily on a linguistic and semantic argument to support the
argument for wilfulness, but did not succeed, by any account. Hunt South African Criminal
Law and Procedure 109; R v Mokwena 1948 4 SA 772 (T).
Hunt South African Criminal Law and Procedure 110.
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the statement can constitute perjury, bearing the other elements in mind. The
making of a false statement requires some close attention in that a statement can
be, technically, truthful, but ambiguity in the statement causes it to not be the
whole truth.814 This situation poses some problems for the prosecution of perjury.
The position in South Africa regarding this contentious issue is that it is contrary
to the interests of justice to withhold information from the court by telling lies as
well as half-truths, misrepresenting a matter and misleading the court.

815

Therefore, this element is defined in relatively broad terms to accommodate for
this.
The third element is that the aforementioned statement should be made on oath
as a person cannot violate an oath if none were sworn. 816 Hunt 817 stresses two
aspects relevant to this element: firstly, that the oath should be administered by
one who is competent to do so818 and secondly that the swearer should be aware
of the consequences of said oath. The former is a requirement due thereto that
the person who swears an oath should be aware of the binding power of the oath
upon his or her conscience. If this is consistently done by designated persons as
required by, for example section 112 Magistrates' Courts Act,819 a person cannot
aver at a later stage that the oath was administered improperly and therefore was
not binding. The latter requirement is that the oath formula820 should be standard
in that the swearer is, at all times aware of the terms of the oath so as to
promote legal certainty. 821 This element can be construed in the contemporary
South African context due to the limited scope, provided by the sections dealing
with the phrasing of the oath, with regard to the freedom of religion. 822 The
current, and in the South African context historical, formula of said oaths are
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See Chapters 2 above for a discussion of truth as an integral part of oath-swearing.
Hunt South African Criminal Law and Procedure 110-112.
Hunt South African Criminal Law and Procedure 113. It has to be reiterated that although the
option of an affirmation en lieu of an oath is provided for, it is the purpose of this study to
only give regard to the swearing of an oath.
Hunt South African Criminal Law and Procedure 113.
See below for a discussion of later case law on this matter.
Section 112 Magistrates' Courts Act 32 of 1944.
See R v Karakara 1917 TPD 463, as discussed above, for a perspective to counter the strictly
legalistic argument offered here.
Hunt South African Criminal Law and Procedure 113-114.
Section 15 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996.
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Christian in nature and this results in a situation where the only religion in terms
of which an oath can be sworn in South Africa is Christianity.823 The argument for
consistency of practice is valid in that too much deviation from this consistency
can result in an influx of perjury related problems.
The fourth element is that the oath should be sworn during the course of judicial
proceedings.824 This element is addressed above and the arguments raised above
are also quite relevant in this current context. The fifth, and final, element is

mens rea. 825 Hunt 826 references an 1883 case of R v Swart 827 where the court
found that perjury cannot be committed by mistake and that the alleged perjurer
should actually have foreseen that the information provided is false, and despite
having foreseen this, still presented the false information.828
Hunt829 even further defines mens rea relevant to perjury by creating a further five
elements which have to be present for mens rea to have been present. The
alleged perjurer had to have foreseen:830 (a) that the statement was made under
oath, (b) that the aforementioned oath was lawfully administered, (c) that it was
done during the course of judicial proceedings, (d) that the court or tribunal had
the required jurisdiction and competence, and (e) that his or her conduct was
unlawful.
In the 1966 case of R v Shongwe831 the court found that all the elements need to
be met before mens rea is present. If the alleged perjurer did not foresee a few
as one of these elements, then the perjury was a mistake, because mens rea was
not present. Section 319(3) Criminal Procedure Act,832 though still helpful, did not
quite solve the problems with the prosecution of the violation of an oath. The
requirements are quite rigid and difficult to prove, even taking into account the
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attempt by the legislator to lighten this burden, perjury is still very hard to prove
and prosecute. The religious aspect might be of help here in that the fear of
divine judgement, in life or thereafter, might be a sufficient deterrent for most
would be perjurers.833

5.3.2 Promissory oaths (1910-1961)
The Union of South Africa Act, 1909 was the British parliamentary act which
constituted and established the Union of South Africa.834 This act provided for the
swearing of a promissory oath, an oath of allegiance. Section 51835 requires that
every member of the House of Assembly must, before accepting the seat, swear
an oath which confirms allegiance to the monarch of England, and this oath must
be sworn in the presence of the Governor-General (who acts on behalf of the
monarch). The oath is as follows:836
I, A.B., do swear that I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to His Majesty
[here insert the name of the King or Queen of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland for the time being] His [or Her] heirs and successors
according to law. So help me God.

The same section837 provides for the making of an affirmation en lieu of an oath,
but there is no mention of the possibility of swearing this oath to any deity other
than the Christian God. The purpose of this oath is clear – allegiance. The British
government wanted to ensure that they do not have cause to enter into another
costly and long war in South Africa. They referred to their history in this regard
and found that the practice of having former enemies swear an oath of allegiance
has the effect of religion and religious obligation acting as a preventative measure
against future upheaval and violence.838 As is also apparent from the investigation
of the English practice of oath-swearing, the oath is only effective if it is easily
accessible through memory and sight.839 It is therefore that this oath is destined
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to be repeated regularly and that by so doing, the terms of said oath will be
respected for longer and the temptation to break it will also diminish.
After the Union was formed, the governmental and political matters were
stabilised, only to become troublesome again with the Second World War raging
on in other parts of the world. The Second World War brought about some
difficulties in the swearing of a promissory oath in South Africa. South Africa
declared war against Germany on 6 September 1939840 and in doing so entered
into the second war taking place on a global level, this one the larger of the
two.841 The UDF was severely under-staffed, as had a very small number of white
soldiers between the ages of 18 and 44 willing to fight in a war they viewed as
European.842 It became increasingly important for men to either enter into military
service willingly, or be drafted into military service in order to create a strong
fighting force in the war.
Regardless of the need for a strong fighting force, the political view of the war
was influenced by the country's history of the Anglo-Boer wars and caused
general Smuts to announce that no volunteer would be forced to fight this war
outside of South Africa's geographical borders.843 This was strategically done to
ensure that South Africa had a strong fighting force consisting out of volunteer
rather than people drafted into service. 844 The volunteers who elected to enter
the fray on the provision that they do so in Africa were required to sign a
document stating that they would be prepared to fight anywhere on the African
continent – this was called the Africa Oath.
Those who took the Africa Oath were volunteers and they wore orange-scarlet
(red) shoulder tabs on their uniforms. 845 The red tabs caused strife among the
members of the fighting force because it served as a reminder that some people
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were volunteers, some were members of the general service846 and others were
opposed to South Africa's involvement in the war.
This opposition to the war was a countrywide opposition where some members of
the public were so opposed to the war that on 22 June 1940 9 870 women
protested South Africa's involvement in the war and marched from Church Square
to the Union Building in Pretoria to hand General Smuts a document containing a
"request for neutrality." The women were not the only ones opposed to the
nation's involvement in a foreign war. Two days after the women's protest, on 24
June 1940, a member of the public, Mr Broodryk, signed the Africa Oath because
of coercion and duress.847 He claimed that he was forced to sign this oath and
tried to cancel this oath because it created an obligation on him, which he had no
desire to keep.848 He was violently escorted to a military camp where he was fined
for his resistance. 849 He turned to the court for aid and pleaded coercion and
duress.850 The court applied the general rules of contract law to determine if an
obligation arose from his signing the Africa Oath. The court determined that he
did not have free will when he entered into the agreement (oath) and that he
could not be bound contractually to the stipulated terms.851
This case is an example of a promissory oath, which creates an obligation for the
swearer. The oath can be compared to a contract, as the court did above, and
this arms the oath with the necessary governing rules to enable the courts to
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adequately deal with the process, the termination and the enforcement thereof.
In the periods that came before the enforcement was largely left to the deity
burdened with said responsibility and perjury was discouraged because of it. This
case created a structure according to which oaths, containing an obligation, can
be enforced. It must be born in mind that this particular oath was written down
and not just verbally sworn, and it is unclear whether a similar outcome would be
achieved had the oath not been written down like a contract.852
In the Magistrates' Courts Act 32 of 1944,853 provision was made for the swearing
of an oath by the assessor assisting the magistrate during a trial. 854 The oath was
used to ensure that the assessor act honourably and give a fair judgement
according to the evidence 855 after which such an oath is sworn the assessor is
deemed part of the court and testimony may commence. This practice was also
mirrored in the 1959 Supreme Courts Act856 with regard to stenographers. Section
31(21)857 states that anyone who is to make a record of court proceedings may
only do so under oath, as they will then be an officer of the court. The oath is as
follows: 858
I, A.B, do swear that I shall faithfully, and to the best of my ability, record in
shorthand, or cause to be recorded by mechanical means, as directed by the
judge, the proceedings in any case in which I may be employed as an officer of
the Court, and that I shall similarly, when required to do so, transcribe the same
or, as far as I am able, any shorthand notes, or mechanical record, made by any
other stenographer or person employed to make such mechanical record, maybe
by any other stenographer or person employed to make such mechanical record.

This oath is indicative of the importance of the function people like stenographers
and assessors play in the court proceedings and the administration of justice. The
oath ensures that the necessary checks and balances are present in such
administration and that the function of these role-players within the court context
is linked to their religious obligations. It is notable that this oath does not provide
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for a "So help me God" closing, but the "I, A.B., do swear …" precursor to the
terms of the oath fulfills that function. This promissory oath links with the
assertory oaths, described above, in that they are concerned with the
administration of justice, albeit in diverging ways.

5.4 Conclusion
The aim of this chapter was to investigate how the internal and external legal
history influenced the development of oath-swearing in South Africa from its
settlement and through the unification of the four colonies. Certain excerpts of
history and law were used to demonstrate the developmental processes of the
practice of oath-swearing during this period. 859 The aim was not to provide a
complete history of oath-swearing in the history of early South Africa; the focus
was to illustrate that oath-swearing had a continual development in South Africa.
These and similar oath-swearing practices can be traced back to the earlier
histories described in the chapters above. 860 The chapter was divided into two
portions; the first being the early history of South Africa when it consisted of four
colonies (or territories) namely the Cape Colony, the Colony of Natal, the Orange
River Colony and the ZAR.861 The second part of the chapter focused on the Union
of South Africa when the four colonies were unified under British rule in 1910. 862
The investigation followed the development of the legal framework that came to
provide for the practice of oath-swearing and cause it to become ingrained in
South African law.863
The Dutch East India Company formed a settlement in the Cape to serve as a
refreshment station and soon thereafter, they established governing bodies to aid
in the management of the outpost. 864 The law that was used to support this
management was the Roman-Dutch law and these influences still ripple through
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to the current legal system in South Africa. 865 Various courts and commissions
were established to dispense justice in the Cape these include the Raad van

Justitie, the Commissarissen van Kleinen Zaken and the Landdrost en
Heemraden.866 This attempt at a judiciary was briefly interrupted when the British
occupied the Cape for the first time in 1795. 867 This occupation was short lived
and the Cape reverted to the Dutch in 1803, but England regained control of the
colony in 1806 which would last for several years. 868
The English law was gradually incorporated into the legal system at the Cape and
these changes proved to last for several years to come. 869 The Natal Colony
attempted self-governance, but ultimately succumbed to the leadership of the
Cape.870 The ZAR, in contrast with the Cape and Natal, followed the Dutch law and
their own constitution and legislation. 871 The Orange River Colony was mainly
governed by their constitution and sources of the Dutch law; they did, however,
refer to the legal developments in other jurisdictions for guidance if the need
arose for such measures.872
As the general legal developments progressed, the development of the practice of
oath-swearing, in both its assertory and promissory forms, developed with
reference to the historical and social situations of the geographic area. In the
Cape in 1830, the practice of oath-swearing was recognised, but there was no
provision for the general form of the oath. 873 There was, however, certain
grouping of persons who were barred from swearing an oath due to the inability
to comprehend the purview of the oath (children) and those who subscribed to a
religion other than Christianity. 874 The crime of perjury was a crime that could
follow the breaking of an assertory as well as a promissory oath. Assertory oaths
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were initially used in judicial matters and later the application was extended to
perjury arising from the swearing of an oath in terms of a specific section of an
act.875 These acts would provide recourse for instances of perjury and did not rely
on the common law to address these matters.876
The promissory oaths sworn during the colonies were mainly used to facilitate the
appointment of functionaries of state or judicial officers.877 One other application
of the practice of swearing a promissory oath was the swearing of the oath of
allegiance. As was described above, these two oaths were used together to
support a smooth transition of power during an occupation or coup d'état. 878
During the early struggles for control of the colony, these oaths were used to
affirm and substantiate the legitimacy of the functionaries of the state. Though
this practice was commonly used across the four colonies, there were other
applications for the swearing of a promissory oath. Certain laws required the
swearing of a promissory oath and this act of swearing was described by the act
and the act also made provision for failing to adhere to the oath that was
sworn.879
Promissory oaths were not always used in support of the state, as seems to be
the case above, but in one instance mentioned above, an invading nation, Britain,
required the inhabitants of the territory of South Africa to swear an oath of
neutrality to Britain.880 This oath was intended to be used to disarm the people of
South Africa which would result in an easy victory for the British. 881 The oath had
a limited effect and this caused the British to rethink their strategy and declared
strict recourse against perjurers.882 The war ended, as it began, with a swearing of
an oath. The signing of the peace treaty was accompanied by an oath of
allegiance to King Edward VII and the implication of this oath was that an
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immediate renewed conflict was unlikely. 883 This oath can be seen as the
cornerstone of the ultimate unification of the four colonies under British rule.
The unification of the four colonies occurred in 1910 and this brought about the
creation and promulgation of several pieces of legislation. The law needed to
reflect

the

nature

of

the

current

dispensation

and

the

jurisprudential

considerations of the time in order to forge a new legal identity. The practice of
oath-swearing was already ubiquitous in the four colonies and this aspect of law
was also transplanted and reinforced in the unification of the colonies. The
practice of oath-swearing, as it pertains to assertory oaths, was addresses early
by the new Union government by adding a requirement to the crime of perjury. It
was stated in 1912 in R v Ah Chee884 that a person could only be guilty of perjury
if the swearer made false statements during the course of a judicial matter. The
term judicial matter was defined to be a court case or similar matter and this
actively excluded promissory oaths. The inevitable result was that a person
cannot commit perjury by breaking a promissory oath. The argument was that if
an act or oath requirement states that a person must take an oath outside of a
judicial matter, that act or requirement must make provision for the consequences
of the breaking of such an oath.
In 1917, during a case,885 a Hindu man made the argument that the case that the
oath and religion are so intertwined that the elements of perjury are largely based
on religion. He averred that as a Hindu man, and by virtue of his faith, he could
not be found guilty of perjury. He swore an oath according to the prescribed
method (Christian) and as such, the oath was not binding upon his conscience
and the requirements of perjury could not be met. The accused was found guilty
on the basis that he had to take the necessary steps to ensure that the oath was
administered in such a way that it could ultimately be binding on his conscience. 886
The 1930 case of R v Samuels 887 the court continued the hand down harsh
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sentences for perjury to ensure that the community trusts the justice system, but
in 1948 in R v Mokwena888 the court remarked that all the elements present in the
case must be taken into before a sentence is imposed. He cited, for example, that
the person's age should be taken into consideration and whether the elements of
wilfulness and unlawfulness are met. In subsequent cases, this principle was
followed and the procedure regarding informing a party of his or her right to
swear an oath or to make a statement. The improvement of court proceedings in
this regard developed the nature of oath-swearing in criminal matters. Hunt 889
later compiled five elements of perjury which must all be present before a person
could be found guilty of perjury. These are unlawfulness, making a statement, on
oath (or affirmation), during the course of judicial proceedings before a
competent tribunal, and mens rea.890 These elements were developed from case
law and are still relevant.
When the Union was formed, promissory oaths became relevant in the new
political dispensation. The government used promissory oaths a tool to ensure the
complacency of the people. The members of the House of Assembly were
compelled to swear an oath of allegiance. This oath aimed to underscore the
subjugation of the South African territories under British rule. This practice
resurfaced a few years later when the Second World War reawakened the need
for oath-swearing. Soldiers who were willing and able to enter into the
international conflict were to swear the Africa Oath that restricted their service to
the borders of Africa. This oath was in all aspects an oath, but was required to be
written down. 891 The courts approached this oath as if it were a contract and
stated that similar rules should apply. In the matter discussed, 892 the court
underscored the requirement that the person should take the oath out of their
free will and not be subjected to coercion. These political and military applications
were not the only applications of the promissory oath. An example of the role
oath-swearing plays in litigious matters was assessors who assisted magistrates
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during court proceedings were to swear a promissory oath which required them to
act honourably.893 This was also extended to include those who were responsible
for the compilation of the court record. The oath underscores the importance of
the administrative roles relevant to court proceedings.
This chapter followed the development and application of the various oaths sworn
for a myriad of purposes through the early developmental era of South Africa until
the latter part of the Union of South Africa. During this period, the oath was
commonly in use and developed according to the needs of the community. The
functions of the differing practices of oath-swearing remained fairly similar to the
oath-swearing practices that came before and these oath-swearing practices were
carried forward into the Republic of South Africa and into the Constitutional era,
as will be discussed in the following chapter.
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Chapter 6 The oath in South Africa: From the Republic to the
Constitutional era (1961-2016)
6.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the development of the practice of
oath-swearing from 1961 to the current Constitutional era. This chapter comprises
of three main parts. The first is an investigation into the practices of oathswearing during the Republic from independence from England in 1961 until the
1996 Constitution. 894 The second is an examination of the practice of oathswearing under the Constitution with a focus on the application of certain sections
of the Bill of Rights 895 to the current oath-swearing tradition.896 Lastly, the oathswearing practices of different religious based legal systems are investigated in
the theological and legal pluralistic context of each of the relevant religions.897
The first section of the chapter examines the courtroom oaths during the Republic
and the consequences of perjury. 898 The promissory oaths in the 1961 899 and
1983 900 Constitutions are also investigated to see the continual development of
this practice regardless of the political dispensation. 901 Legislation and case law
are used to trace the development and application of oath-swearing in courts and
by state officials.902 The second section of this chapter focuses on the role played
by the 1996 Constitution in the development of the practice of oath-swearing in
South Africa. 903 Sections 9, 904 15, 905 30, 906 31 907 and 36 908 of the Constitution are
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used to evaluate the developmental process of the practice of oath-swearing in
South Africa. The current oath-swearing practices are examined in the context of
constitutional values and equality and freedom or religion.909
The final section of this chapter cursorily investigates the oath-swearing practices
of specific religions,910 Islam,911 Judaism,912 Hinduism,913 African Customary law and
religious traditions. 914 The purpose of the inclusion of this investigation is to
illustrate the role that oath-swearing plays in the legal and religious nature of
these religions and to determine if these religions have noteworthy oath-swearing
traditions. 915 The religions are investigated to ascertain whether there is scope
within the religion to have their oath-swearing practices included in oath-swearing
provisions in South African legislation.916

6.2 Republic of South Africa (1961-1996)
On 31 May 1961, the Republic of South Africa was announced 917 and soon
thereafter South Africa exited the Commonwealth.918 This change in government
and constitutional dispensation gave way to an increased influx of racial based
legislation, which seems to have already been the norm in South Africa919 since
1909920 and 1948921 and this aided in the transformation of the legal system in a
multitude of ways.922 In matters concerning the authority of the executive, wide
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legislative power was provided. 923 This caused an increase in state sanctioned
discrimination and oppression and a racial based political and legislative
function.924
Regardless of the blatant negative and oppressive nature of the government,
legislature and other organs of state, the developments with regard to procedural
law, specifically developments related to perjury, are appreciable. Therefore, the
swearing of assertory oaths is discussed with specific reference to perjury. The
political climate of the government also created a fertile environment for the use
of promissory oaths. These are cursorily discussed below.

6.2.1 Assertory oaths (1961-1996)
At the inception of the discussion of assertory oaths during this period, it is
relevant to refer to a religious perspective of the practice of oath-swearing. In
1964 at the annual synod meeting of the Reformed Church of South Africa (GKSA)
the question regarding oath-swearing in courts was discussed. 925 In this matter
the church was concerned that the practice of oath-swearing would give way to
an abuse of the Lord's name an in light of this the church made suggestions to
government in this regard.926 The church refers to the practice of oath-swearing
as a highly religious act and it is because of the implications of such an action that
it should not be done without due consideration. 927 The church states that this
practice should be reserved only for serious instances where the calling of God's
name will have the necessary effect.928 Neither the legislator, not the courts took
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this into consideration and this and related practices continued and the practice of
oath-swearing continued on the same trajectory.
In the 1967 case of S v Carse929 the court referred to the 1912 case of R v Ah

Chee930 in order to determine the applicability spectrum of perjury. The case was
pertaining to an insolvency matter where the accused divulged information under
oath, during a creditor's meeting, which proved to be false.931 The court referred
to the aforementioned case and found that the requirement that the alleged
perjury had to take place during a judicial proceeding had not been met; and as
such the court could not find the accused guilty of perjury, but stated that the
procedure as contained in section 139(2) of the Insolvency Act932 was proceeding
during which perjury can be committed. 933 The court further defined a judicial
proceeding as an instance where two parties, who are in dispute with one
another,934 bring the issue to a court or tribunal for purposes of attaining a final
determination935 in order to resolve the dispute. The final requirement is that the
determination made by the aforementioned court or tribunal must affect the
rights of the parties936 in question.937
The person whose responsibility it is to administer the oath was once again the
subject of scrutiny in the 1971 case of S v Bothma. 938 It was stated that the
magistrate should administer the oath and according to section 112 of the
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S v Carse 1967 2 SA 659 (C) 663-664.
The judge includes the possibility of a party in dispute with the state, as is the case with
criminal matters. S v Carse 1967 2 SA 663 (C) 663.
The judge qualifies this statement by including the options for appeal or review as it could
temper the final determination requirement.
The judge extends this to also include liabilities or the rights and liabilities of persons who
could potentially be affected by the determination but are not in court or a party to the
matter.
S v Carse 1967 2 SA 663 (C) 663-664.
S v Bothma 1971 1 SA 332 (C). A person who administers the oath should be competent to
do so. This was discussed above.
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Magistrates' Courts Act 32 of 1944939 the magistrate may identify a fit and proper
person who can administer the oath on his behalf. In the 1966 case of R v

Shongwe 940 the court merely stated that the oath is to be administered by a
competent person. This requirement which was subsequently scrutinised by S v

Bothma941 was the following: 942
The oath to be taken by any witness in any civil proceedings in any court shall
be administered by the officer presiding at such proceedings or by the clerk of
the court (or any person acting in his stead) in the presence of the said officer,
or if the witness is to give his evidence through an interpreter, by the said officer
through the interpreter or by the interpreter in the said officer's presence.

From this section it is clear that the person who is identified by the magistrate is
not defined, merely the circumstances under which he or she may administer the
oath. The person who is identified by the presiding officer to administer the oath
must act as the mouth piece of the court, but it is not necessary for said person
to be an officer of the court. 943 S v Bothma 944 finds that the oath may not be
administered by the prosecutor in a case for fear of confusing the swearer which
may result in an irregularity.
On 22 July 1977 the new Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 came into operation
and therein requires oath-swearing for a multitude of reasons, which include:
assessors who are to assist the court;945 witnesses who are to provide information
to the court must do so under oath; 946 and that the oath may be administered
through an interpreter or intermediary.947 The section dealing with the form of the
oath as it pertains to criminal matters, as mentioned before, is provided for by
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942
943
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Section 112 Magistrates' Courts Act 32 of 1944.
R v Shongwe 1966 1 SA 390 (SRA) 392.
S v Bothma 1971 1 SA 332 (C).
Section 112 Magistrates' Courts Act 32 of 1944.
S v Bothma 1971 1 SA 332 (C).
S v Bothma 1971 1 SA 332 (C).
Section 145(3) Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977.
Section 162(1) Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977.
Section 165Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977.
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section 162. 948 This section comprises of two subsections, the first of which
provides the phrasing and terms of the oath which must be sworn:949
I swear that the evidence I shall give, shall be the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth, so help me God.

From this phrasing it is clear that the utterance is in fact an oath and that the
swearer cannot avail himself or herself on the third element identified by Hunt,950
described above,951 which provides that the swearer should be aware of the fact
that he or she is swearing an oath, as well as the relevant and applicable
consequences.952 The following aspect which is notable is that the prescribed form
of the oath requires the swearer to swear that he or she will not only provide
truthful evidence, but that there is a positive obligation on the swearer to provide
a relation of the whole truth, which could include providing relevant information
not expressly requested.953
In the case of the abovementioned oath, which provides for the telling of the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, can be influenced by the
principle of a negative control of a person and the purpose of an oath could more
effectively be reached if space could be created in the normal process of law
where the swearer or witness is given the opportunity to properly express himself
or herself and relate to the court any other information with bearing on the case
at hand.954 The aim of the "… [the] whole truth and nothing but the truth…" part
of the oath, it can be seen as an attempt to remedy the possible inherent failures
of an oath. If no such opportunity is given, the oath might be undermined and it
is a mere negative truth. In the case of assertory oath where the swearer swears
to act in a specific manner in the future, the swearer should be given the
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Section 162 Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977.
Bearing in mind that the subsequent section deals with instances where the proposed
swearer elects to make an affirmation en lieu of an oath.
Hunt South African Criminal Law and Procedure 113.
See 5.3.1 above.
See 2.2 and 2.4 above.
See 2.2 and 2.2.1.
Wickham "Foucault and Law" 218-219. See Chapter 2 above.
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opportunity to state what he or she will not do and the mere recitation of a few
lines prescribed by law is not sufficient to express the real purpose of the oath.955
The final part of the oath is an invocation of the Divine by praying for assistance
from God to aid the swearer in meeting the terms of the oath, and possibly,
though it is not stated, invoke the wrath of God if the swearer fails to adhere to
the terms of the oath.956
A further method of ensuring that the truth plays a significant role in the
testimony of a swearer, the legislator allows for the swearer to raise his or her
hand in an attempt to amplify the effect of the oath.957 The practice of raising a
hand, the index and middlefinger of the right hand, the touching of sacred objects
and other related actions, are found in the legal history of South Africa, and this
concession shows that the practice of oath-swearing aims to ensure that the
swearers of oaths are equipped with the necessary religious and ceremonial tools
in order to provide honest and truthful evidence in courts. The ancillary actions
are, however, not required or prescribed by the Criminal Procedure Act.958
Section 164(1)959 makes provision for perjury under the aforementioned Act and
states that if a person cannot, for some reason accepted by the court, understand
the implications related to the swearing of an oath (or affirmation), he or she can
provide evidence in the absence of the oath, provided that he or she shall tell the
truth. This is the mirror of the 1830 matter referred to above.960 The motivation
being that the oath is a difficult concept to explain to, for example, a child. The
subsequent subsection961 provides for instances of violation of the aforementioned
instruction to provide truthful testimony and provides that such a person can be
prosecuted for perjury according to the common law, or in terms of the statute
which required the swearing.
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See Bellengère et al The Law of Evidence 10-15 in general.
See 5.2 above for further exposition and exploration on this theme.
Section 162(2) Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977.
Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977.
Section 164(1) Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977.
See 5.3.1 above.
Section 164(2) Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977.
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Section 165962 provides for instances where the oath is administered in an unusual
way, as was indicated in R v Shongwe. 963 This section deals, more particularly,
with instances where the presiding officer administers the oath to the person who
intends on using an interpreter or intermediary to give testimony. The section
describes this situation as the oath being administered by the presiding officer,
through the interpreter or intermediary, to this person; the interpreter or
intermediary acting as a conduit for the oath.
One other relevant, and for this purpose final, aspect of the Criminal Procedure

Act964 which needs to be investigated is the 30 May 1961 rule. This is the principle
that functions as a catch all in terms of possible loopholes that may be present in
the South African legislation pertaining to evidence. This rule basically states that
if there is an evidentiary matter which is the subject of contention, the state of
the law as "… on the thirtieth day of May 1961, shall apply in any case not
expressly provided for by this Act or any other law." 965 This was not the first
instance of such an insertion. Bellengère 966 states that this rule was commonly
used in pre-Union South Africa, as well as in legislation during the Union,
specifically the Criminal Procedure Act 56 of 1955 967 and the later Criminal

Procedure Act 51 of 1977. The influence of the English law cannot be
underestimated as said influence persists to the current practices related to the
law of evidence in civil as well as in criminal matters. 968 A consequence of this
rule, as it relates to the practice of oath-swearing in South Africa, is that,
according to Nel,969 the English adopted the practice of swearing oaths according
to the manner which is prescribed by the religion of the swearer. This rule
seemed to have been in practice in England during the years leading up to the 30
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Section 165 Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977.
R v Shongwe 1966 1 SA 390 (SRA) 392. See above.
Criminal procedure Act 51 of 1977.
See ss 190, 201, 202, 203, 206, 227, 230, 252 Criminal procedure Act 51 of 1977; as well as
Bellengère et al The Law of Evidence 6-8.
Bellengère et al The Law of Evidence 6-8.
See 5.3.1 above.
Bellengère et al The Law of Evidence 6-8.
Nel Eedaflegging by Getuienislewering in die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg 113-114, 193-199.
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May 1961 rule, but was only formally incorporated into the English law at a later
stage and is therefore not part of the South African law at this stage in time.970

6.2.2 Promissory oaths (1961-1996)
As a by-product of the independence received in 1961, in terms of the

Constitution of South Africa 32 of 1961, 971 new oaths needed to be sworn to
ensure a seamless exchange of power. A discussion follows on the most notable
of oaths sworn during the pre-constitutional Republic of South Africa. The first is
the oath of office of the State President of South Africa. Secondly, the new oath
that the State President was required to swear in terms of the 1983
Constitution. 972 The discussion is brought to a close with the oath of the State
President according to the interim Constitution of 1993.973
Section 12 of the 1961 Constitution974 prescribes the oath required by the State
President of the Republic of South Africa. It states that the oath is the be sworn
before the President can assume his duties as president and the oath is to be
administered by the Chief Justice of South Africa or a judge of the Supreme Court
and is as follows:975
In the presence of the Almighty God and in full realization (sic) of the high
calling I assume as State President/Acting State President in the service of my
people, I A.B., do swear to be faithful to the Republic of South Africa and do
solemnly and sincerely promise at all times to promote that which will advance
it, to oppose all that may harm it and to dedicate myself to the welfare of its
inhabitants, to obey observe, uphold and maintain the Constitution (sic) and all
other Law of the Republic, to discharge my duties with all my strength and
talents to the best of my knowledge and ability and true to the dictates of my
conscience, to do justice unto all and to devote myself to the well-being of my
people.
May the Almighty by His Grace guide and sustain me in keeping this oath with
honour and dignity.
970
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Nel Eedaflegging by Getuienislewering in die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg 199-205.

Act to Constitute the Republic of South Africa and to provide for matters incidental thereto 32
of 1961.

Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 110 of 1983
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 200 of 1993.
Section 12 Act to Constitute the Republic of South Africa and to provide for matters incidental
thereto 32 of 1961.
Section 12 Act to Constitute the Republic of South Africa and to provide for matters incidental
thereto 32 of 1961.
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So help me God.

The 1983 Constitution976 prescribes the same oath as the 1961 oath, above, but
with a subsection977 which states that the oath needs to be administered to the
State President, after which he has to sign the document confirming his oath and
receive the presidential seal of office.
The manner in which this oath 978 is framed is indicative of the fact that South
Africa, in 1961, was a new Republic, with new found sovereignty and the power
that accompanies it. The State President needs to communicate in clear terms to
his constituents that his appointment to the presidential seat is divinely
sanctioned, failing to do so could result in a situation where there is a power
vacuum which could have severe consequences. It is worth mentioning that there
is no option of an affirmation en lieu of an oath and this was the only way in
which a State President could assume the office of the president. It is not clear if
this was an oversight, a deliberate move to bar non-Christians from becoming
presidents, or if they did not foresee the possibility of a non-Christian becoming
president of South Africa.979
Bearing this in mind, the oath bears strong parallels with the coronation oaths of
antiquity where the king or queen reigns by divine right, and as such, a challenge
to their sovereignty would be to challenge God. The oath then bears resemblance
to an oath of allegiance and the fealty oath,980 in that the State President sets out
his functions and his dedication to these, in service to the people. The oath
explicitly states that the State President is to see to the welfare of the
"inhabitants" of South Africa. Though it does not specify whether it includes all
the inhabitants, because the racial discrimination contained in the legislation
during this period is indicative of the possibility that the State President could
have been in violation of the terms of the oath of office in that the Apartheid
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Section 11 Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 110 of 1983.
Section 11(2) Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 110 of 1983.
Both the 1961 and 1983 oaths.
From the context provided it is most probably the latter.
See 1.2. 1.3, 1.4, 2.1, 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 4.2, 4.3, 5.2.2 and 5.3.2 above.
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legislation, which he had to sign into law, was not in the interest of all the
inhabitants of South Africa.
By signing the document, the State President communicates that he will be a
benevolent and dedicated ruler of the people. The oath is brought to a close with
a final appeal to God for assistance in adhering to the terms of the oath. 981 By this
time, the courts have already found that the breaking of a promissory oath does
not constitute perjury and as such the only guard against the breaking of this
oath is God.982
The constitutional change983 envisioned by the 1993 Constitution was the product
of negotiation and compromise.984 It was intended as a transitional document that
would serve until a final constitution could be drafted.985 Section 78 of the 1993
Constitution 986 states that the President must make and subscribe an oath or
solemn affirmation before he or she could act as president. The oath or
affirmation is as follows:987
In the presence of those assembled here and in full realisation of the high calling
I assume as President/Acting President in the service of the Republic of South
Africa I, A.B., do hereby swear/solemnly affirm to be faithful to the Republic of
South Africa, and do solemnly and sincerely promise at all times to promote that
which will advance and to oppose all that may harm the Republic; to obey,
observe, uphold and maintain the Constitution and all other Law of the Republic;
to discharge my duties with all my strength and talents to the best of my
knowledge and ability and true to the dictates of my conscience; to do justice to
all; and to devote myself to the well-being of the Republic and all its people.
(In the case of an oath: So help me God.)

The oath follows a similar pattern to that of the preceding oaths, but with glaring
differences. The first difference that is notable is the fact that the President has
the option of not swearing an oath and in the place of the oath to rather make a
solemn affirmation. This affirmation has the same terms and the same effect of
981
982
983
984
985
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See 1.1, 1.5 and 2.4 above.
See 5.2 and 5.3 above for an exposition of this position.
See below.
Hosten et al Introduction to South African Law and Legal Theory 973-974.
This process was completed in 1996 an the product is the Constitution of the Republic of
South Africa, 1996. Hosten et al Introduction to South African Law and Legal Theory 973-974.
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 200 of 1993.
Schedule 3 Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 200 of 1993.
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the oath, but does not have the religious implication. This makes the office of the
President accessible to persons who are not Christians. The religious overtones
present in the 1961 and 1983 presidential oaths are absent in the 1993 oath.
There are only two instances which differentiate the oath from the affirmation:
the word "swear" and the option provided in parentheses to close the oath with
the words "So help me God." This still provides the swearer with the option to
have his or her secular civil function be sanctioned by God.
The changes in respect of the oath from the 1983 oath to the 1993 oath are
remarkable. These changes are echoed in the 1996 Constitution.

6.3 Oath-swearing and the Constitutional era
Though this section formally commences with the implementation of the
Constitution, it is important to give a brief overview of the events that caused the
democratic, constitutional dispensation of South Africa. The African National
Congress initiated the movement towards democracy in 1912, but for this
purpose, 2 February 1990 is used as the landmark for this shift.988 This political
move by the then-President, FW de Klerk, caused a series of events to occur in
the next six years.

989

Various commissions were established and various

negotiations were held in order to ensure a peaceful transition into the new
democratic dispensation.990 This section will commence with a cursory discussion
of the Constitutional values, after which the current position regarding assertory
oaths and promissory oaths will be discussed. The relevant sections of the
Constitution will be examined and applied to the current oath-swearing practices
in South Africa. An investigation into the religious based legal systems within
South Africa and the legal pluralistic nature it assumed as a result of the
enactment of the Constitution brings this chapter to a close.
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Hosten et al Introduction to South African Law and Legal Theory 973-974.
Ex Parte Chairperson of the Constitutional Assembly: In re Certification of the Amended Text
of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 1997 2 SA 97 (CC).
Hosten et al Introduction to South African Law and Legal Theory 973-974; Ex Parte
Chairperson of the Constitutional Assembly: In re Certification of the Amended Text of the
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 1997 2 SA 97 (CC).
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Racial discrimination, as a founding principle of government and law, was the first
to be removed from the law books991 and this was replaced with a list of values in
which the new law should be formed and to which all subsequent jurisprudential
considerations should adhere.992 The interim and final constitutions are examples
of the development of law to convene to the norms and standards of a
community and these contribute to justice, as it affects all other laws, standards,
norms and stipulations, no matter how far removed. It is in the interpretation of
these rules that the development lays. The legal rule, which is the subject of this
study, is not directly related to matters of a political or human rights nature, but
the interpretation of these can have a transformative effect.
The interim Constitution of 1993 993 came into operation on 27 April 1994 994 and
brought about a whole host of changes. The most noteworthy of these is the Bill
of Rights. The 1996 Constitution was signed into law on 10 December 1996 and
came into operation on 4 February 1997.

995

This significant change and

transformative action necessitates a re-evaluation of the factors surrounding oathswearing generally, as well as the more specific aspects relating to assertory
oaths and promissory oaths. The Constitution created the legal environment and
framework for the development of oath-swearing in a constitutional context with
the protections and freedoms contained therein. These protections and freedoms
are located in Chapter 2 of the Constitution.996 Section 39997 provides that when an
aspect of the Bill of Rights requires an interpretation, "a court, tribunal or forum
must promote the values that underlie an open and democratic society based on
human dignity, equality and freedom…" 998 This stipulation is quite relevant,
because the interpretation of the most important rights of the people lies with the
people. The values contained within the text and the values held by the society in
991
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See for example Abolition of Racially Based Land Measures Act 108 of 1991; Population
Registration Act Repeal Act 114 of 1991; Immorality Amendment Act 2 of 1988; Immorality
and Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Amendment Act 72 of 1985.
Hosten et al Introduction to South African Law and Legal Theory 973.
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 200 of 1993.
Currie and de Waal The Bill of Rights Handbook 2.
Currie and de Waal The Bill of Rights Handbook 7.
Chapter 2 of the Constitution.
Section 39 of the Constitution.
Section 39(1)(a) of the Constitution.
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the spirit of ubuntu.999 Kroeze1000 states that the courts have not spent too much
time defining the values or the content thereof. It is clear that though the values
are nor measured and weighed, they contribute to the specific sections of the Bill
of Rights to promote the spirit of the Constitution.1001
The practice of oath-swearing in South Africa has remained largely unchanged by
the Constitution as the same legislation which governed the swearing of assertory
oaths during the pre-Constitutional Republic, is still in force and in use. 1002 The
position of the promissory oaths also remains largely unchanged and is, to a
greater extent, governed by Schedule 2 of the Constitution. 1003 These oaths are
sworn by the president (or anyone acting in his stead), the deputy president,
ministers and deputy ministers, members of parliament, and provincial
legislatures, members of the executive councils and judicial officers.1004
The investigation of the development of oath-swearing and the influences of the
internal and the external legal history during the Constitutional era requires an
examination of the particular sections of the Constitution which influence the
practice of oath-swearing. These sections are sections 9, 15, 30, 31 and 36.1005

6.3.1 Equality (Section 9)
Section 91006 guarantees the fundamental right of equality. This section is relevant
in the context of oath-swearing because oath-swearing is a practice which is
999
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Kroeze 2001 Stellenbosch Law Review 267-269. The author distinguishes between inside the
text and outside the text as the possible places where the values are located, but such
separation is not necessary for this study.
Kroeze 2001Stellenbosch Law Review 273.
Devenish 2009 A Commentary on the South African Bill of Rights 11-12.
Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977. See in particular ss 162 and 163. Civil Proceedings
Evidence Act 25 of 1965. See in particular ss 39-41. See also Schwikkard et al Beginsels van
die Bewysreg 390-425 and 391 in particular. See also Schedule 2 of the Constitution.
Schedule 2 of the Constitution.
Schedule 2 of the Constitution.
Sections 9, 15, 16, 30, 31 and 36 of the Constitution.
Section 9 of the Constitution. "9 Equality (1) Everyone is equal before the law and has the
right to equal protection and benefit of the law. (2) Equality includes the full and equal
enjoyment of all rights and freedoms. To promote the achievement of equality, legislative and
other measures designed to protect or advance persons, or categories of persons,
disadvantaged by unfair discrimination may be taken. (3) The state may not unfairly
discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone on one or more grounds, including race,
gender, sex, pregnancy, marital status, ethnic or social origin, colour, sexual orientation, age,
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regulated and prescribed by the law. 1007 The prescriptions are, however, very
narrow and are limited to either the Christian oath or no oath at all. The sections
in the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 1008 and the sections in the Civil

Proceedings Evidence Act 25 of 1965,

1009

as well as Schedule 2 of the

Constitution1010 actively exclude other religions and religious communities. Section
9(1)1011 states the following: "[e]veryone is equal before the law and has the right
to equal protection and benefit of the law." Devenish 1012 states that equality,
though problematic, is a symbolically significant provision. Equality can be
problematic because of the social aspect thereof and this gives rise to a formal
interpretation of the concept of equality. 1013 Currie and De Waal 1014 defines this
formal idea of equality as a system where people who are situated similarly
should be treated similarly, bearing relativism in mind. The inverse then follows
where people who are not situated similarly, should not be treated similarly. In
the context of oath-swearing, the main point of contention is the aspect of
religion1015 and bearing the formal idea of equality in mind, the fact that the two
aforementioned acts

1016

disregards all other religions, save for Christianity,

suggests that not all religions, and by extension, religious communities, are
situated similarly. This seems to be contrary to the aforementioned section of the
Constitution.1017
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disability, religion, conscience, belief, culture, language and birth. (4) No person may unfairly
discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone on one or more grounds in terms of
subsection (3). National legislation must be enacted to prevent or prohibit unfair
discrimination. (5) Discrimination on one or more of the grounds listed in subsection (3) is
unfair unless it is established that the discrimination is fair."
Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977. See in particular ss 162 and 163. Civil Proceedings
Evidence Act 25 of 1965. See in particular ss 39-41. See also Schwikkard et al Beginsels van
die Bewysreg 390-425 and 391 in particular. See also Schedule 2 of the Constitution.
Sections 162 and 163.
Sections 39-41.
Schedule 2 of the Constitution.
Section 9(1) of the Constitution.
Devenish 2009 A Commentary on the South African Bill of Rights 37.
Currie and de Waal The Bill of Rights Handbook 230.
Currie and de Waal The Bill of Rights Handbook 230.
See below for an investigation of the religious aspect of oath-swearing and the constitution.
Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977. See in particular ss 162 and 163. Civil Proceedings
Evidence Act 25 of 1965. See in particular ss 39-41.
Section 9(1) of the Constitution.
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Currie and De Waal 1018 state that the specific purpose of section 9(1) 1019 is to
prevent arbitrary differentiation between groups of people. Differentiation in
general does not constitute a contravention of the equality provision, but
differentiation based on illegitimate grounds 1020 constitutes discrimination. 1021
These illegitimate grounds include religion, conscience, belief, culture and
language, among others. 1022 Motala and Ramaphosa 1023 state that one approach
that can be followed in this and similar situations, is that all legal distinctions can
be seen as discrimination. Therefore, if the law creates a distinction, or
categorisation, which does not adhere to the stipulations in the limitation
clause1024 it should be treated as discrimination.1025
A very important aspect concerning discrimination and differentiation is whether
the discrimination is fair or unfair. The equality clause prohibits discrimination
which is considered to be unfair and not discrimination generally. 1026 Fairness is
used to distinguish between legitimate and illegitimate discrimination. 1027 There
does not seem to be a well-motivated reason for the distinction between
Christianity and other religions in terms of the sections in the Criminal Procedure

Act 51 of 1977, 1028 the sections in the Civil Proceedings Evidence Act 25 of
1965 1029 and Schedule 2 of the Constitution. 1030 One reason which can be put
forward to explain the status quo is persistence of the pre-Constitutional position
where Christianity, more particularly, protestant (Dutch-Reformed Church),
enjoyed preferential treatment. 1031 Bearing the preliminary discussion on the
relationship between distinction and discrimination in mind, Motala and
1018
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Currie and de Waal The Bill of Rights Handbook 243.
Section 9(1) of the Constitution.
The listed ground in s 9(3) are considered to be illegitimate.
Currie and de Waal The Bill of Rights Handbook 243-244. Refer to the Harksen v Lane NO
and Others 1998 1 SA 300 (CC) test. See in particular paras 54, 41 and 43-49.
Section 9(3) of the Constitution.
Motala and Ramaphosa Constitutional Law 254.
See below. S 36 of the Constitution.
Motala and Ramaphosa Constitutional Law 254.
Currie and de Waal The Bill of Rights Handbook 244.
Currie and de Waal The Bill of Rights Handbook 244.
Sections 162 and 163.
Sections 39-41.
Schedule 2 of the Constitution.
Devenish 2009 A Commentary on the South African Bill of Rights 161-163.
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Ramaphosa 1032 state that the Constitutional Court prefers that instances where
equality is brought to the fore be dealt with on a case-by-case basis. This is done
by ascertaining whether human dignity1033 is affected, because the mere fact that
the law treats different people dissimilarly is not reason enough to constitute
discrimination; such legislation would only be discriminatory if the human dignity
of the person is impaired.1034 The reason why dignity is used to determine fairness
is that people "are inherently equal in dignity."1035 In order to ensure that unfair
discrimination does not occur, section 9(4)1036 requires legislation to be enacted to
prevent unfair discrimination. This section places an obligation on the state to
ensure that there is sufficient legislation to give effect to this right. The final
subsection of the equality clause, subsection 9(5), states, "discrimination on one
or more or the grounds listed in subsection (3) is unfair unless it is established
that the discrimination is fair." As mentioned above, the fairness aspect will be
settled on case-by-case basis with reference to the human dignity of the person,
persons, or communities affected. The religious aspect of oath-swearing contains
within it the possibility for discrimination due to the close relationship between the
oath and religion. The fairness of the differentiation contained within current
legislation must be evaluated in the context of other provisions in the Bill of
Rights1037 which are discussed below, and the Constitutional values.

6.3.2 Freedom of religion, belief, and opinion (Section 15)
The relationship between religion and law is complex due to the role religion
played in the development of law in certain jurisdictions.
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Bearing this

relationship in mind, the Constitution, in section 15, 1039 recognises the right to
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Motala and Ramaphosa Constitutional Law 258.
See Constitutional values above as well as s 10 of the Constitution.
The authors indicate differentiation as a possible counter to the abovementioned instances of
apparent discrimination. Motala and Ramaphosa Constitutional Law 258-259. See the
discussion of ss 30and 31 below for an application thereof in context.
Currie and de Waal The Bill of Rights Handbook 244.
Section 9(2) of the Constitution.
Chapter 2 of the Constitution.
Currie and de Waal The Bill of Rights Handbook 336-337; Devenish 2009 A Commentary on
the South African Bill of Rights 161. See above.
Section 15 of the Constitution. Section 15 states the following "Freedom of religion, belief and
opinion: (1) Everyone has the right to freedom of conscience, religion, thought, belief and
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freedom of religion, belief and opinion.1040 Devenish1041 makes the argument that
religion1042 is an innate human practice as religion can be traced to the start of
civilisation. Chaskalson J echoes this by stating that adherence to a religion is
important and worthy of protection. 1043 The free practice of religion was limited
when the Judeo-Christian religion emerged and brought about a regulation of
religion and freedom in that regard.1044 This includes religious persecution and the
non-acceptance of certain religious practices and its legal implications. 1045 This
aspect was borne in mind with the drafting of section 15.1046
The relationship between the state and religion has a troublesome past and a
tradition of interference by religion in matters regarding the state. 1047 Currently,
there are two approaches that can be followed; the first being, a single religion
state, and the second, a separation between religion and state. 1048 In the first
option above, the state can actively exclude people on the basis of their religion,
if that religion is contrary to the official state religion.1049 This approach presents a
whole host of potential problems with regard to the free practice of religion and
equality in a constitutional democracy. The second option above is one which
provides for the option of freedom of religion and belief without the possibility of
exclusion based on religious preference.1050 South Africa follows the second option
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opinion. (2) Religious observances may be conducted at state or state-aided institutions,
provided that- (a) those observances follow rules made by the appropriate public authorities;
(b) they are conducted on an equitable basis; and (c) attendance at them is free and
voluntary.(3) (a) This section does not prevent legislation recognising- (i) marriages
concluded under any tradition, or a system of religious, personal or family law; or (ii) systems
of personal and family law under any tradition, or adhered to by persons professing a
particular religion.(b) Recognition in terms of paragraph (a) must be consistent with this
section and the other provisions of the Constitution."
Section 15 of the Constitution; Devenish 2009 A Commentary on the South African Bill of
Rights 161.
Devenish 2009 A Commentary on the South African Bill of Rights 161-163.
Devenish uses the following definition for religion: "[a] human recognition of [a] superhuman
controlling power and especially of a personal God or gods entitled to obedience and worship,
and the effect of such recognition on conduct or mental attitude."
S v Lawrence ; S v Negal; S v Solberg 1997 2 SACR 540 (CC) 116.
Devenish 2009 A Commentary on the South African Bill of Rights 161-163.
Devenish 2009 A Commentary on the South African Bill of Rights 161-163.
Section 15 of the Constitution.
See 1.5 and Chapter 2 above.
Motala and Ramaphosa Constitutional Law 380.
Motala and Ramaphosa Constitutional Law 380.
Motala and Ramaphosa Constitutional Law 380.
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and this was confirmed in S v Lawrence; S v Negal; S v Solberg,1051 where it was
confirmed that religion should be protected and that religion should not cause
unjustified breach of the freedom to practice religion of freedom of belief and
conscience. This can easily be extended to include non-interference of religion in
the state; and that the religious practices and prohibitions cannot inequitably and
unfairly be imposed on others or coerce others to adhere to religious practices;
and finally that one religion cannot be favoured above others. 1052 South Africa,
therefore, supports cooperation between religion and the state, provided that
such cooperation does not amount to coercion.1053
Section 151054 not only ensures that religious persecution does not take place, but
also brings about an end to the abuse religion to the detriment of other. In the
pre-Constitutional era, the Dutch-Reformed Church was extremely influential and
as such, justified and promoted the race based discriminatory legislation and the
intolerance against other religions. 1055 Religious freedom was absent and this
section aims to correct that. The practice of oath-swearing is, as is mentioned
above, 1056 a religious act, or has a religious implication. The oath-swearing
practices within South Africa before this point was almost exclusively Christian. 1057
Strong ties between religion and oath-swearing and the single state religion,1058 as
was the case in the pre-Constitutional era, resulted in an exclusion of other
religions from swearing an oath according to the customs and practices prescribed
by the religion. This exclusion, which is still part of the legislation, seems to be in
conflict with this section of the Constitution as this section provides specifically for
freedom of conscience and that religious observances may be conducted at a
state institution (such as a court). The section requires that the aforementioned
religious observances must be done on an equitable basis, which, at this stage, is
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S v Lawrence; S v Negal; S v Solberg 1997 2 SACR (CC) 114-116.
Motala and Ramaphosa Constitutional Law 380-381.
Motala and Ramaphosa Constitutional Law 380.
Section 15 of the Constitution.
Devenish 2009 A Commentary on the South African Bill of Rights 161-163. S v Lawrence; S v
Negal; S v Solberg 1997 2 SACR (CC) 149.
See Chapters 1 and 2.
See above and Chapter 4.
Devenish 2009 A Commentary on the South African Bill of Rights 161-163.
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absent. A person has the choice to either swear a Christian oath,1059 or to make an
affirmation en lieu of an oath;1060 and by so doing refrain from swearing an oath at
all. The choice between no oath and a Christian oath cannot be said to be
equitable and should therefore be seen as contrary to section 15 of the
Constitution. This matter was cursorily dealt with in S v Lawrence; S v Negal; S v

Solberg 1061 by Sachs J, who commented that religious freedom and the rights
concerned therewith are protected by section 15.1062 Sachs J goes on to state that
section 15 rights are absolute and can only be limited if such limitation is
reasonable and necessary.1063 Later in the judgement1064 Sachs J sates:
…And, eighthly, persons taking official oaths are offered the choice either of
swearing the oath and adding the words 'So help me God', or else of making a
solemn affirmation without reference to God.

This is praised as the product of the "unwillingness to erect walls of separation
between church and State."1065 It seems that the solemn affirmation is seen as the
neutral option and can, therefore, not be in contravention of the Constitution. The
problem, however, is not in the aspect of coercion to participate in religious
practices, but in the denial of participation by all religions and religious
communities. The oath can be sworn with the term "So help me God", but the
wording only makes provision for the religions that address their deities by that
name1066 and actively excludes several other religions. The issue of oath-swearing
should be separated from the main issue in S v Lawrence1067 as exclusion is not
the only problem. What is also relevant is the failure to include. The problem is
not the fact that the wording of the oaths includes the Christian religion; the
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Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977. See in particular ss 162 and 163. Civil Proceedings
Evidence Act 25 of 1965. See in particular ss 39-41. See also Schwikkard et al Beginsels van
die Bewysreg 390-425 and 391 in particular.
Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977. See in particular ss 162 and 163. Civil Proceedings
Evidence Act 25 of 1965. See in particular ss 39-41. See also Schwikkard et al Beginsels van
die Bewysreg 390-425 and 391 in particular.
S v Lawrence; S v Negal; S v Solberg 1997 2 SACR (CC) 138 and 144.
The honourable justice referred to the Interim Constitution and s 14, but the mirror of s 14 is
s 15 in the 1996 Constitution
S v Lawrence; S v Negal; S v Solberg 1997 2 SACR (CC) 142. See below for an examination of
the limitation clause.
S v Lawrence; S v Negal; S v Solberg 1997 2 SACR (CC) 144.
S v Lawrence; S v Negal; S v Solberg 1997 2 SACR (CC) 143.
Christian, and perhaps Judaism and Islam.
S v Lawrence; S v Negal; S v Solberg 1997 2 SACR (CC).
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problem is that the wording only includes the Christian religion. This gives way to
indirect discrimination.1068

6.3.3 Language and culture (Section 30) and Cultural, religious and linguistic
communities (Section 31)
The relationship between religion, language and culture is unmistakeable in the
current multicultural South Africa. Section 301069 states that "[e]veryone has the
right to use the language and to participate in cultural life." Section 311070 should
be read with section 301071 as these sections are, for two reasons, quite relevant in
the current context. The first is that if everyone has the right to participate in
cultural life and a specific culture prescribes an oath to be sworn in a specific
manner, that person should be allowed to swear an oath in accordance with that
specific religious and or cultural practice. At this stage, as is mentioned above,
this is not the position in South Africa. The practice of oath-swearing in South
Africa does not provide for deviation from the strict rules in legislation. Intended
swearers can either swear (so help me God) or they can make an affirmation
devoid of religious intent, this was also the position in the pre-Constitutional
era.1072 The second references language, which can include taking an oath in the
language prescribed by the particular culture that might differ from the
stipulations in the acts. 1073 Since no provision is made for a deviation from the
prescribed method, it is clear that cultural and religious practices, other than the
echoes from Apartheid, are largely ignored by legislation. Religion and the free
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Currie and de Waal The Bill of Rights Handbook 260-263.
Section 30 of the Constitution. "30 Language and culture Everyone has the right to use the
language and to participate in the cultural life of their choice, but no one exercising these
rights may do so in a manner inconsistent with any provision of the Bill of Rights."
Section 31 of the Constitution. 31 Cultural, religious and linguistic communities (1) Persons
belonging to a cultural, religious or linguistic community may not be denied the right, with
other members of that community- (a) to enjoy their culture, practise their religion and use
their language; and (b) to form, join and maintain cultural, religious and linguistic
associations and other organs of civil society. (2) The rights in subsection (1) may not be
exercised in a manner inconsistent with any provision of the Bill of Rights."
Section 30 of the Constitution.
See 6.2.1 above.
Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977. See in particular ss 162 and 163. Civil Proceedings
Evidence Act 25 of 1965. See in particular ss 39-41. See also Schwikkard et al Beginsels van
die Bewysreg 390-425 and 391 in particular. See also Schedule 2 of the Constitution.
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practice thereof is a cornerstone in the nature of the practice of oath-swearing as
it gives the oath the force required to adhere to the terms of the oath.

6.3.4 Limitation of rights (Section 36)
As is referenced above, the current practice of oath-swearing 1074 is exclusive in
that not all religions are treated the same and that an oath can only be sworn to
God and those who do not want to swear to God must make an affirmation and
are effectively barred from swearing an oath. Sections 9, 15, 30 and 31 are all
relevant and it seems that the current practice of oath-swearing infringes upon
some aspects of these fundamental rights. 1075 The question that needs to be
answered in this regard is whether the infringement amounts to unfair
discrimination or whether the aforementioned rights are merely limited according
to the limitation clause.1076 Section 36(1)1077 states that certain "rights in the Bill of
Rights may be limited only in terms of law of general application to the extent
that the limitation is reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic society
based on human dignity, equality and freedom, taking into account all relevant
factors." In order to ascertain if the exclusion of other religions is legitimate and
fair, or not, the practice of oath-swearing will be discussed by first addressing the
general applicability of the provision and secondly, the reasonableness and
justifiability thereof.
In order to limit a right contained in the Bill of Rights validly, a law of general
application must require it.1078 The limitation must be contained in a law, which
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Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977. See in particular ss 162 and 163. Civil Proceedings
Evidence Act 25 of 1965. See in particular ss 39-41. See also Schwikkard et al Beginsels van
die Bewysreg 390-425 and 391 in particular. See also Schedule 2 of the Constitution.

See above.
Section 36 of the Constitution.
Section 36 of the Constitution. 36 Limitation of rights (1) The rights in the Bill of Rights
may be limited only in terms of law of general application to the extent that the
limitation is reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic society based on
human dignity, equality and freedom, taking into account all relevant factors, including(a) the nature of the right; (b) the importance of the purpose of the limitation; (c) the
nature and extent of the limitation; (d) the relation between the limitation and its
purpose; and (e) less restrictive means to achieve the purpose. (2) Except as provided in
subsection (1) or in any other provision of the Constitution, no law may limit any right
entrenched in the Bill of Rights.
Section 36(1) of the Constitution; Currie and de Waal The Bill of Rights Handbook 168-169.
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has the force of law and this should adhere to the rule of law principle.1079 This
would mean that the legislature has the ability to limit a right. The sections in the

Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977, 1080 the Civil Proceedings Evidence Act 25 of
1965, 1081 as well as Schedule 2 of the Constitution 1082 therefore satisfy the first
component of subsection 36(1).1083 The aspect of general applicability refers to the
requirement that the law must apply impersonally and "it must apply equally to all
and it must not be arbitrary in its application."1084 By stating that a law must apply
equally and impersonally, suggests that a law should not benefit or unduly burden
one group of people in favour of another. 1085 Currie and De Waal 1086 state that
equal application does not necessarily mean that the law should apply to
everyone; it rather indicates that it should apply to everyone in the same
measure. It can be placed in the context of oath-swearing by stating that the
oath-swearing sections1087 require everyone to choose between the Christian oath
and the affirmation. This seems to be ex facie a law of general application
because the same choice is presented to everyone equally. The issue is that it
does not regulate everyone in the same way, because Christians are presented
with the option either to swear an oath according to their religion or to make an
affirmation. Pagans, for example, are presented with the option to swear an oath
according to someone else's religion or to make an affirmation. In this instance,
the two religions and their followers are not regulated in the same way and in the
same measure.
Bearing the unequal treatment in mind, the reasonableness and justifiability
thereof must be considered in terms of section 36(1) of the Constitution. 1088 This
requires a limitation of a fundamental right to be acceptable with reference to
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Currie and de Waal The Bill of Rights Handbook 168-169.
Sections 162 and 163.
Sections 39-41.
Schedule 2 of the Constitution.
Section 36(1) of the Constitution.
Currie and de Waal The Bill of Rights Handbook 169.
Currie and de Waal The Bill of Rights Handbook 173.
Section 36(1) of the Constitution; and Currie and de Waal The Bill of Rights Handbook 170.
Sections 162 and 163 Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977; ss 39-41 Civil Proceedings Evidence
Act 25 of 1965; and schedule 2 of the Constitution.
Currie and de Waal The Bill of Rights Handbook 176.
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human dignity, equality and freedom. Currie and De Waal 1089 go further and state
that reasonability, in this sense, means that the limitation should not invade rights
any more than is necessary to achieve its purpose; that the limitation serves a
constitutionally acceptable purpose, and that the infringement of the fundamental
rights and the benefits envisioned by the law are in proportion. The purpose of
the oath-swearing sections1090 is to ensure that the truth is honoured and that the
swearers adhere to the promises made. This is very noble and in the interest of
justice, but the invasion of the rights is severe as certain religious groups are
excluded from the benefit of serving justice according to their religion, as is the
case with the Christian oath. One reason that can be presented in favour of the

status quo is that the current formula for an oath is certain, well defined and
widely used; and if all persons were allowed to swear an oath according to their
religious faith, it might cause uncertainty or chaos in the courts due to the lack of
uniformity. This argument can easily be refuted by referring to the purpose of an
oath, which is to guarantee truth and, as such, promotes justice and the right to a
fair trial.1091 The relevant oath-swearing sections can be rewritten to standardise
the practice of oath-swearing which includes all religions and not just one. The
limitation of these rights is excessive and the purpose of its envisioned benefits
(truth guaranteed by religious faith) is in fact not attained as a result of this
limitation.
The final remark in this regard is that the effect of the exclusion of all non-JudeoChristian religions from the practice of oath-swearing is that one religion is
awarded a higher status than the others. In this sense, Christianity is elevated
above other religions on an arbitrary basis and the followers of the excluded
religions are left without the option to refer to their religious faith in a courtroom
to guarantee their truthfulness. As mentioned above, religion is an innate human
practice1092 that is worthy of protection1093 and as such, is closely related to human
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Currie and de Waal The Bill of Rights Handbook 176.
Sections 162 and 163 Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977; ss 39-41 Civil Proceedings Evidence
Act 25 of 1965; and schedule 2 of the Constitution.
Sections 34 and 35 of the Constitution.
Devenish 2009 A Commentary on the South African Bill of Rights 161-163.
S v Lawrence ; S v Negal; S v Solberg 1997 2 SACR 540 (CC) 116.
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dignity. If a person is barred from swearing an oath in accordance with his or her
religion, merely because that religion is not Christianity, the effect it has on the
human dignity of a person far outweighs the motivation to limit the right to swear
an oath. This can also serve as an argument in favour of the retention of the
religions aspect of the practice of oath-swearing. From this perspective, the
current prescribed oath-swearing practices are inconsistent with the Bill of Rights.

6.4 Oath-swearing in religious based legal systems and African
customary law
Religious based legal systems are present in many jurisdictions, and South Africa
is no different. South Africa is a multicultural society, which provides for the
coexistence of a multitude of cultures and their traditions; religions and the
embedded legal systems within said religions. 1094 The complex interrelationship
between the different religious based legal systems and the secular law of South
Africa needs to be managed with great care, lest large-scale discrimination and
right infringement should occur. The religions discussed below contain within
them legal systems that are unique and provide a nuanced approach to the
practice of oath-swearing. The management strategy used is termed "legal
pluralism." This term, in the context of legal and sociological nomenclature,
denotes acceptance of the religious communities and their practice, within the
ambit of the civil law (or Constitution).1095
Legal pluralism is a part of the South African legal system and when the
development of a legal rule is investigated in the "secular" legal system, it is
important to provide for the prevalence of the same rule in the other (religious)
legal systems within the same jurisdiction, in order to achieve the desired
outcome.
Lord Edward Coke, 1096 states that the Christian God is almighty and omniscient
and that a witness is bound by his oath because God is invoked. The oath can be
1094
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Van Niekerk "Regspluralisme" 3.
Van Niekerk "Regspluralisme" 3.
As quoted by Milhizer 2009 Ohio State Law Journal 22.
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described in these terms as sacred. Coke further mistrusts the truthfulness of
non-Christians and cautions against the acceptance of oaths by followers of other
religions. This view is based not only on a fallacy, but also on the fear that God
will be angered if the oaths of non-Christians are regarded as equal to that of
Christians.1097 This position undermines the principle of legal pluralism. Religion is,
to a large extent a community centred body of behavioural rules,1098 which govern
all aspects of human existence, from ethics to dietary habits. 1099 Nyaundi 1100
states that religion plays an important role in communities in that it serves to
communicate symbols that transcend culture. Religions can be categorised
according to the specific social function they have in the community. 1101 The
largest world religions are what can be described as salvation or prophetic
religions; and these include Confucianism, Taoism, Hinduism and Buddhism, and
Judaism, Islam, Christianity and, though not a world religion, Zoroastrianism.1102
Of these religions, the only ones relevant for the purposes of the South African
legal history are Islam, Hinduism, Judaism and Christianity. 1103 The traditional
African religions are not included in this list, because this list reflects salvation
religions with a globally representative following. The traditional African religions
have a different definition of salvation. According to the traditional African
religion, it is imperative to gain the favours from spiritual beings1104 in order to be
better situated in the physical realm. 1105 It is because of this distinction that it
becomes increasingly clear that African traditional religions fulfil a different
function in the society. The functions include neighbourliness, brotherliness and
magic plays a significant role in a society.1106 The oath does play a prominent role
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Nyaundi "African traditional Religion in Pluralistic Africa: A Case of Relevance, Resilience and
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Bellah 1999 Journal of the American Academy of Religion 280-282; Nyaundi "African
traditional Religion in Pluralistic Africa: A Case of Relevance, Resilience and Pragmatism" 4.
Nyaundi "African traditional Religion in Pluralistic Africa: A Case of Relevance, Resilience and
Pragmatism" 3.
Nyaundi "African traditional Religion in Pluralistic Africa: A Case of Relevance, Resilience and
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Bellah 1999 Journal of the American Academy of Religion 280.
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See below.
Ngong 2009 Studies in World Christianity 3.
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in the Islam, Hindu and Judaic religions. It also plays an important role in the
African Customary law. A cursory discussion of the position of oath-swearing in
each of these four religions will follow.1107

6.4.1 Islam
The Islam religion is one of the great world religions and can literally be
translated to mean "submit to God."1108 The Islam religion governs all aspects of
human life, whether it is social, religious or legal. The prophet Muhammad was
born in Mecca in 570 CE and in 610 CE, at forty years of age, the Arch Angel
Gabriel (or Gibraeel in Arabic) appeared to him with a divine order to revive the
religion "of the one God." For 23 years Muhammad received the revelations of
Allah these holy and divine revelations are known as the Quran,1109 the primary
source of the Islam religion and Islam law.1110 An introductory discussion of the
Islam religion will commence this section, after which a cursory view will be
provided of the nature of the Islamic law and religion and the purpose of oathswearing.
The Quran is considered to be the word of Allah and remains unchanged since its
creation 1400 years ago.1111 According to Mir1112 an oath is a statement confirmed
by emphasis. This emphasis is created by identifying glory or excellence within
the oath-statement.1113 The statement and glorifying emphasis should be linked
so that it is understandable and clear in meaning to prove a sufficient link
1107
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Due to the limitations with respect to the word amount, the oath-swearing practices of
abovementioned religions will only be discussed with reference to the place of oath-swearing
in the religion and that oath-swearing is a religions practice. An investigation into specific
oaths and their consequences will be undertaken in further studies.
Bernhard et al "Godsdienstige Regstelsels: Algemene Grondslae" 244-252.
Bernhard et al "Godsdienstige Regstelsels: Algemene Grondslae" 247-248; Schlacht An
Introduction to Islamic Law 6-14.
Bernhard et al "Godsdienstige Regstelsels: Algemene Grondslae" 247. The practical religious
aspects of Islam are divided into various schools of thought. The five major schools of
thought are: Ja'fari, Hanafi, Maliki, Hanbali and Shafi'i. See Al Islam 2016 http://www.alislam.org. The five schools of thought are the "paths" to the Quran and the Prophet
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See Al Islam 2016 http://www.al-islam.org.
Mir 1990 Islamic Studies 5-6.
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between the swearer, the subject and the Divine.1114 The oath was very common
in pre-Islamic Arabic literature, but these varied from the Quranic oaths1115 in that
the formulas used in the swearing process differed. 1116 Mir 1117 states that the
language in which the Quran was revealed was language within the geographical
area of the Arab tribes; and since it was revealed in Arabic, certain cultural
practices were emphasised, for example the practice of oath-swearing.
The first aspect of the oath is the invocation of the Divine name 1118 of Allah to
prove fealty unto Him and to emphasise the great power and omnipotence of
Allah.1119 The next aspect is that Muslims may only swear an oath on Allah and
that an oath sworn on another deity is considered an unforgivable offence.1120 In
the Islamic religion, it is considered better to swear multiple oaths to Allah and
break these oaths, than it is to swear any number of oaths to a deity other than
Allah.1121 One method of making something unlawful is to take an oath to that
effect. Sura 5 verse 871122 reads as an urgent plea to the believers not to make
something unlawful after Allah has made it lawful. The urgency of the plea is
rooted in logic that Allah cannot be served if the believer abstains from that which
is required in order to survive.
Oath-swearing in the Islam religion is a very serious undertaking and breaking it
is akin to sin. The religious duty to be truthful under oath is motivation for the
legal system to allow for the swearing of an oath according to specific religion
because the purposes of the law will be better served if the obligation to be
truthful under oath is external to the swearer. At this stage the wording of the
oath in South African law 1123 merely identifies the deity as "God". This can be
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interpreted as the Judeo-Christian God or Allah, although it is not stated as
such.1124
This being said, it must always be borne in mind that a Muslim may only swear an
oath on Allah 1125 and even then it must be done with great care and faithful
regard.1126 The swearing of an oath can bring legal dealings to a close because
parties place their faith in Allah's righteous action, should the situation require
it.1127

6.4.2 Judaism
The Jewish religion, or Judaism, is commonly considered to be the root or source
of all the monotheistic religions of the world. 1128 This monotheistic religion,
coupled with tradition, completely governs Jewish behaviour. A cursory overview
will be provided of the nature of Judaism and the purpose of oath-swearing within
the religion. Islam and Christianity, evolving from Judaism, developed and grew to
become individual religions rather than sub-schools or denominations.

1129

Judaism's claim that is the first monotheistic religion is contested, albeit not
officially, by the Zoroastrian community in that Barr 1130 states that there might
have been contact between the Jewish communities and Zoroastrian communities
during the time period of the Old Testament. This contact might have been
superficial, but the shared geographical area might have created the possibility of
interreligious communication. It is uncertain whether the possible contact might
have influenced the instances of the practices of oath-swearing referenced by the
Jewish Tanakh (which consists of the Torah, Nevi'im and Ketuvim). Regardless of
the possible interactions between the religions, Fox 1131 states that though there
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are similarities between Judaism and Zoroastrianism, it has to be accepted that
they are different and independent of each other.
Judaism, in essence, contains principles, rules and traditions to which Jews must
adhere and according to which Jews must live.1132 It is in essence a legal system,
attached to a religion, which governs a person's actions and interactions. An oath,
according to the Jewish faith, was required to be validated by mentioning God's
name or another similar substitute. This was done to invoke God in an effort to
have perjurers divinely punished. 1133 Milhizer 1134 refers to certain actions which
accompanied the swearing of an oath in the Tanakh. 1135 The Tanakh refers to
various oaths in conjunction with various acts to ensure the swearing is done
properly. 1136 These actions included gestures like shaking hands and placing
hands on artefacts and objects as supplementary to the swearing of the oath to
God. Sacred objects can also be used during this swearing process in order to
magnify the effect of the oath.1137 One such oath is found in Devarim,1138 chapter
10 and verse 20.1139 This verse states that oaths should be taken in the name of
God, but requires the swearer to fear God, worship him and cleave to God, 1140
and should such preparation not be done, the person may not take an oath. From
this practice, it is clear that in order to swear at all, the swearer should be faithful
and obedient. Should these preconditions be met, the swearer may swear, but
only in the name of God because no additional or auxiliary deity may be added to
the oath.
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6.4.3 Hinduism
The Hindu religion is one of the oldest religions in the world and contains within it
disparate traditions and customs, which centres around communally understood
theological foundations.1141 The theology of the Hindu religion is based more in
the sphere of philosophy, rather than theology.1142 The argument that Hinduism is
a philosophy rather than theology is rooted in the nature of the relationship
between the fact that the religion requires its subjects to engage logical analysis
and reason in their study of the religious text;1143 whereas the theology focuses
on the knowledge of the deity and the ritual worshipping of the deity. 1144 The
theological aspect of oath-swearing will be used to provide a cursory overview of
the nature of Hinduism and the purpose of oath-swearing within the religion as
well as the reflexive influence shared between the religion and the oath.
Sen1145 describes the central and communal belief, shared by all Hindus, as one
where the soul is immortal. This immortal soul is subject to a life-cycle which
leads from birth to rebirth in an uninterrupted repetition. 1146 This cycle is
governed by one philosophical and theological purpose and this purpose is to
achieve all four goals of life or purusharthas.1147 These goals are: dharma, artha,

kama and moksha; and these are considered to be of utmost concern for
Hindus.1148 These four life goals are divided into two categories – spiritual and
secular.
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instrumental and the latter is intrinsic.1150 Artha and kama are secular values, the
former is instrumental and the latter is intrinsic.1151
The life goals and the life cycle along with the theological motivations for the
attainment of moksha should be read and understood in conjunction with the
concept of karma. Karma can be translated as deed and Sen 1152 describes the
whole of the process, as set out above, as being fundamentally influenced by the

karma of the person. What is done in a past life transcends into the next life and
a balance is sought where good karmas will ensure that there is more pleasure in
the current life and bad karmas will result in suffering.1153 It follows that each new
life is born with a balance sheet where the karmas of the previous life are
reflected.
The practice of oath-swearing is, in the case of the Hindu law and religion, an
important element in fairness and the administration of justice. Oath-swearing in
India by the Hindus might seem quite strange in comparison to other traditions.
One such tradition of oath-swearing in India is that a party undertaking an oath is
to deliver testimony or swear with the tail of a cow in his or her hand.1154 The cow
is brought into court for the purposes of swearing as it is considered to be sacred,
not a deity, but a holy animal, the killing of which is considered to be
abhorrent. 1155 The swearing of an oath on the tail of a sacred, revered and
venerated animal might prove to be the motivation required to not give way to
untruths and perjury, lest it influence the swearer's karma and cause suffering in
the next life and further delay salvation by means of attaining moksha.1156 It may
prove too onerous and impractical to use a cow for oath-swearing purposes in
modern South African courts.
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The practice of oath-swearing outside of India is somewhat unclear as each
jurisdiction has rules regarding such practices. Seshagiri Rao

1157

indicates,

however, that truthfulness is a Hindu religious obligation and the Hindu religion
provides for punishment of people who "act in evil ways."1158 It follows that no
matter the external influences or the geography, witnesses and other swearers
are bound to this obligation. If afforded the opportunity to undertake such an act
in accordance with their religious affiliations, Hindus are bound the truth. England
allows Hindus to swear to Gita

1159

and America has also allowed a

Congresswoman, Tulsi Gabbard, to swear the oath of office with a hand on the

Bhagavad Gita.1160 These events can be interpreted as harbingers of change 1161
regarding oath-swearing practices in secular governments and legal systems.
There seems to be much that Western legal systems can learn from Hindu law.

6.4.4 African Customary law
Myers1162 defines culture as, "the total way of a people's life." This definition is
somewhat lacking for the purposes of this study, but the definition can be
extended to refer to include the different aspects of the life of a people in order to
find application for the individual parts. The first aspect to be the subject of
investigation is the worldview of a people.1163 This worldview is the basis of the
culture's practices and the regulation of the relationships between the members
of the society.1164 The practices of a cultural community are subject to change,
evolution, or destruction, but the underlying worldview remains the same.1165 The
metamorphosis of these practices and the community development tend to occur
concurrently1166 which, in turn, was either brought about by religion or influences
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a reinterpretation of religion.

1167

An introductory discussion of the African

Customary religion will commence this section, after which a cursory view will be
provided of the nature of the Customary law and religion and the purpose of
oath-swearing.
Religion, though universal, 1168 is extremely arduous to define, but a definition
proposed by Durkheim states that religion is "a unified system of beliefs and
practices relative to sacred things."1169 This description provides enough space to
accommodate the various and disparate applications of a legal rule governed by a
religious system. What is important in this matter is to distinguish the actual
nature of the African traditional religions and the perception of said religions by
certain observers.1170 The contemporary nature of the African traditional religions
is based on the premise that the universe is a vast and interconnected network
consisting of units (or beings) which is imbued by a vital force, stretching out into
all directions at once.1171
This universe, or cosmos, can be described as being the place where the physical
and spiritual meet. 1172 They believe that the units are jointly dependent on the
vital force and because of this inter-dependence they are able to influence the
other units positively or negatively and strengthen or harm each other. 1173 The
relationship between humans and the supernatural is also extremely important in
the African customary religions as the spiritual and the physical can interact.1174
The hierarchy of existence within African religions divides all beings into two
groups: visible and invisible beings. 1175 The invisible beings are beings like the
1167
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Supreme Being who can be likened to a god, is in control of the vital force
connecting the universe; ancestors and other spiritual beings. 1176 Humans can
intermingle with the ancestors or with the Supreme Being, whatever the
manifestation is, and require favours from them in order to improve the life of the
human, or to maintain a cosmic balance in all things.1177 Ancestors are commonly
called upon to fulfil this function. This can easily be reapplied to the practice of
oath-swearing as the role of the ancestors are integral to the religious life and
practices of the African customary tradition.
In addition to the cosmic world-view of the African traditional religions, the
communal nature of the religious communities caused there to be diverse culture
and traditions, but these are governed by living customary law. 1178 Customary
law, the law applicable to the religious and cultural communities of the African
traditional religions, can be divided into two categories. The first is the official
customary law, and second, the living customary law. 1179 Official customary law
would be the state of the custom at the time of recordation. The living customary
law is the reflection of the state of the custom in a real-time context, where
courts and tribunals can use the current custom as authoritative, rather than
precedent or a custom which has long since been in disuse.1180
The practices relating to the swearing of oaths as it pertains to the African
customary law are diverse and differ from one jurisdiction to another. The
underlying motivations, however, remain the same. Oath-swearing was used for a
myriad of reasons, either by itself or in conjunction with other forms of proof or
promise. The oaths traditionally sworn here were potentially not influenced by
Western practices.1181 These are cursorily discussed below to gain a perspective
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on the practical application of oaths in terms of the religious and philosophical
world-views described above.
The population in West Africa did, initially, not swear oaths in support of
testimony provided by witnesses during trial proceedings.1182 It is further unclear
as to whether there was any dishonour in perjury as the community based nature
of the social and legal system could, to a certain extent, understand the
motivations for perjury. 1183 The swearer could possibly have just intended to
protect his or her neighbour, friend or family member, as is expected by the
principle of ubuntu. This relaxed approach to perjury is also reflected in the
sentences imposed for perjury, which include a warning not to do it again, a fine
and, the most severe, flogging.1184 The parties involved in litigation did, however,
swear an oath; this oath was a form of self-curse where the swearer declares that
if he or she should lie, a curse should befall him or her. One such example is that
two parties to a dispute take a small animal (for example a fowl), hold it by its
legs and cuts it in two with a knife. This was used to symbolise the fate of any
who would swear falsely, if one should make a false oath it is considered perjury
and punishable.1185

6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the aim was threefold; firstly, to investigate the development of
oath-swearing in South Africa from 1961 to 1996, from independence until the
Constitutional era. 1186 The second aim was to explore the development of the
practice of oath-swearing in the Constitutional era and to study oath-swearing in
the context of the Bill of Rights.1187 Thirdly, a cursory examination was undertaken
of the practices of oath-swearing in Islam, Judaism, Hinduism and the African
Customary law and religious traditions.1188
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The first part of the chapter commenced with a short introduction and
background of the post-Union Republic of South Africa.1189 The most noteworthy
legal and political consequences of the Republic of South Africa are the increase
of race-based legislation and the discriminatory nature of the legal system.1190 The
two forms of oath-swearing, assertory and promissory oaths, are found to have
undergone certain developments during this time; both of which were discussed
above. The breaking of assertory oaths during this period constituted the crime of
perjury, and this crime was divided into two categories – common law perjury and
statutory perjury.1191 The main difference being that common law perjury was the
breaking of an assertory oath prescribed to be taken during the course of civil and
criminal cases.1192 The statutory crime of perjury was the breaking of an assertory
oath prescribed by legislation which also prescribed the consequences of such
breaking. 1193 Instances of both of these are described above with reference to
case law, legislation and the writings of scholars in the field.
The practice of swearing promissory oaths during the period of 1961-1996
followed.1194 Promissory oaths are commonly sworn by heads of state and other
state functionaries as a way to ensure that they fulfil their functions properly and
in the prescribed manner.1195 These oaths were examined above with a focus on
the legislation that required such oath to be sworn. South Africa's independence
was marked by legislation to formalise this event and the 1961 Constitution 1196
provided certain oaths to be sworn by the president and other functionaries, and
the State President oath was described above in this context. 1197 The 1983
Constitution1198 had a similar provision and was also discussed above. This section
of the chapter was brought to a close with an examination of the oath of office of
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the president in the 1993 Interim Constitution. 1199 This act was a harbinger of
change for South Africa as it was the first step to democratic South Africa based
on the values of equality, freedom and human dignity. 1200 The oath-swearing
practices and prescriptions with regard to assertory oaths and promissory oaths
did not undergo significant changes from the position during the Republic until
the current period.1201
The second section of this chapter commenced with a background to the 19931202
and 19961203 Constitutions with a focus on the movement towards a democratic,
constitutional dispensation of South Africa. The constitutional values and role in
the interpretation of the Constitution were discussed and it was found that the
significant changes and transformative effect of the Constitution necessitates a
revision of the current oath-swearing practices. 1204 Section 9 of the Constitution
was used to see if the current prescribed oaths adhere to the equality clause and
it was found that the differentiation in the acts that currently regulate oathswearing is arbitrary and constitutes unfair indirect discrimination on the basis of
religion. 1205
Section 15, which guarantees freedom of religion, belief, and opinion, and
sections 30 and 31, concerning religion and culture, were used to examine and
evaluate the current oath-swearing practice in South African law; the close
relationship between oath-swearing and religion necessitates such a reevaluation. 1206 The active exclusion of all other religions, save for Christianity,
causes inequitable differentiation and exclusion of religions and religious
communities from the practice of oath-swearing. 1207 This failure to include
undermines the cooperative relationship between religion and law in South Africa.
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The limitation clause, section 36 of the Constitution, was examined to see if the
aforementioned exclusion of certain religions and cultural groups from the
practice of oath-swearing is a justifiable limitation of these fundamental rights.1208
The aspect of general applicability was the first to be investigated and the
impersonal and equal application of the law was found to be lacking.1209 Everyone
is presented with the option of either swearing a Christian oath or making an
affirmation. This was found be an ex facie general application, but upon closer
examination, the choice of oath or affirmation was placed into context.1210 The law
does not regulate everyone in the same way, because one arbitrarily selected
group of people are presented with the option either to swear an oath according
to their religion, or to make a secular affirmation. The rest of the South African
community is presented with the option either to swear an oath according to a
religion with which they are not affiliated or to make a secular affirmation.1211 The
choices presented are not equal due to the unequal results of the choice.
The final aspect to be investigated under this section is whether the invasion of
the aforementioned religious and cultural rights constitutes an unreasonable
invasion. This is found to be the case seeing as the purpose of the practice of
oath-swearing is to employ religion to see that a legal prescription is adhered to.
The invasion of that freedom for some religious and cultural communities is
disproportionate to the expected results.1212 The unfair indirect discrimination can
be easily remedied by presenting intended swearers with a choice to either swear
an oath according to their religions or to make a secular affirmation. This change
would promote fairness and equality and may even promote the administration of
justice.
The final section of this chapter cursorily investigated the oath-swearing practices
of specific religions, Islam,1213 Judaism,1214 Hinduism,1215 and African Customary law
1208
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and religious traditions.1216 Oath-swearing remains relevant for the Islam religion
because the religious obligations stated in the Quran are not subject to change
and must be applied stringently in all religious dealings. It must further be borne
in mind that the Quran also functions as a law book, as well as a religious text in
most Middle Eastern countries. The legal pluralistic nature of the South African
legal system provides for recognition of the religious duties and obligations
provided by the Quran, provided these do not infringe upon the rights contained
in the Bill of Rights. 1217 For purposes of oath-swearing as a religious duty, it
seems that the Islam religion aids the promotion of justice where its followers and
the law are concerned by making perjury such a grave religious trespass. Whether
such an oath will be followed, will have to be negotiated and discussed with the
Muslim Judicial Council.1218
When taking into account the motivations for swearing an oath within the Jewish
tradition and the consequences of perjury and oath-swearing, along with the rule
of dina d'malchuta dina it can be safely inferred that should the state require the
swearing of an oath, Jews are allowed to swear such an oath. 1219 The swearing of
said oath has to be according to the religious principles of a Jewish oath. This
means that they have to validate the oath by referencing the name of God, they
are allowed to place their hands on the holy books, they are only allowed to
swear an oath in God's name and they have to be faithful and obedient.1220 All of
these aspects can be satisfied with ease in a court of law where assertory oaths
are sworn, or in cases where promissory oaths are required (an oath of office, for
example).1221
The role of karmas in the Hindu law is described above and the practice of oathswearing in the Hindu religion must be seen in the light of the karmas and the
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ultimate realisation of moksha.1222 It could be more important for an oath-swearer
to be truthful according to the Hindu religion, because of the far-reaching
consequences of perjury.1223 Perjurers might find themselves with negative karmas
which could influence the nature of their next lives to such an extent that the
realisation of moksha is pushed even further out of reach. 1224 The necessity for
truthful testimony might be both externally and ethereally motivated. Oathswearing can thus be considered as a successful form of ensuring truthfulness in
courts and commitment to obligations relating to a certain position or office.
In the section dealing with the practices of oath-swearing according to the African
customary traditions, introductory discussions on African traditional religions
initiated the investigation.1225 The interrelationship between religion and law in this
context was underscored by unique forms of oath-swearing; and the unique
philosophical and theological considerations imposed by the African traditional
religions are seen to have influenced the practices of oath-swearing.1226 The active
role of ancestors in the administration of justice was discussed with a focus on
oath-swearing as a means of calling upon these ancestors for their aid. The
unique philosophical and theological considerations imposed by the African
traditional religions were seen to have influence the practices of oath-swearing.1227
Certain instances of oath-swearing have unique approaches and the relationship
between perjury and ubuntu 1228 is noteworthy given the cultural, religious and
legal background.1229 The aforementioned influences and developmental processes
regarding the development of oath-swearing in South African law, and the
constitutional influences will be used to make conclusions and recommendations
for the position of oath-swearing in South Africa.
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Chapter 7 Conclusion and recommendations
South Africa is a diverse and multi-cultural country with a legal system based on
constitutional values and legal pluralism. 1230 The influence of religion in South
Africa is unmistakable and the principle of cooperation between religion and law is
an important part of the South African legal system.1231 One of the intersections
between law and religion is the practice of oath-swearing. Oath-swearing can be
defined as a legal action with religious implication. 1232 This intersection is not
novel, nor is it unique to the South African legal system. 1233 Oath-swearing can be
broadly divided into two categories. The first category refers to the assertory
oaths and the second to promissory oaths.1234 Swearers can either attest to the
truth of a statement regarding a past occurrence or that they promise to act in a
specific manner in the future.1235 The assertory and promissory oaths were used
throughout history for a myriad of reasons and these oath-swearing practices,
which are not products of South African law, were transplanted into South African
law through developmental processes.1236
This study aimed to investigate how the external and internal legal history
influenced the development of the practice of oath-swearing and focused on a
few eras in the South African legal history.
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Chapter 2 provided a

transdisciplinary perspective for the study of the development of the practice of
oath-swearing in South African law,1238 and was applied to study the development
of the practice of oath-swearing in the Roman law, Roman-Dutch law and the
Netherlands,1239 as these eras form some of the pillars of the South African legal
system.1240 Selected eras in the development of the practice of oath-swearing in
South Africa were followed from the settlement as it developed at the Cape until
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the current Constitutional era. The religious aspect of oath-swearing required an
investigation into the practices of oath-swearing as it pertained to the religions
and practices that prevail in a multi-cultural and legal pluralistic South Africa.
These religions and practices are Islam, Judaism, Hinduism, and African
Customary law.

7.1 Law and the oath
A distinction was drawn between law and non-law in order to ascertain the place
of the practice of oath-swearing and how it functions in different contexts. 1241
Certain definitions were used in an attempt to define law and apply that definition
to the practice of oath-swearing. 1242 A functional and pragmatic description of
law, which focuses on how it can be applied as a system which is separate from
norms and customs, was selected. 1243 It focused on both the positive and
negative functions of law as dictated by general will. The positive function of law
is law that allows a party to swear an oath, and the negative function, or the
prohibitory side of law, is the sanction that follows in the instance of oathbreaking.1244 Law and religion prescribed different sanctions, the law perjury and
religion divine punishment. However, whenever a promissory or assertory oath is
sworn, even in South African law, the swearer calls upon a Divine Authority.1245
The sanction applied to oaths in law seems to ensure that the swearing of an oath
can no longer merely be regarded as a norm or a custom, but that it became a
legal stipulation which has the force of law, regardless of the religious aspects
present in oath-swearing.
Initially, the Roman law did not have a formal division between law, religion and
other aspects of social life, at least, not as it is understood in contemporary
terms. 1246 The king was the head of religion as well as the person who was
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primarily responsible for the administration of justice.1247 This is an indication that
religion and law was intertwined in such a manner that religious prescriptions
became law, and law became religious prescriptions. 1248 This position later
developed into a system of unwritten law, which was somewhat removed from
the confines of religion and placed into a codified law, the Lex Duodecim

Tabularum.1249 The positive and negative functions of law in the context of oathswearing are present in the early developments of law in the Roman law.
This separation between law and religion, and the formal codification of the
resultant product, continued steadily until the influence of a new religion,
Christianity, prompted a renewed comingling of law and religion. 1250 Oathswearing continued to be consistently used during this period and played an
integral part in law, in both its promissory and assertory forms. 1251 The RomanDutch law is a product of the reception of the Roman law in the Netherlands,
particularly Holland, and the law retained the positive as well as the negative
function in its application.1252 Oath-swearing was important in the administration
of justice; the breaking of an oath was punished by law and the divine.
The Roman-Dutch law followed the Dutch settlers to the Cape and influenced the
understanding of law in the early history and development of South Africa.1253 The
practice of oath-swearing which accompanied the Dutch settlers was transplanted
into the four colonies. 1254 The swearing of an assertory oath as well as a
promissory oath, formed part of the law and was regarded as a serious
undertaking.1255 Perjury or breaking an oath was subject to punishment from the
government, or the tribunal, and from God. The unification of the colonies
presented the government with the option of either including or excluding oath-
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swearing in the new, amalgamated, legal system of the Union on South Africa. 1256
The Union government chose to include oath-swearing in the legal system. 1257
Promissory oaths were sworn by state officials and assertory oaths in courts;
perjury was prohibited.1258 In 1961, South Africa gained independence and was
presented with the same choice.1259 The state chose to include oath-swearing in
subsequent legislation, which indicates that oath-swearing was so well ingrained
in the law that its omission would cause a noticeable chasm in the legal
system.1260 The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 provided South
Africa with yet another opportunity to evaluate oath-swearing as part of the law,
but not only did it retain its place in legislation, promissory oaths were also added
into the Constitution.1261
Legal pluralism in South Africa, promoted by the Constitution, created an
environment where multiculturalism is a positive contribution to the legal system.
Each of the four religions and practices referred to, Islam, Hinduism, Judaism and
African customary law recognises the practice of oath-swearing, to a greater and
lesser degree. The study shows that these four religion practices do provide for
the swearing of the oath and for punishment in instances of perjury or the
breaking of an oath. In these instances, oath-swearing is a religious and legal
undertaking and has both religious and legal prescriptions and prohibitions. As
indicated above,1262 the current oath-swearing legislation does not allow for oaths
to be sworn according to religions other than Christianity, and this constitutes
unfair indirect discrimination on the basis of religion.

1263

Not only is it

discriminatory, but it also bars followers of other religions from swearing an oath
based on their own religion which subtracts from the value of oath-swearing as
the religious aspect is ignored and the purpose of oath-swearing is to some
extent, undermined.
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Oath-swearing, as a legal stipulation, is considered to be law and not merely a
norm or a custom; and therefore oath-swearing has positive and negative
functions. It aims to urge swearers to be truthful and it has the means to enforce
the breaking of that oath, be it by law or by the divine.

7.2 Language, communication and society
Language is an external influence on oath-swearing and is regarded as a method
to interpret the law into an understandable medium. This requires information to
be translated, which can in turn influence law. Language is an integral part of the
rule of law, because the law must be communicated to ordinary people in an
understandable form.1264 This aspect extends well into the culture of a society as
law, culture and society are all interdependent. Language develops as the society
develops and it is important to consider its context. A religious or legal rite used
2000 years ago can be called an oath, but it does not mean that the current
definition of an oath can be applied to that rite.1265 The oaths sworn during the
selected eras, above, were all inspected in their relevant historical contexts.
Communication, society and semiotics have significant bearing on this point of
discussion as the swearing of an oath is a physical action where a person utters
certain words in a legal setting. These words, and the manner in which they are
delivered, may have meaning to the swearer as well as the audience or society.
The act of oath-swearing was also evaluated to see if it could be described as
communication. Communication is multifaceted and can include verbal and nonverbal communication as well as interpersonal and intrapersonal communication.
The oath is always a verbal process, but there may be non-verbal actions that
accompany the verbal oath-swearing. In the pre-Justinian 1266 and Justinian
period,1267 it was common practice to have the swearer touch certain objects or
perform certain rituals. This practice is also included in the Dutch and Roman-
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Dutch law1268 where it is common practice to raise the index finger and the middle
finger to heaven or to touch certain sacred objects. The various religions1269 also
prescribe particular rituals to accompany oath-swearing, some of these are more
difficult to perform than others. These rituals also added a societal aspect to the
swearing of an oath as it was a requirement of the Roman law that oath-helpers
assisted with the swearing of an oath. 1270 All these non-verbal processes are
considered to be communication and are used to promote the purpose of oathswearing.
Law contains a collection of ritualistic or ceremonial exercises, all of which are
done for a specific legal reason. Oath-swearing is an example of one of these
ceremonial actions. The ritual is used for a specific reason and the swearer should
be aware of the implied intention when undertaking an oath. De Groot1271 states
that an oath is only binding if the swearer has the intention to swear and to give
the oath a binding effect. Semiotics, which resort under communication, are part
of societal interactions and in the analysis of the vocabulary used in oaths and the
circumstances under which oaths are sworn, it is clear that swearing an oath
requires performative utterances in order to produce the desired results. These
performative utterances are called speech acts which are required to be
understood by the hearer as it has the ability to affect the institutional state of
affairs.1272
The performative aspect of oath-swearing moderates the behaviour of swearers
and aims to achieve a desired outcome.1273 In certain instances, for example, the
Netherlands

1274

and South Africa,

1275

certain parties

1276

were barred from

swearing an oath due to the possibility that they might lack the required
understanding of the oath and the implied consequences and obligations of the
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speech act, and may then unwittingly commit perjury. In other instances, oaths
were used to facilitate political ends and the swearing of an oath had even
greater consequences. Promissory oaths were used for this purpose from the
Roman period until the South African constitutional era, in almost all of the eras.
In some cases it was used to provide a semblance of legitimacy to rules and in
other instances it was used avoid or end wars.1277 Oath-swearing seems to be a
unique social act.

7.3 Religion
Religion adds a unique aspect to law as it contains aspects of social life and
religious life.1278 This relationship between law and religion becomes more blatant
where oath-swearing is concerned. 1279 Oath-swearing is a legal principle which
employs a religious action for support. Religion is enshrined in the letter and
essence of oath-swearing.

1280

The dual function of oath-swearing requires

swearers to call upon a deity to witness the swearing, and secondly, the deity's
wrath or disfavour is invoked should the swearer fail to adhere to the terms of the
oath. Religious metaphysics (which includes community rights, religious rights,
religious continuity and obedience to the divine) compels followers of that
particular religion to adhere to the prescriptions of an oath sworn to the relevant
deity. This is the reason that can be put forth for the recommendation that the
swearer be allowed to swear an oath in the name of their own deity according to
the prescriptions of their religion.1281
The legal consequence for breaking an oath is, for example perjury. This matter is
settled by courts and the presiding officers can prescribe a punishment.1282 The
religious consequence for breaking an oath is that the deity in whose name the
oath is sworn is taxed with the responsibility to ensure that oaths are not broken
in his or her name. In the Roman period and in some of the religions discussed
1277
1278
1279
1280
1281
1282
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above, the swearers feared an immediate reaction from the deity, for example a
lightning bolt from the sky, but contemporary swearers are subject to a somewhat
delayed reaction where the divine judgment will only occur after death. The
swearing of an oath can either be merely formalistic or it can have a functional
application. In the Roman law, oaths were sworn because they had a functional
purpose and were not merely used as part of the procedure. This function
seemed to diminish slightly as people swore easily and according to procedure,
but when the Roman Empire became more Christian during the Dominate and the
Justinian period, the swearing of an oath regained much of its functional
application and the swearer risked much through swearing an oath.
This same decline can be seen in the Roman-Dutch law which initially gave a
functional application to the practice of oath-swearing, but in the contemporary
Netherlands, the oath is merely a formalistic ritual. It does, however, seem that
the oath is becoming more functional in its application in the Netherlands as a
result of the increased instances of swearing. The position in South Africa follows
the same fluctuating pattern as can be seen above. The oaths sworn during
earlier periods in the South African history had a functional application and the
fear of breaking the oath was very real. Oath-swearing was widely used and the
consequences thereof were feared. In contemporary South African law the oath
has lost its functional purpose, regardless its ubiquity. Oath-swearing is a matter
of procedure, and it seems that the legal and religious consequences contained in
oath-swearing are not explained to swearers. Perjury is also not always
prosecuted due to it being arduous to prove.
Religion should be used to promote the ends of justice and it should exist in a
symbiotic relationship with the law. The implication is that the aim of the practice
of oath-swearing is attainable if swearers were to swear oaths with the
implications and the consequences of breaking the oath, firmly in mind.

7.4 Recommendations
On the basis of the above analysis of the development of oath-swearing, the
following recommendations can be put forward: The unfair indirect discrimination
181

which is currently a result of the exclusion of the aforementioned religions from
oath-swearing can easily be remedied by firstly, presenting intended swearers
with a choice to either swear an oath according to their own religions or to make
a secular affirmation, as is already possible. The relevant sections that prescribe
oath-swearing can be rewritten to include other religions, or the name of the deity
who must be invoked can merely be left blank and the swearer can insert the
name of the deity in whose name the oath is taken. Secondly, it is recommended
that the person who is responsible for the administration of the oath, be it in the
context of an assertory oath or a promissory oath, must inform the intended
swearer of the implications of the swearing of an oath; what constitutes perjury
or the breaking of the oath; and the religious and legal consequences of
committing perjury or breaking an oath. These remedies constitute minimal
changes to current legislation, but the advantages of these changes are without
measure. This change would promote fairness and equality and may even
promote the administration of justice.
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